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The rapid increase in the industrial utilisation of carbon bre reinforced plastic composites
in recent years has led to growing interest in numerical modelling of these materials during
machining. Lately, the micro-mechanical approach has been implemented via the nite
element method (FEM) using zero thickness cohesive elements. Usually, these elements
experience excessive distortion; while poor thrust force prediction is generally associated
with the deletion of failed elements in FEM. In this thesis, a novel cohesive model was
developed. A smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method was implemented to avoid
element deletion during the analysis. However, the absence of a cohesive layer did not
permit the collection of information on the interface behaviour. Therefore, a hybrid model,
based on the FEM to SPH conversion, was deployed to introduce a cohesive layer, while
avoiding element deletion. In-house experiments were conducted to support and validate
the hybrid model. The design of experiments method was utilised to identify the signicant
process parameters. The results showed that the novel cohesive model prevented the
excessive distortion shown by the zero thickness cohesive elements. The SPH enabled more
accurate prediction of the thrust force, more realistic chip formation mechanisms and the
i
capability to simulate the bouncing back. For instance, for bre orientation of θ=0° the
thrust force improves from 0.11 N/mm to 1.99 N/mm; and the bouncing back amount has
been found equal to the cutting edge radius of the tool (∼5µm). The hybrid approach
enables implementation of the novel cohesive model showing an improvement of the thrust
force prediction when compared with the FEM. In particular, for bre orientation of θ=0°
the thrust force predicted acts in same direction as the experimental force; while the FEM
shows the opposite direction. The hybrid approach was able to capture the eect of a round
cutting edge, as was highlighted in the experimental results at bre orientation θ=0° and
θ=90°. The experiments highlighted the strong inuence of the rake angle and bre
orientation on the bouncing back. For θ=135°, while negative or slightly positive (α=10°)
rake angles lead to a high amount of bouncing back, a high positive rake angle (α=30°)
leads to an actual depth of cut higher than the set nominal depth of cut.
ii
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1.1 Background and motivation
Fibre reinforced plastic (FRP) composite materials are increasingly being used in high
performance applications within various industrial sectors. Reasons for their employment
can be traced to their superior properties in terms of specic strength/stiness, corrosion
resistance, damage tolerance and resistance to fatigue; as well as thermal and acoustic
insulation power, when compared with conventional material/alloys. This can be seen in
Figure 1.1 for carbon bre reinforced plastic (CFRP) composites [1]; the material of interest
in this thesis.
In recent years, the use of CFRP composites for applications where high performances
are required has increased signicantly, particularly in the aerospace sector.
Since the 1980s, composite materials' employment has grown considerably. Today, it
represents more then 50% of the entire structure of the last generation of aeroplanes (Figure
1
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1.2) [2, 3], and involves growing investments. In fact, the amount of carbon bre composites
increased from about 3 ton/unit in the A300-600, up to about 32 ton/unit in the A350. It
has been predicted that carbon bre demand will grow to 183,000 tons in 2020, leading to
an increase in investments from USD $15.4 billion in 2013 to $35 billion in 2020 [4].
(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: Comparison between carbon/epoxy and conventional materials in terms of (a) stiness
to weight ratio; and (b) strength to weight ratio [1].
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: Amount of (a) composite materials; and (b) carbon bre composites, employed on
aeroplanes' structures over the past years [2, 3].
Great eorts have been made during the past few years to increase the amount of
composite percentage employed, leading to the well-known Boeing 787 Dreamliner and
Airbus A350 XWB shown in Figure 1.3. In only seven years, carbon bre composite









Consequently, conventional material usage reduced, with steel in particular dropping from
10% to 6%.
Depending on the task, each component is realized using a dierent composite material.
In particular, it is possible to notice from the overall amount of composite materials used,
the carbon bre laminate composite represents the largest part; it is mainly present on the
fuselage and wings.
During production, machining operations are required for the removal of excess material
to meet dimensional tolerances or for producing holes for assembly. While conventional
materials are well known, composite materials are relatively new and the tool-workpiece
interaction and its eect on the machined component are not yet fully understood.
The inhomogeneous and anisotropic nature of composite materials still represents a
challenge in terms of machinability. Defects can arise during machining in each phase of the
material, hence involving the bre, matrix, and bre-matrix interface. The presence of such
aws can compromise surface integrity and lead to poor component in-service performance.
The importance of minimizing/eliminating workpiece damage following machining, has led
industries and researchers to investigate these processes.
During complex machining operations, such as drilling and milling, the tool encounters
bres at dierent orientations (0°≤θ<180°), making the process dicult to investigate.
Indeed, it has been observed that the chip formation mechanisms during machining change
depending on the bre orientation and so aecting the nal quality of the component. In
order to simplify the problem, and better understand the eect of bre orientation,
orthogonal cutting is usually studied.
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Until now experimental investigations have generally focused on observing the chip
formation mechanism, and on measuring the machining force and the surface roughness.
Conversely, studies providing information on damage and on the amount of elastic recovery
experienced by the component after machining (bouncing back) are limited. In addition, it
is still very challenging to obtain in-situ observations of the tool-workpiece interaction
during cutting at the micro-scale level, and to measure local deformation and stresses in
each phase of the material.
While the experimental approach represents a foundational step for the understanding of
the machining process, alternatives, including analytical, empirical and numerical approaches,
have also been employed. The analytical approach has proved to be incapable of taking
into account the complexity of the process. The empirical approach needs experimental
calibration, and its results are reliable only in the range used for that calibration. Moreover,
it can only provide limited information, such as cutting force and thrust force.
The numerical models seem to be the most exible tool for studying the machining of
CFRP. In fact, they can provide detailed information at dierent scale levels (from the
macro-scale to the micro-scale), that could be dicult to obtain using dierent approaches
(experimental, analytical, and empirical). However, the numerical approach still needs to be
validated against experimental results.
Over the years, orthogonal cutting simulation has been continuously improved in an
attempt to make it as accurate as possible. In particular, models implementing the composite
as an equivalent homogeneous material have been widely used. Recently, a micro-mechanical
approach, where each phase (bre, matrix, bre-matrix interface) is simulated separately, has
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been employed. This allows analysis of the material removal, observing the damage formation
and propagation in each phase of the material. The accuracy and reliability of the simulation
are strongly dependent on the assumptions made, and on material data availability. To date,
information on material properties for each phase of CFRP composite is still limited.
In conclusion, the necessity to improve the quality of CFRP components requires a
better understanding of the tool-workpiece interaction and of its eect on the machined
material. The limited knowledge at the micro-scale level represents the main motivation for
the present thesis. In fact, the understanding of the chip formation mechanisms and the
damage formation and propagation during cutting in each phase of the composite material
(matrix, bre, bre-matrix interface) can help in improving the quality of the nal
component, minimising the presence of aws that can compromise surface integrity and
lead to poor in-service component performance. As numerical models represent a powerful
tool to investigate the process, they are employed for the investigation. Up-to-date,
numerical studies implementing the micro-mechanical approach are still few, and
two-dimensional models are usually used, leaving a large amount of room for improvement.
1.2 Aim and objectives
The aim of this project is to develop a comprehensive numerical model for the orthogonal
cutting of unidirectional carbon bre reinforced plastic (UD-CFRP) composite, to improve
prediction of machining force and material deformation and failure at the micro-scale level.
Particular attention will be given to cohesive models, and to mesh-free methods to develop
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models which are able to provide a more accurate prediction of the bre-matrix interface
behaviour and thrust force, respectively.
The aim of the work is achieved by means of the following objectives:
 developing a novel cohesive model for the bre-matrix interface simulation able to avoid
excessive distortion experienced by cohesive elements in existing models;
 developing a nite element model for the orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP implementing
bres with cylindrical geometry;
 implementing a new modelling approach based on the mesh-free smoothed particle
hydrodynamics method (SPH) to improve the thrust force prediction;
 developing a hybrid model based on the FEM to SPH conversion to combine the
advantages of both methods;
 carrying out in-house experiments for model validation, and to investigate the eect of
the machining parameters on the quality of the nal component.
1.3 Thesis structure
In Chapter 2 there is a review of dierent approaches (experimental, analytical, empirical,
and numerical) used in the literature to investigate the orthogonal cutting of FRPs. For each
approach, ndings are presented, and both advantages and drawbacks are also highlighted.
In Chapter 3, particular attention is given to cohesive models used to simulate the bre-
matrix interface. A review and a comparison are provided, highlighting the drawbacks and
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advantages of each model. Based on the comparison, a new cohesive zone model, implemented
in a two-dimensional extruded geometry, is developed to overcome the limitations of existing
models. Validation of the numerical models is realised using experimental results from the
literature.
In Chapter 4 a cylindrical geometry for bres is considered. The dierence against the 2D-
extruded model is highlighted. In particular, the discrepancy in terms of predicted damage
extension, chip formation mechanisms, cutting force and thrust force is provided. Validation
of numerical models using experimental results from the literature is presented.
In Chapter 5, the smoothed particle hydrodynamic (SPH) method considering cylindrical
bres is employed to improve the thrust force prediction, avoiding element deletion during
analysis. The validation for the SPH method is done using experimental results from the
literature. A comparison with the 3D-FEM model is also presented.
In Chapter 6, in order to provide more detailed information to support the numerical
models' development and validation, in-house experiments carried out for the orthogonal
cutting of UD-CFRP are presented and the results are described. Types of chips obtained and
chip formation mechanisms observed are analysed. The inuence of the machining parameters
on the cutting force, thrust force, damage extension, surface quality and bouncing back is also
investigated, by means of the response surface method (RSM) and the analysis of variance
(ANOVA) technique. Finally, an optimization for minimizing the surface roughness and the
damage extension in the nal component is realised for dierent bre orientations.
In Chapter 7, due to the absence of cohesive elements when using the SPH method, a
novel hybrid model with cylindrical bres is developed. It implements FEM to SPH element
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conversion after failure, trying to combine advantages of both methods. The results obtained
from experiments carried out in Chapter 6 are used for the model validation.
Finally, conclusions of the work carried out are summarised in Chapter 8, where also





In this chapter an introduction to composite materials, and an overview of the orthogonal
cutting of these materials are presented. Dierent approaches used to study this process are
reported; which include experimental, analytical, empirical, and numerical approaches. For
each of them the advantages and drawbacks are highlighted.
2.2 Overview of composite materials
A composite material is made up of two or more constituents or phases with signicantly
dierent physical and chemical properties that, when combined, produce a material with
characteristics diverse from the individual components [9]. The constituent present as a
continuous phase is called matrix, to which a reinforcement phase is added to improve its
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properties, as represented in Figure 2.1. The matrix's purpose is to protect the reinforcement
from the external environment, and redistribute the loads applied on the composite material
to the reinforcement.
Figure 2.1: Tensile stress-strain curve for matrix, bre and FRP composite material [10].
The matrix and reinforcement phases can be realized using various materials. The former
can be made of metals, ceramics or polymers, to which additives can be added in order
to enhance the properties. The latter presents in dierent shapes, e.g. continuous bres,
discontinuous bres or particulates, and can be orientated according to a preferred direction
or randomly. Furthermore, continuous bres are usually used in the form of textile fabrics
having dierent congurations (e.g. plain weave, three-harness satin weave, ve-harness satin
weave [11]).
In composite material, the shape and arrangement of the reinforcement determine the
level of anisotropy of the lamina. In particular, since the bres are characterised by high
properties (strength and stiness) along the axis direction, reinforcement in the shape of
perfectly aligned long bres presents a high level of anisotropy. Composite materials are
composed by laminae stacked one on top of each other in a certain sequence forming multi-
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plies. Depending on the loads that the component needs to withstand during service, it is
possible to design the stacking sequence to optimize the in-service performance.
Materials for the matrix and the reinforcement, and the reinforcement shape and
arrangement can be chosen depending on the area of application. Metal matrices are
generally reinforced by means of metals or ceramic materials; they are more expensive than
the conventional materials they replace. Hence they are used where the performance
improvement justies the cost [12], such as for structural components for aerospace
application or in automotive engines.
Ceramic matrices are used together with ceramic reinforcement to ensure high strength
and stiness at high temperature, e.g. SiC/RBSN composite shows a Young's modulus of
138 GPa, a yield stress of 154 MPa and a tensile strength of 251 MPa at temperature of 1400
°C [13]. Ceramic matrices with ceramic reinforcement are used for example in heat shield
systems for space vehicles during the re-entry phase, components for high temperature gas
turbines, and brake disks [13].
Polymer matrices present a reinforcement made of glass, carbon or aramid bres and
are employed in many applications, such as aerospace, sport, and transportation industries.
A comparison between bre types, when used in a typical high-performance unidirectional
epoxy prepreg, is provided in Figure 2.2. Polymeric matrices can be divided into two main
groups: thermoplastics and thermosets. They dier in molecular structure. While the former
can be melted easily when heated, the latter are always in a solid state [11, 14]. Stiness
reduction and abrupt variation of the heat capacity are detected when polymers are heated
over a characteristic transition temperature, called the glass transition temperature Tg. It
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Comparison between bre types used in a typical high-performance unidirectional epoxy
prepreg in terms of (a) tensile; and (b) compressive behaviour [10].
represents the maximum temperature the polymeric material can undergo during service.
This limit is higher in thermosets (e.g. Tg=65-175 °C for epoxy) than in thermoplastics (e.g.
Tg=55-80 °C for polyammide) [11]. Instead, thermoplastic polymers present a strain to failure
higher than metals and thermosets materials. For example the polyammide thermoplastic
matrix has a strain to failure in the range 150%-300%, while aluminum alloys (7075 T6) and
epoxy thermoset matrix have a strain to failure of 11% and 1.5%-8%, respectively. In general,
polymeric matrices show stiness and strength lower than that of metals and ceramics; for
example, the Young's modulus is 2.6-3.8 GPa for epoxy, 71 GPa for aluminum alloys (7075
T6), 380 GPa for alumina (99.9% pure), and the tensile strength is 60-85 MPa for epoxy, 572
MPa for aluminum alloys (7075 T6), 282-551 MPa for alumina (99.9% pure).
Glass bres employed in polymeric matrices are widely used because of their low cost and
high corrosion resistance, making them suitable for marine applications and the chemical
industry. However, their use in elds where high performance is required is limited [11].
Carbon bres present high stiness and strength (Young's modulus and tensile strength
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for HM carbon bre up to about 400 GPa and 4.5 GPa, respectively) together with low
density (1.8 g/cm3) and a moderate cost. Their properties make them greatly required for
aerospace applications, and in all sectors where high stiness to weight and strength to weight
ratios are desired. While glass bres are isotropic, carbon bres are transversely isotropic,
and both bre types are highly abrasive.
Aramid bres (trade name Kevlar) are used as substitutes for carbon bres in sport
applications and protective clothes. In fact, they show ductile behaviour under impact, while
carbon bres tend to fail in a brittle manner.
2.3 Machining of composites
Even if composite materials are realised near net-shape, machining operations are required
for the removal of excess material to meet dimensional tolerances and for producing holes
for subsequent assembly. Methods for material removal can be divided into two groups [11]:
conventional and nonconventional. The former includes edge trimming, milling, drilling,
countersinking, turning, sawing, and grinding; while the latter employs waterjet and laser
beam cutting.
In particular, turning is a process used to nish machining of axisymmetric FRP composite
parts. The workpiece rotates around its axis of symmetry, while the cutting tool is fed parallel
to the axis, removing a layer of material whose thickness is equal to the set depth of cut. In
contrast, in milling the tool rotates around its axis and can have more than one active cutting
edge. It engages the workpiece in the radial direction, with the machined surface parallel to
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the tool axis. It is mainly limited to deburring and trimming, as well as to achieving contour
shape accuracy. Finally, drilling represents one of the most important machining operations
that is carried out on composites for making holes required for assembly.
Composite materials are relatively new, and their inhomogeneous and anisotropic nature
leads to very complex chip formation mechanisms. Machining of composites using the
above material removal methods can produce defects both at the macro-scale and at the
micro-scale level: involving matrix cracking, matrix burning, bre fracture, bre pullout,
bre-matrix debonding and delamination [11, 15]. In particular, matrix burning takes place
when the temperature during machining exceeds the glass transition temperature of the
matrix; the debonding represents the detachment between bre and matrix within a single
ply; the delamination represents the detachment between two consecutive plies; and the
bre pullout takes place when the bre is removed from the matrix leaving a void in it.
Hence, defects' reduction and surface integrity improvement during machining operations
represent a challenge in order to reduce the possibility of the component integrity and
performance compromised whilst in-service.
2.4 Orthogonal cutting
In the case of conventional methods, machining operations such as drilling or milling on
composite materials represent complex processes to be analysed. A simplication can be
considered in order to facilitate its comprehension, where it regards the orthogonal cutting
machining for dierent bre orientations; hence downgrading a complex three-dimensional
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problem to multiple and simpler two-dimensional problems. For instance, when milling the
local angle between the tool velocity vector and the bre direction changes continuously
during machining due to the tool revolution, as represented in Figure 2.3. It varies by
increasing from 0° at point (a) to 90° at point (c), up to 180° at point (e); which corresponds
again to the initial condition relative to point (a).
During machining, if an innitesimal time interval is considered, the variation in direction
of the tool velocity vector could be neglected, and the cutting condition could be schematized
Figure 2.3: Schematic of milling on FRP materials.
Figure 2.4: Schematic of cutting condition for an innitesimal time interval considered during milling
on FRPs.
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as reported in Figure 2.4, which represents the orthogonal cutting on FRPs for a xed bre
orientation. Hence, the understanding and the capacity to predict the material deformation
and failure during the orthogonal cutting considering several bre orientations could help
in defect reduction and surface integrity improvement, even for more complex machining
operations. This simplication has been widely used over the past years and still represents
a fundamental step in investigating the complex nature of composite machining.
The orthogonal cutting on composites has been studied using dierent approaches:
experimental, analytical, empirical, and numerical. They are described in the following
sections.
2.5 Experimental investigation of the orthogonal cutting
of UD-FRPs
In machining operations it is important to optimize the output parameters, which generally
include machining force, surface roughness and the amount of damage after machining. In
fact, the machining force is linked to tool wear and so connected to the tool change frequency
and to the surface quality reduction. A high tool change rate is responsible for the higher
cost of the nal component; aecting also the material volume produced per hour, which
decreases due to the time necessary for the tool change. Instead, the surface roughness is
representative of the nal surface quality, where a low value is desirable to obtain a smooth
surface. Finally, it is important to minimize the damage in the nal component in order to
reduce the probability of failure during service.
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The parameters that can be modied in order to optimize the outputs are represented
by bre orientation, tool geometry, cutting speed and depth of cut. The tool geometry
features comprise rake angle α, clearance angle γ, and cutting edge radius r (Figure 2.5).
The optimization phase requires knowing the eect of the machining parameters on the
output variables, and consequently the ability to control the former to obtain the desired
characteristics in the nal component.
Figure 2.5: Schematic of tool geometry where symbols r, α, γ represent the cutting edge radius, the
rake angle and the clearance angle respectively.
For this purpose, the experimental equipment is very important in order to obtain the
desired information and for its subsequent analysis. Dierent methods and equipment have
been used over the past years. One of the rst attempts to investigate the orthogonal cutting
of carbon bre reinforced plastic was carried out by Koplev et al. [16] in 1983. A quick stop
device was used to examine the material deformation near the tool, and the macrochip method
was used for collecting the chip during cutting. The latter method is set up by covering the
sample surface with a thin layer of rubber-based glue. The chip remains stuck to the glue
while machining, allowing it to be collected for observation and analysis. Even if this method
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has been widely employed providing useful information on the chip morphology [1619], the
free surface of the chip is not totally free, as the glue layer constraints its deformation.
Scanning electron microscopes (SEM) have been widely used for observing and measuring
damage in machined samples, such as bre-matrix debonding depth and bre pullout [15],
and for studying the chip morphology [18, 2022]. Indeed, the SEM allows observation of the
machined sample at very high magnication. The Alicona innite focus G4 optical scanner
has also been used for 3D surface topography analysis and surface roughness measurement
[23]; while chip morphology has also been assessed by means of an optical microscope [23, 24].
Nowadays, a high-speed camera is usually part of the experimental set-up [23, 25, 26].
Similarly, high-speed photography was also used by Pwu and Hocheng [27]. These techniques
facilitate observation of the dynamic tool-workpiece interaction during machining. However,
observation at micro-scale level is still challenging, making it dicult to observe the material
deformation in the vicinity of the cutting edge.
Cutting force and thrust force measurement is generally carried out using a dynamometer,
which can be mounted on the tool [18, 20, 21, 25, 28], or on the workpiece [23, 24, 26, 29, 30].
Usually a piezoelectric dynamometer is used [2326, 2931] and connected to an acquisition
system through a charge amplier.
2.5.1 Chip formation mechanisms
Chip formation mechanisms have been investigated in several studies leading to a general
understanding of material removal mechanisms during machining. They have been found to
be deeply aected by the bre orientation θ and the tool rake angle α, as schematically shown
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(a) Type I (b) Type II
(c) Type III (d) Type III
(e) Type IV (f) Type V
Figure 2.6: Inuence of bre orientation and tool rake angle on the chip formation mechanisms [18]:
(a) θ=0°- α>0°; (b) θ=0°- α<0°; (c) θ=45°- α>0°; (d) θ=45°- α<0°; (e) θ=90°- α>0°; (f) θ=135°-
α>0°.
in Figure 2.6 [18]. It is possible to identify ve dierent types of chip formation mechanisms
depending on bre orientation and tool rake angle.
In the following, the angle θ between the cutting speed vector and the bre direction will
be measured counterclockwise from the velocity direction, as reported in Figure 2.4.
For bre orientation θ=0° and positive rake angle, the tool progression causes an opening
load (Mode I), leading to bre-matrix interface failure with consequent bre bending. The
chip slides along the rake face until the crack, induced by bending, takes place ahead of
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the cutting edge, and propagates perpendicular to the bre axis [17, 18, 25, 32]. This is
illustrated by Type I in Figure 2.6(a). The propagation of the opening ahead of the tool
due to bre bending has been found to be dependent on the depth of cut. An increase in
the depth of cut causes an increase in the opening dimension [21]. For negative rake angles,
bres undergo compressive stress in the axial direction. Tool progression causes sliding loads
(Mode II) with fractures at the bre-matrix interface. Since bres cannot leave the cutting
region because of the negative rake angle, compressive stress increases, leading to bre failure
due to buckling with crack propagation perpendicular to the bre axis [17, 18, 24]. This is
dened as Type II, and shown in Figure 2.6(b).
For 0°<θ<75° and independently from the rake angle, the chip formation mechanism is
caused by compression induced shear across the bre axis, and shear fracture of bre-matrix
interface along the bre direction [17, 18, 32]. This is presented as Type III in Figure 2.6(c-d).
When cutting all bre angles up to θ=90° , chip ow takes place on a plane parallel to the
bre orientation [29, 32]. The chip formation mechanism for 75°<θ<90° is characterized by
compression induced fracture perpendicular to the bre axis, and interface fracture due to
shear along the bre-matrix interface [18, 32]. This is representative of Type IV, and shown
in Figure 2.6(e).
For θ>90° the chip formation mechanism becomes more complicated, involving
considerable out-of-plane displacement, intra-laminar shear at the bre-matrix interface,
and bending deformations due to compression exerted by the tool; which leads to bre and
matrix failure usually below the cutting plane [25, 26]. This is observable as Type V in
Figure 2.6(f).
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The chip formation mechanisms described above are characteristic of machining realised
using a tool with a sharp cutting edge (nose radius of a few micrometer). A dierent chip
formation mechanism has been observed for bre angle θ=90° by Pwu and Hocheng [27]
when machining with a round cutting edge. They used a cutting edge radius 10-20 µm to
cut UD-FRP with bre diameter of 7-10 µm. In this case, the tool is not able to cut the
bre at the contact point, but it exerts compression loading on the sample causing bre
bending. Fibre deection increases with tool progression until bending failure takes place,
usually below the cutting plane. In addition, since matrix material is weaker than bres,
matrix fracture between two consecutive bres takes place during tool advancement.
Studies considering the eect of a round cutting edge at the micro-scale level are few
in the literature. For this reason, an investigation on the tool-workpiece interaction will be
carried out by means of experimental and numerical approaches in this thesis.
In addition, the tool-workpiece interaction changes if a round cutting edge is considered
[11, 24] as represented in Figure 2.7.
When a sharp cutting edge is used only a chipping zone is present ahead of the tool
but when a round cutting edge is used the material ahead of the tool is divided in two
Figure 2.7: Tool-workpiece interaction when machining with a round cutting edge [11, 24].
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parts: pressing and chipping. During tool progression the material in the pressing region
is compressed under the tool, exhibiting an elastic recovery after the tool has passed. The
amount of spring back the material undergoes is called bouncing back. Instead, the material
in the chipping zone becomes chip during cutting. Due to bouncing back the real depth of
cut obtained after machining diers from the nominal depth of cut.
Wang and Zhang [24] investigated the bouncing back for dierent bre orientations using
a tool with a cutting edge radius of 50 µm. For θ<90° the bouncing back amount was found
to be about, or slightly more than, the cutting edge radius. Hence, if the nominal depth of
cut is set to a value equal or lower than the tool radius, no cut is displayed, and the workpiece
undergoes only large deformation. For θ>90° the material elastic recovery can reach more
than double the tool radius.
The bouncing back variation with the nominal depth of cut for bre orientation θ=30° is
Figure 2.8: Inuence of the nominal depth of cut on the bouncing back for bre orientation θ=30°
[24].
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reported in Figure 2.8. Increasing the nominal depth of cut, the amount of bouncing back
increases, being equal to the set depth of cut. This behaviour is observed for depth of cut
values up to almost the tool's radius dimension. When this value is exceeded, the amount of
elastic recovery continues to increase, but its value becomes less than the nominal depth of
cut, leading to the actual depth of cut greater than zero. A further increase in the depth of
cut causes an increase both of the actual depth of cut and of the bouncing back. A value for
the nominal depth of cut, after which the bouncing back amount remains constant, can be
observed (∼100 µm), leading to an increase of the real depth of cut equal to the increase of
the nominal depth of cut. In addition, material experiencing spring back comes in contact
with the clearance face exerting a pressure on it, and so contributing to the thrust force.
Despite the fact that the bouncing back represents an important parameter aecting the
actual depth of cut, and thrust force, information in the literature is still limited. This is due
to the diculty in measuring it because it takes place at a micro-scale level. For this reason,
the eect of the machining parameters on the bouncing back amount will be investigated in
this thesis.
2.5.2 Type and morphology of the chip
Chip size and shape have been found dependent mainly on the bre orientation and the
depth of cut. Indeed, the inuence of these parameters was studied by Li et al. [26] for UD-
CFRP (T700 carbon bres and E765 epoxy resin). For θ=0° a powder like chip was observed
for a depth of cut equal to 0.1 mm. Increasing its value to 0.5 mm a crack formed along
the bre-matrix interface ahead of the tool, causing bre bending. In addition, a second
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Figure 2.9: Chip formation evolution during orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP for bre orientation
θ=0° at depth of cut (a-b) 0.1 mm and (c-d) 0.5 mm [26].
cutting zone near the tool tip was detected below the plane containing the interface failure
that previously occurred. In this case, two dierent types of chips, forming at the same
time, were observed (Figure 2.9): a blocky chip, due to bre fracture under bending after
the interface failure, and a powder like chip, originating from the second cutting zone. For
15°≤θ<75° the continuous and ribbon like chip, observed at low depth of cut (0.1 mm), was
replaced by a blocky chip when cutting with 0.5 mm depth of cut. The continuous chip was
formed by weakly connected tiny chips that might easily break with tool advancement. This
is in agreement with what has been observed by Zitoune et al. [21] when machining UD-
CFRP material made of T2H carbon bres and EH25 epoxy resin. In particular, a continuous
chip was observed for θ=45° for all the machining length when using a low depth of cut (0.07
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: Chip formation during orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP for 45° bre orientation at
depth of cut (a) 0.07 mm and (b) 0.125 mm [21].
mm), as shown in Figure 2.10(a). A friable ribbon like chip was obtained increasing the
depth of cut (0.07 mm<DOC≤0.2 mm), as observable in Figure 2.10(b). At a higher depth
of cut (DOC>0.2 mm) a blocky chip was observed, but dierently by Li et al. [26], after the
shear deformation takes place, the chip is split into small parallelepiped ying particles.
In the case of 75°<θ≤180°, Li et al. [26] observed a continuous ribbon like chip at a depth
of cut 0.1 mm, and a blocky chip for the depth of cut of 0.2 mm, as shown in Figure 2.11. This
was in disagreement with what was observed by Zitoune et al. [21] when machining at a bre
angle of θ=90°. In fact, they observed a non-continuous chip formed by very ne particles
for 0.05 mm<DOC<0.3 mm, which was replaced by a chip composed of small needles for
DOC>0.3 mm.
Furthermore, the rake angle seems to aect the chip type, continuous or discontinuous,
favouring one over the other. In particular, a large positive rake angle tends to cause a
continuous chip, while a small positive value leads to a discontinuous chip. Conversely, the
clearance angle does not aect the type of chip [11].
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Since studies generally include positive rake angles, a lack of information on the type of
chip when machining with a negative rake angle has been observed. For this reason, the
eect of machining with a negative rake angle will be investigated in this thesis.
Figure 2.11: Chip formation evolution during orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP for bre orientation
(a) θ=90° at depth of cut 0.1 mm; (b) θ=90° at depth of cut 0.2 mm; (c) θ=150° at depth of cut
0.2 mm; and (d) θ=120° at depth of cut 0.5 mm [26].
2.5.3 Surface quality
Surface roughness (Ra) is generally chosen as a parameter to represent the quality of the
machined surface. The inuence of the rake angle, depth of cut and bre orientation on
surface quality was studied by Wang and Zhang [24] and shown in Figure 2.12.
Independent from the depth of cut, it was found out that a critical bre angle exists
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.12: Surface roughness (Ra) trend with bre orientation, rake angle at depth of cut (a) 1
µm; and (b) 50 µm [24].
(θ=90°), after which a large increase of the surface roughness takes place. Before this angle,
a very slight uctuation can be observed with values within 0.6 µm and 1.2 µm for depth of
cut less than the bre diameter (Figure 2.12(a)). Similarly, for depth of cut bigger than the
bre diameter (Figure 2.12(b)) the variation is between 1 µm and 1.5 µm, independent from
the rake angle. This trend was also conrmed by Ramulu [32] and Arola et al. [17]. Hence,
Wang and Zhang [24] pointed out that the inuence of the depth of cut, rake angle and bre
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orientation on the surface roughness can be neglected for 0°≤θ≤90°. For bre angles θ>90°
and a depth of cut less than the bre diameter, an increase of the surface roughness was
observed for bre orientation up to θ=120°, followed by a decrease. The eect of the rake
angle on the surface roughness was observed for 90°<θ<150°, showing a maximum inuence
at θ=120°. For bre orientation θ=150° the eect of the rake angle again becomes negligible.
In contrast, for a depth of cut bigger than the bre diameter no decrease of the surface
roughness was observed for high values of bre orientation, but it increases with a slope
depending on the rake angle. A larger rake angle causes a higher rising rate of the surface
roughness.
Figure 2.13: Inuence of the clearance angle on the surface roughness (Ra) considering two dierent
rake angles [17].
The eect of the clearance angle can be observed considering the experimental results
obtained by Wang et al. [18] for bre orientations 0°≤θ≤60° and dierent rake angles (Figure
2.13). Indeed they found out that a higher rake angle leads to a better surface quality. For
rake angle α=0° the clearance angle increase (from γ=7° to γ=17° ) always causes a slight
improvement in the surface quality except for θ=15°. Increasing the rake angle, the benet
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due to a higher clearance angle reduces, except for θ=0°.
2.5.4 Induced damage and surface integrity
The extent of the damage in the machined component was found by Wang and Zhang [24]
to be dependent on the depth of cut and bre orientation. They observed that a decrease in
the depth of cut results in a reduced amount of subsurface damages; this was also conrmed
by Koplev et al. [16]. The bre angle represents the most important parameter aecting
the amount of damage arising during machining. For bre orientation θ=0°, bre failure due
to bending or buckling takes place ahead of the tool, slightly aecting the material below
the cutting plane. In fact, no cracks beneath the top layer [16, 20] or a maximum depth of
damage of two bre diameters can be observed in Figure 2.14.
Figure 2.14: Machining induced damage for bre orientation θ=0° [16].
For bre orientation θ=30°, even if the surface obtained is relatively smooth with no
visible cracks, single broken and pulled out bres were observed by Voÿ et al. [20].
For bre orientation θ=45°, small deection and signicant compression of the bres
have been observed during cutting by Iliescu et al. [33]. Macro-crack propagates in a plane
parallel to the bre direction with bre failure perpendicular to the bre axis. A blocky chip
originates and subsurface damages take place below the cutting plane, as visible in Figure
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.15: (a)Machining induced damage for bre orientation θ=45° [34]; and (b) magnication
of the tool-workpiece interaction area.
Figure 2.16: Machining induced damage for bre orientation θ=90° [20].
2.15. However, a good surface quality is obtained.
Damages arising when machining with bre orientation θ=90° are larger than those
observed for lower bre orientations, and are shown in Figure 2.16. In fact, cracks reaching
approximately a depth of 0.1-0.3 mm below the cutting plane were observed by Koplev et
al. [16]. This is due to bending failure of the bres below the cutting plane accompanied by
considerable matrix fracture, and to the compression exerted by the tool on the material
below [16, 27]. The bre bending with the following spring back was captured by Zitoune et
al. [21] and Iliescu et al. [33] during machining, and is shown in Figure 2.17.
Higher bre orientations θ>90° result in a very large amount of bre bending, which
remain compact (in bundles) until failure with a massive amount of damage [33] as shown
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Figure 2.17: Fibre bending when machining at bre orientation θ=90° [33].
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.18: Machining induced damage for bre orientation (a-b) θ=135° [20, 21]; and (c) θ=150°
[24].
in Figure 2.18(a). It was related to the high surface roughness value by Wang and Zhang
[24] who found a surface roughness (Ra) of 36 µm for rake angle α=40° and bre orientation
θ=150°. In addition, usually a saw-tooth prole can be observed [20] as shown in Figure
2.18(b-c).
Measurements of damage extension in the machined workpiece were carried out by
Bhatnagar et al. [35] for bre orientation 0°≤θ≤90° , and three dierent depths of cut (0.1
mm, 0.2 mm, 0.3 mm), as shown in Figure 2.19. For all depths of cut the damage extension
was found to be minimum in the range 15°≤θ≤30°, increasing slowly up to θ=60°. After
that angle a large increase can be observed, reaching the maximum value at θ=90°.
Furthermore, damage depth increases with depth of cut increase, as previously mentioned.
Debonding, which represents the amount of elastic recovery that the workpiece experiences
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Figure 2.19: Damage extension for dierent bre orientations and depth of cut (DOC) [35].
(a) (b)
Figure 2.20: Machining induced damage for bre orientation (a) θ=60°; and (b) θ=90° [15].
after machining, and bre pull-out were measured by Dandekar and Shin [15] using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM), as shown in Figure 2.20. The orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP,
using a depth of cut of 0.1 mm and a cutting edge radius of 10 µm, was performed. Both
examples of damage were found to grow with the bre orientation increase. In particular, a
debonding length of 47 µm, 56 µm, 78 µm and a bre pullout of 30 µm, 40 µm and 58 µm
were detected for bre orientations θ=60°, θ=90°, and θ=120°, respectively.
Finally, the eect of the cutting speed during machining was studied by Wei et al. [30],
showing that its increase causes a reduction of the maximum damage depth. It was explained
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with the consideration that the time for the damage to propagate in the material reduces
with the increase of the cutting speed.
When machining at bre orientation θ=0°, the machined surface is characterised by visible
bres fractured perpendicularly to their direction [16, 24] (Figure 2.21). A few bres are also
smashed, and the matrix is visible between two consecutive bres.
Figure 2.21: Machined surface for bre orientation θ=0° [24].
Figure 2.22: Machined surface for bre orientation θ=90° [24].
In contrast from θ=0°, at θ=30° and θ=90° bres are not visible and they are covered by
a layer of matrix material [16, 18, 24] (Figure 2.22).
It is important to notice that even if for bre angles θ=0° and θ=90° the surface roughness
value was found to be equal to 1 µm by Wang and Zhang [24], they show a dierent surface
integrity due to the dierent chip formation mechanisms.
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2.5.5 Cutting force and thrust force
The tool-workpiece interaction during orthogonal cutting, for a sharp tool cutting edge,
can generally be represented as reported in Figure 2.23. It is possible to decompose the
machining force R, acting on the tool, along the cutting direction and orthogonally to it,
obtaining the cutting force Fc and the thrust force Ft, respectively. The resultant force can
also be decomposed along the tool rake face Ff , and in the normal direction to it, obtaining
the normal force Fn. The former component Ff represents the friction force due to chip
sliding on the tool rake face. Instead, resolving the resultant force along the shear plane and
orthogonally to it, shear force Fs and normal component Fns are obtained, respectively.
Figure 2.23: Schematic representation of the orthogonal cutting condition [11].
The machining force detected during cutting of FRPs exhibits a high level of uctuation,
which is related to the bre orientation. In fact, bre angle represents the most important
parameter aecting the chip formation mechanisms. Hence, cutting force and thrust force
proles are representative of repetitive failure of the phases (bre, matrix, interface), through
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which the chip is formed.
The trend of the cutting force with the bre angle is shown in Figure 2.24(a) for machining
parameters listed in Table 2.1.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.24: Eect of bre orientation on (a) cutting force; and (b) thrust force [18, 24, 29].
Table 2.1: Machining parameters.
Source DOC [mm] Vel [m/min] Cutting tool α [° ] γ [° ] r [µm]
[18] 0.25 4 Polycrystalline diamond 10 17 -
[24] 0.05 1 Tungsten carbide 20 7 50
[29] 0.25 1.18 Tungsten carbide 12 - -
For all conditions, the cutting force increases slowly up to a critical angle. After that an
abrupt increase can be observed, followed by a decrease of the force. Furthermore, comparing
Wang and Zhang's [24] results (depth of cut of 0.05 mm) with the others (depth of cut of
0.25 mm), the depth of cut variation seems to cause also a shift in the cutting force curve
along the horizontal axis.
The thrust force variation with bre orientation presents a peak for 0°<θ<90° and a
minimum for θ>90°; after which an increase with the bre orientation is detected (Figure
2.24(b)). Similar to the cutting force, a variation in the location of the peak and minimum
points seems to be associated with the depth of cut. For a depth of cut of 50µm, a sign
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change in the thrust force was found by Wang and Zhang [24] when machining with large
rake angles (α=20° and α=40°) and high bre orientation (90°<θ<120° ).
The inuence of the depth of cut on cutting force and thrust force was also analysed
independently from the eect of the bre angle by Li et al. [26]. Considering a specic value
of the bre orientation, the increase of the cutting force is almost proportional to the increase
of the depth of cut (Figure 2.25).
Figure 2.25: Variation of cutting force and thrust force with depth of cut for bre orientation θ=0°
[26].
The eect of the depth of cut on the thrust force is strictly connected with the bouncing
back concept previously introduced. When increasing the depth of cut, the thrust force rises
rapidly until a depth of cut of 100 µm, after which the slope reduces. This behaviour could
be due to the high amount of elastic recovery exhibited by the workpiece on the clearance
face for a low depth of cut, where material pressing predominates on cutting. Increasing the
depth of cut, the amount of bouncing back becomes stable and the increase is mostly due to
the cutting eect.
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The eect of the rake angle on cutting force and thrust force was studied by Wang and
Zhang [24] and is shown in Figure 2.26. The variation of the rake angle was found negligible
for the former for bre angles up to θ=90°, as also conrmed by Bhatnagar et al. [29].
However, an increase of the cutting force was detected increasing the rake angle at bre
orientation θ=120°. Afterwards, the eect seems to be again negligible for bre orientation
θ=150°. Similarly, the eect on the thrust force is particularly visible at bre orientation
θ=120°, but with a thrust force increase when the rake angle is reduced.
The inuence of the rake angle was also studied by Kaneeda et al. [36] for bre angles
0°≤θ≤90°and reported in Figure 2.27. It is clear that the reduction rate of the cutting force
(a) (b)
Figure 2.26: Eect of the rake angle on (a) cutting force; and (b) thrust force for 0°≤θ≤150° [24].
(a) (b)
Figure 2.27: Eect of bre orientation on (a) cutting force; and (b) thrust force for -10°≤α≤30°
[18, 29, 36].
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depends on the bre orientation with the maximum value at θ=60°; while the eect on the
thrust force magnitude is much less signicant, exhibiting a smaller reduction with the rake
angle.
The eect of the clearance angle on the cutting force and thrust force was investigated
by Wang et al. [18] and reported in Figure 2.28. While the inuence on the cutting force
is negligible, the thrust force shows a reduction with the clearance angle increase. This
behaviour is due to the bouncing back. In fact, due to the elastic recovery after the tool
is passed, the machined surface comes in contact with the clearance face, exerting pressure
on it, which contributes to the thrust force. It is clear that for a higher clearance angle the
clearance face undergoes a smaller force.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.28: Eect of the clearance angle on (a) cutting force; and (b) thrust force for 0°≤θ≤60°
[18].
2.6 Modelling of the orthogonal cutting of UD-FRPs
Experimental studies on machining of FRPs represent a fundamental step to assess the
tool-workpiece interaction and the material deformation and failure under specied
machining conditions. However, the experimental approach can be expensive, e.g. because
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of the cost of the material itself, and because it usually requires the availability of expensive
equipment to obtain and analyse the information on the process. In addition, the
equipment available and the current technology also determine the level at which it is
possible to analyse the process, representing often a limit in the ability to obtain the
required and desired information, in particular at micro-scale level. For these reasons,
predictive models could help to overcome some of the limits, even if they still require the
necessary experimental tests for validation purposes and assessing the degree of reliability.
In particular, dierent approaches, encompassing analytical, empirical and numerical
methods, have been utilised to investigate the machining of composite materials [37].
2.6.1 Analytical and empirical approaches
There are few analytical studies on the orthogonal cutting of FRPs in the literature. The rst
attempts were based on applying Merchant's shear plane theory (minimum energy principle),
widely used in metal cutting, to the machining of FRPs. According to the theory, the shear
plane angle assumes the value at which the energy to realise the cut is minimum. For instance,
using this theory, Takeyama and Iijima [38] proposed that the chip formation mechanism
consists of material shearing along a shear plane, forming an angle φ with the cutting plane.
The model is based on several assumptions such as two-dimensional type of cut, temperature
eect neglected, and the bre orientation limited to θ≤90°.
According to this model cutting force and thrust force can be calculated by means of
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cos(φ+ β − α)
(2.2)
where ac and aw represent the depth of cut and the cutting width, respectively. In addition
β is the friction angle; and τ(θ') represents the in-plane shear strength. The latter needs to
be determined experimentally by means of a shear test carried out varying the shear bre
angle θ'.
Cutting force and thrust force obtained using the analytical approach are compared with
experimental values in Figure 2.29 for friction angle either β=40° and variable with bre
angle β = f(θ). The model shows very good prediction capability for 15°≤θ≤60°, where it
is possible to arm that there is a resemblance to shearing with homogeneous material. It
is important to notice that analytical results obtained using a variable friction angle deviate
more from the experimental values.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.29: Comparison for (a) cutting force; and (b) thrust force, between experiments and results
of analytical model of Takeyama and Iijima [11, 38].
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Figure 2.30: Schematic of the cutting mechanism on which the Zhang et al.'s [39] analytical model
is based.
A more complex model was developed by Zhang et al. [39] for bre orientations varying
in the range 0°≤θ≤90°, which is also able to account for the eect of the tool geometry (rake
angle, clearance angle and cutting edge radius) on the machining process. The analytical
model considers three dierent regions during cutting (Figure 2.30): chipping, pressing and
bouncing. Further assumptions are made, such as considering complete bouncing back and
a two-dimensional cut. Cutting force and thrust force during cutting are calculated for each
region, and then summed, applying the principle of superposition; thus, the total cutting
force and thrust force are obtained:
Fc = Fc(chipping) + Fc(pressing) + Fc(bouncing) (2.3)
Ft = Ft(chipping) + Ft(pressing) + Ft(bouncing) (2.4)
As in the previous model, experiments are still necessary in order to determine values of
the parameters involved in the developed equations.
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Figure 2.31: Comparison between experimental and analytical cutting force and thrust force obtained
using Zhang et al.'s [39] model.
.
The comparison between the model's prediction and the experimental results is shown in
Figure 2.31 for two dierent depths of cut (ac). A good agreement with the experimental
values can be observed for bre orientations 0°≤θ<60°, with the cutting force showing a trend
closer to the experimental values. In fact, the maximum errors in predicting cutting force and
thrust force are 27% and 37%, respectively. Taking into account also the clearance angle and
cutting edge radius of the tool, and above all considering the three regions experimentally
observed by Wang and Zhang [24], an improvement in the prediction of the cutting force
and thrust force for bre orientation 0°≤θ<15° can be observed when compared with the
previous model.
An analytical model for bre orientations θ>90° was developed by Jahromi and Bhar [40]
based on the suggestion of the cutting mechanism reported by Zhang et al. [39] and is shown
in Figure 2.32. In fact, they observed that cutting force and thrust force could be considered
due to microbuckling, bre-matrix debonding, and bre bending [39]. Jahromi and Bhar [40]
then calculated the cutting force as a sum of the following contributors: bre microbuckling,
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Figure 2.32: Schematic of the cutting mechanism on which the Jahromi and Bhar [40] analytical
model is based.
.
bre bending-matrix shearing and friction force on the tool rake face. Instead, only the rst
two mechanisms contribute to the thrust force. The analytical expression of the forces is

















sin θ −max(|sshear|, |sbend|) tan γnRVEνf (2.6)
where GLT represents the shear modulus of a circular bre reinforced composite; t/(2c+ df )
is the number of bres along the width of cut; θ is the bre orientation; γ is the tool rake
angle; sshear is the critical lateral force due to matrix shearing; sbend is the critical lateral force
due to bre bending; nRVE is the number of representative volume elements; µ is the friction
coecient; and νf is the bre volume fraction.
Assumptions on which the model is based include: two-dimensional deformation, shear
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stress in the bre is negligible compared to the normal stress, no matrix extension or
compression, normal stress in the bre that produces no mechanical work during
deformation of the bre.
The analytical model was validated against experimental values, as shown in Figure
2.33. The model seems to be adept in capturing the chip formation mechanism change
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.33: Comparison of machining forces between experiments and Jahromi and Bhar's [40]
analytical model for dierent tool rake angles: (a) α=5; (b) α=10; (c) α=15; (d) α=20.
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moving from θ=90° to higher bre orientations, which is represented by a discontinuity in
the curve. Deviation of the model from the experimental results reduces when the rake
angle increases. However, a signicant discrepancy in the cutting force prediction can be
observed for 90°<θ<135°.
Moreover, other analytical models were developed to investigate a specic bre
orientation. For instance, a model for bre orientation θ=0° was developed by Everstine
and Rogers [41]. Other than the cutting force and thrust force usually provided by previous
models, this model presents a method for estimating the deformation and the stress eld.
The deformation of the machined component was found to be dependent on the tool shape.
Pwu and Hocheng [27] focused on the chip formation when cutting orthogonally to the bre
direction. They used the beam theory and the laminate mechanics to establish the
correlation between cutting force, chip length and thickness.
Finally, it is possible to observe how the analytical models are based on strong
assumptions, and are not able to handle numerous parameters involved in the process. In
addition, they provide information mainly on cutting force and thrust force.
A dierent approach is represented by models that try to empirically predict the
machining force based on specic cutting energy functions. They have been widely used
when machining FRPs [4247]. Specic cutting energy functions represent the amount of
energy necessary to remove a unit volume of material during machining; and they are
mainly dependent on chip, tool and workpiece geometries, sample material strength,
tool-workpiece interaction, and can also include the eect of tool wear and workpiece
material inhomogeneity [48]. Generally, specic cutting energy coecients Kc and Kt are
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dened for the principal directions and they need to be determined experimentally for a
tool-workpiece pair. Edge coecients (Kce and Kte), which are functions of the tool wear or
chipping, can be also added. Cutting force and thrust force can be basically expressed by
Equation (2.7) and Equation (2.8) [11]:
Fc = Kc(ac, θ)acaw +Kceaw (2.7)
Ft = Kt(ac, θ)acaw +Kteaw (2.8)
where ac represents the depth of cut; aw the width of cut; and the term acaw the undeformed
chip cross-sectional area.
The trend of the specic cutting energy coecients Kc and Kt with bre orientation
for orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP is shown in Figure 2.34. It is possible to observe the
strong dependence of the specic cutting energy coecients from the bre orientation. The
coecient Kc increases slowly for θ<75°, after which an abrupt increase is present until
θ=90°, followed by a decrease with further bre orientation increase. Instead, the coecient
Kt presents a sinusoidal shape.
This approach requires an experimental calibration, and results provided are reliable only
in the range where the model has been calibrated.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.34: Specic cutting energy coecients as function of bre orientation [11, 18, 29].
2.6.2 Numerical approach
Numerical studies carried out on the machining of metals are numerous in the literature
[4952], unlike simulations of composite materials' machining, which are still limited. Three
dierent approaches have been used in order to model the composite material in a numerical
analysis [37, 53]: macro-mechanical, micro-mechanical and macro-micro combined (meso-
scale) approach. The former involves representing the composite workpiece as an equivalent
homogeneous material (EHM), whose properties can be derived by means the rule of mixtures
[54] and provides only general information on the chip formation mechanism [31, 5557].
In contrast, the microscopic or micro-mechanical approach accounts for each material
phase separately [15, 33, 58], thus enabling more detailed simulation/analysis of material
deformation and defect formation during machining. The micro-mechanical model represents
a powerful approach to analysing processes at the microscopic level. However, it is still
computationally prohibitive for simulating machining operations involving a large amount of
material, such as drilling, where the EHM approach has been used [5961]. This led several
researchers to develop a meso-scale formulation [25, 62, 63]. Here, the microscopic model is
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implemented in the vicinity of the tool, while the EHM approach is used for the rest of the
model, in order to provide the necessary stiness while minimising the computational cost.
The advantage of using the meso-scale approach was highlighted in Rentsch et al.'s [64]
work, where a comparison with the EHM approach was realized for the orthogonal cutting of
UD-CFRP, as shown in Figure 2.35. They highlighted that the meso-scale approach provides
a further insight into the material removal mechanisms and it was used to investigate the
matrix deformation and failure that plays an important role in the material removal process.
Material models and failure criteria implemented in simulations depend on the approach
chosen; there are many material models incorporating failure criteria that can be used [6570].
(a) (b)
Figure 2.35: Matrix damage distribution during orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP for (a) the
macroscopic approach; and (b) the meso-scale approach [64].
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2.6.2.1 Macro-mechanical approach
When the macro-mechanical approach is employed, an orthotropic homogeneous material
with a pre-dened crack path to allow the chip formation was used by several researchers.
Two fracture planes were considered by Arola et al. [71] as shown in Figure 2.36, where the
secondary shear plane was located ahead of the cutting tool at a distance equal to the mean
primary fracture length.
Figure 2.36: Macro-mechanical nite element model implementing pre-dened fracture planes [71].
Fracture planes were modelled with double nodes initially bonded together in pairs.
















; σ′n = max(σn, 0) (2.9)
where σn, τ1 and τ2 represent the in-plane normal and shear stress across the interface and
the transverse shear stress, respectively. Instead, σf, τ1f and τ2f are the in-plane normal and
shear strength and the transverse shear strength (out of plane) of the composite material.
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When the failure criterion ratio (f) reached the unit value, the overlapping nodes underwent
debonding.
A similar approach was used by Bhatnagar et al. [35] and Nayak et al. [72] who
developed two-dimensional simulations of orthogonal cutting on GFRP for bre angles
0°≤θ≤90°. Duplicate nodes were positioned along the trim plane. Dierent to Arola et al.'s
[71] model, where a pre-dened secondary shear plane was located ahead of the cutting tool,
a contour plot of the Tsai-Hill failure criterion was used to visualise the crack propagation
in the workpiece. Chip release took place where the Tsai-Hill contour met the free edge of
the sample when two consecutive nodes experienced debonding on the trim plane.
Some drawbacks of approaches based on a pre-dened sacricial layer to simulate the
chip formation include knowledge a priori of the chip formation mechanisms and of the path
followed by the crack during cutting. However, this information is generally desired as output
in a numerical model.
No pre-dened fracture plane was used by Lasri et al. [73] where material stiness
properties' degradation was also implemented when using the Hashin-Rotem's failure
criterion [74] according to the failure condition satised [73, 75]. Analysis results show the
damaged area and the failure mode responsible for it (Figure 2.37). Since a user-dened
subroutine was used to implement the constitutive model of the material, user-dened eld
variables were used and linked with dierent failure mechanisms. In particular, variables
SDV2 and SDV3, reported in Figure 2.37, were associated with bre-matrix shear failure
and bre failure, respectively. The model is able to predict the primary fracture plane
formation, which propagates in a direction orthogonal to the bre axis, and the secondary
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.37: Comparison of the damage when machining at θ=45° between (a) numerical model
implementing Hashin-Rotem's failure criterion; and (b) experimental image [75].
fracture plane, whose formation is due to the shear failure of the bre-matrix interface.
In the models previously described, tool advancement during simulation could cause
excessive elements deformation and subsequent analysis interruption. Two dierent
techniques have been used to avoid it. In fact, the adaptive mesh technique was used by
Mkaddem et al. [76, 77]. Instead, Soldani et al. [78] and Santiuste et al. [57] implemented
properties' stiness degradation once damage had taken place with subsequent deletion of
failed elements from the analysis, as shown in Figure 2.38.
In addition, the latter technique makes it easier to visualise the path along which the
cracks propagate. Nowadays, deletion of failed elements from the analysis is generally used.
Three-dimensional models have been developed by several researchers, simulating the
composite as homogeneous orthotropic material. The necessity of three-dimensional models
was highlighted by Cantero et al. [55] when simulating cutting on quasi-isotropic laminates
[45/-45/0/90]s. Results showed signicant out of plane stresses leading to delamination
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Figure 2.38: Matrix crushing damage in the workpiece during machining using Hashin's failure
criterion for bre orientation θ=0° [78].
Figure 2.39: Material damage during machining using a three-dimensional numerical model [55].
between dierent layers, which represents a critical issue that can be studied only by means
of a 3D model. Damages in bre, matrix and delamination during analysis are shown in
Figure 2.39.
A comparison between two-dimensional and three-dimensional models was carried out by
Santiuste et al. [79]. It was found that the dierence between 2D and 3D models' results
reduces when decreasing the laminate thickness. The three-dimensional model was able to
predict signicant delamination, which is one of the most important causes for component
rejection at the nal stage of composite component manufacture.
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A three-dimensional Tsai-Hill criterion, followed by material degradation till failure with
element deletion from the analysis, was used by Venu Gopala Rao et al. [31]. Cutting force
and thrust force obtained for bre orientation of 15°≤θ≤90° was compared with experimental
results, showing good agreement, as reported in Figure 2.40.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.40: Comparison between a three-dimensional numerical model and experimental results in
terms of (a) cutting force; and (b) thrust force [31].
Santiuste et al. [56], implemented a three-dimensional model using Hou's theory, followed
by material degradation till failure with element deletion from the analysis. Dierently from
the models previously mentioned, delamination between plies was modelled by means of both
Hou's criterion and cohesive elements. Cohesive elements' implementation is shown in Figure
2.41. They are positioned between consecutive plies. They are used to simulate the adhesion
between the plies, and their eventual detachment during cutting (delamination). Results
showed signicant improvement in delamination damage prediction using cohesive elements
instead of the classical formulation previously mentioned. In particular, it was highlighted
how Hou's model underestimates the levels and extension of the delamination damage. For
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this reason, the cohesive elements are usually used nowadays for simulating the interface
between dierent plies or phases in a single ply (bre-matrix interface). Santiuste et al. [56]
showed also the capability of the three-dimensional model to investigate the inuence of the
plies' staking sequence on the delamination damage.
Figure 2.41: Cohesive elements implementation for orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP material [56].
Generally numerical models are based on the Lagrangian approach, as with those
described above. Recently, an Eulerian model for simulating the cutting of unidirectional
bre reinforced polymer was developed by Zhang [80]. It was able to predict the cutting
force trend as a function of bre orientation with a slight phase shift (Figure 2.42).
However, the model did not account for bre buckling and the clearance face was not
included in the cutting model. The former limits the usability of the model; for instance, it
is well known that buckling represents the main failure mechanism when machining with a
negative rake angle at θ=0°. In addition, the absence of the clearance face can cause an
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Figure 2.42: Comparison between experimental and numerical cutting force obtained using an
Eulerian model [80].
error in the prediction of the thrust force due to the absence of the contact between the
clearance face and the machined surface. However, the potential for much higher
computational eciency compared to the traditional Lagrangian approach was highlighted.
2.6.2.2 Micro-mechanical and meso-scale approaches
Unlike the macro-mechanical approach, the micro-mechanical and meso-scale approaches
require implementation of material models also in terms of failure criteria and stiness
degradation for each phase of the composite material. Models developed up to date are
generally two-dimensional [6264, 81], and are few compared with models implementing the
EHM approach. The composite materials considered present mainly glass or carbon bres
and epoxy matrix. As previously discussed, the mechanical properties of the epoxy matrix
are highly dependent on strain rate, temperature and loading conditions [8285]. This can
usually be simplied and represented by a static stress-strain curve if the cutting speed is
suciently low [62, 81]; which assures a low strain rate and low heat generation between
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tool and workpiece. It is generally described as an elasto-plastic curve to failure, where the
plastic region is dened by means of Von Mises yield criterion and isotropic hardening
[81, 8688]. Material stiness degradation is also implemented until material failure takes
place [25, 62, 63].
While glass bres are isotropic and strain rate dependent [63], carbon bres are orthotropic
in nature and strain rate independent [15, 89, 90]. Over the past years few experimental
works have been carried out in order to assess bre properties to be implemented in numerical
analysis [9193]. The Marigo model was used to describe the brittle failure of carbon bres by
Dandekar and Shin [15]; while transversely isotropic and perfectly elastic behaviour, followed
by maximum principal stress failure criterion was implemented by Abena et al. [81] and Venu
Gopala Rao et al. [62]. Calzada et al. [25] imposed bre failure occurring when stress along
the bre direction exceeds the bre tensile strength (θ=0°, θ=135°) or compressive strength
(θ=45°, θ=90°). A progressive damage model by Hashin was used for both the matrix and
bre by Rentsch et al. [64]; close resemblance was found in terms of matrix-bre failure
mode, but the signicant discrepancy between numerical and experimental cutting force and
thrust force was attributed to the chosen material model.
The bond between bre and matrix is usually realized by implementing a cohesive zone
model. It was already utilised in a macro-mechanical approach by Santiuste et al. [56] to
study the out-of-plane failure during orthogonal cutting of LFRP composites. It was also
implemented to simulate delamination both for more complex machining operations, such
as drilling [94, 95] and for impact problems on composites [96, 97]. Despite a decohesion
element with mixed mode capability proposed by Camanho and Davila [98], recently several
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studies have focused on the development of more accurate and realistic cohesive models. For
instance, a dependence on strain rate has been introduced by May [99], and an elasto-plastic
phase in the constitutive law has been developed by Salih et al. [100]. Furthermore, new
approaches for the interface simulation, such as the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH)
method [101], have been implemented.
In the micro-mechanical approach, modelling of the matrix-bre link is crucial for
simulating the debonding of the phases. It can be realized either using cohesive elements
[15, 62, 63, 81] or dening the cohesive property in the contact between the bre and the
matrix [102]. Cohesive elements based on the traction-separation law are generally used to
simulate very thin adhesive layers of bonded surfaces; implemented with a thickness value
of zero [62, 63]. The limitation of this approach has been highlighted by dierent works
[25, 81, 103] and resides in the excessive distortion that cohesive elements can experience
during the analysis. Recent research has tried to overcome these drawbacks by extending
the constitutive behaviour of the cohesive elements already implemented in Abaqus
software [81]; or using traditional continuum elements for the interface [25, 103].
In order to adequately simulate the matrix-bre interface behaviour in composite
material, a few experimental works have been carried out to determine the interface
constitutive behaviour and properties. In particular, Pitkethly and Doble [104] used a
single bre pull-out test to evaluate the maximum interfacial shear stress between the bre
and the matrix for carbon bre reinforced composites. Instead Meurs et al. [105]
determined the interfacial normal strength, combining scanning electron microscope
measurements and nite element analysis.
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Comparisons between macro-mechanical and micro-mechanical approaches have been
carried out by some studies [34, 64, 72]; where the advantages of the latter approach have
been highlighted. Indeed, signicant improvement in machining force prediction was
observed by Venu Gopala Rao et al. [34], as shown in Figure 2.43.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.43: Comparison between macro-mechanical and micro-mechanical approaches for (a) cutting
force; and (b) thrust force [34].
A better agreement of the micro-mechanical model with the experimental results was
detected in terms of thrust force prediction (Figure 2.43(b)), highlighting the importance of
modelling composite material considering each phase separately. In fact, the
macro-mechanical approach presents a maximum error on the thrust force prediction of
∼11 N/mm at bre orientation of θ=45°; while the micro-mechanical approach diers only
by ∼2 N/mm. Finally, comparisons show the power of the micro-mechanical approach in
analysing the chip formation mechanisms through single phases, providing detailed
information on material deformation and failure mechanism during cutting, as shown in
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Figure 2.44: Micro-mechanical approach developed by Calzada et al. [25].
Figure 2.44.
A three-dimensional model obtained extruding a two-dimensional model along the third
direction was realized by Chennakesavelu [102]. This represents an intermediate step
between two-dimensional models previously described and the actual geometry of the
composite material, where cylindrical bres are present. In Chennakesavelu's model the tool
encounters dierent phases sequentially, one after the other. This diers from reality where
the bres are totally embedded in the matrix and the tool comes in contact with all phases
at the same time. However, Chennakesavelu's approach allows the taking into account of
the three-dimensional eects using a simplied geometry. Alternatively, a three-dimensional
model with cylindrical bres was developed by Xu et al. [103] for studying the elliptic
vibration-assisted (EVA) technique when cutting unidirectional carbon bre reinforced
polymer (Figure 2.45). In this model the number of bres implemented is still limited due
to the high computational cost when developing a three-dimensional model.
While cutting force is usually in good agreement, thrust force is generally underestimated.
Indeed, a signicant underestimation of thrust force has been observed and highlighted in
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.45: (a) Schematic of three-dimensional model developed by Xu et al. [103]; and (b) bre
damage during cutting using EVA technique for bre orientation θ=90°.
Figure 2.46: Comparison of machining forces between experiment and numerical model developed by
Calzada et al. [25].
.
several works [25, 81, 103]. For instance, in Figure 2.46 the comparison between numerical
and experimental results obtained by Calzada et al. [25] is reported. The numerical thrust
force values reported on the right vertical axis are one order of magnitude lower than the
experimental values. This underestimation has been attributed to the failure and subsequent
deletion of elements during the analysis along the cutting path; thereby causing a relaxation
in the force component due to the loss of contact between the tool and the workpiece [25, 81].
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Quasi-static and explicit simulations have been carried out. In particular, a quasi-static
simulation, involving the orthogonal cutting of UD-FRP at dierent bre orientations and
machining parameters, was developed by Venu Gopala Rao et al. [34, 62]. A tool
displacement boundary condition was specied. The drawback of implementing a
quasi-static analysis is that the model is limited to predicting failure only in the rst bre
via an iterative approach, and is therefore unable to simulate chip formation progression.
Unlike quasi-static analysis, dynamic simulations can predict the failure mechanism and
illustrate material deformation during the chip formation process [15, 25, 81]. In such cases,
a boundary condition based on tool velocity is typically implemented.
The cutting tool is usually simulated as a rigid body [25, 62, 63, 81] as its elastic modulus
(e.g. Young's modulus for tungsten carbide tool is in the range 500-700 GPa [106]) is much
bigger than that of the bres (e.g. Young's modulus along bre direction for carbon bre
is 230 GPa [11]) and the matrix (Young's modulus for epoxy matrix is in the range 2.6-3.8
GPa [11]). Instead, an elastic material model was used by Ramesh et al. [107] in order
to investigate the stress level in the tool during cutting. However, this model represents a
simplistic approach; in fact, an appropriate elasto-plastic material model should be associated
to the tool in order to obtain more reliable information on deformation and stress, to which
deletion of failed elements could be add to simulate the tool wear during cutting.
All models previously described are based on nite element analysis. A mesh-free
approach was used by Iliesu et al. [33]; where a discrete element method (DEM), rst
introduced by Cundall and Strack [108] was implemented for the orthogonal cutting of
UD-CFRP. The model's behaviour during analysis is reported in Figure 2.47. The
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developed model was able to capture the physical mechanism of chip formation. The trends
of the cutting force and thrust force were similar to the experimental results. However, it
was highlighted that 80% of the computational time was spent on searching for particles'
contact and resulting forces.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.47: Chip formation mechanism for bre orientation θ=90° obtained by (a) DEM method;
and (b) experimental high-speed camera images [33].
2.7 Summary
The literature review highlights that the study of the orthogonal cutting on composites can
help to understand the tool-workpiece interaction and its eect on the machined component
during complex machining processes. It can be realised using dierent approaches:
experimental, analytical, empirical, and numerical.
Several works focused on the experimental aspects, trying to fully understand the
mechanisms on which the process is based. This approach requires specic equipment in
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order to obtain and process the desired information. This can represent also a limit in the
capacity to analyse the process. For instance, it is still very challenging to obtain images
during cutting at micro-scale level, analysing also the material deformation near the tool
tip; and it is extremely hard to obtain information on deformation and stresses in a single
bre, interface, and matrix. However, this approach represents a mandatory step since it is
used to validate analytical and numerical models and calibrate the empirical models.
Analytical approaches are usually based on strong assumptions limiting their application.
Material removal complexity, due to dierent phases, with which dierent failure mechanisms
are connected, and the strong inuence of the bre orientation, is dicult to capture using
an analytical model. The large number of parameters involved and the complexity of their
interaction make the development of an analytical model very hard. For this reason, a few
models have been developed; they were mainly able to predict cutting force and thrust force.
Empirical approaches require experimental calibration. This restricts the application to the
range used for calibration. In addition, only cutting force and thrust force can be obtained.
In contrast to previous approaches, the numerical models represent a powerful tool, able to
analyse the process at dierent levels of complexity. For this reason it will be employed in this
thesis. Up-to-date, mainly two-dimensional models implementing an equivalent homogeneous
material have been developed. This approach can provide only general information on the
chip formation mechanisms during cutting. Conversely, local information can be obtained
for each phase and the chip formation mechanisms can be observed on a micro-scale level
when the microscopic approach is used. However, such models require detailed material
data for each phase, which are not always available in the literature. Furthermore, existing
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material models already implemented need to be improved. In particular, the limitations in
simulating the bre-matrix interface using current models have been highlighted in several
works. Also, a paucity in the description of dierent cohesive models available has been
observed. In addition, the usually used nite element method underestimates the thrust
force due to element deletion during the analysis, which also causes the absence of bouncing
back in the model. Finally, when using the microscopic approach, few models take into
account the cylindrical geometry of the bre.
Numerical models still require validation by means of experiments. For this purpose, the
information needed is not always available in the literature. Hence, in-house experiments are
usually carried out in order to support the numerical results.
Finally, this thesis will employ numerical models to study the orthogonal cutting of
composite materials using a microscopic approach, as suggested by the literature review. As
the current model capability presents the limitations described above, this thesis will focus
on the development of a novel cohesive model for the matrix-bre interface simulation, and
on the implementation of a mesh-free method to improve the thrust force prediction
avoiding the element deletion during the analysis. Furthermore, the latter approach will
also be used to simulate the bouncing back during machining.
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Development of a novel cohesive model
3.1 Introduction
The literature review highlighted that cohesive models generally used to link the bre and
matrix, employ zero thickness cohesive elements based on the traction-separation law. This
approach is limited due to the high distortion that the cohesive elements can undergo when
the surrounding elements, representing the matrix or bre phases, fail earlier [25, 81]. The
drawbacks shown by interface elements can be overcome by implementing surface-based
cohesive behaviour ; where the cohesive behaviour is dened in terms of surface interaction
property avoiding the implementation of interface elements between the bre and matrix
phases. This approach was employed by Chennakesavelu [102] to simulate the orthogonal
cutting of UD-CFRP. This method was chosen over the implementation of cohesive
elements at the interface because of its simple set-up in the model.
It is clear from the literature that dierent methods were used in order to simulate the
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interface between the matrix and the bre when the micro-mechanical approach is chosen.
However, when using these methods only general information on the interface is reported
in the literature. Hence, a comparison attempting to provide a better understanding of
the cohesive models usually used, highlighting the advantages and drawbacks, is presented in
this chapter. In order to overcome the limitations observed, a three-dimensional model of the
orthogonal cutting of unidirectional carbon bre reinforced polymer composite is realized by
introducing, via a bespoke subroutine, a novel bre-matrix interface approach. In particular,
zero thickness cohesive elements based on the traction-separation law are employed and
deleted from the simulation if any of the surrounding elements, matrix or bre fails. The
3D model is developed by means of the extrusion of a two-dimensional model, obtaining the
so-called 2D-extruded model. In addition, for dierent bre orientations (θ=0°,45°,90°,135°),
a comparison of the proposed new approach against previously published models is carried
out.
3.2 Novel approach for cohesive zone modelling
The cohesive zone model incorporating zero thickness cohesive elements based on the traction-
separation law is an approach that can potentially represent the actual interface behaviour.
This is due to its ability in describing very thin adhesive phases, such as those present between
the matrix and bre of composite materials. This method was used as the basis to develop a
novel interface model. A detailed description relating to the constitutive law of the proposed
approach is presented in the following sections.
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3.2.1 Elastic behaviour
For a three-dimensional problem the cohesive element possesses three components of
separation: one acting along the thickness direction and representing the normal behaviour
of the element; and two acting in the plane orthogonal to the thickness direction and
representing the shear behaviour of the element [109]. The mechanical response, for normal
(tensile and compressive) and tangential (shear) behaviour, is shown in Figure 3.1.
Normal and shear behaviour are composed by a linear elastic response, where the strains











where T0 represents the constitutive thickness assumed to be unitary to make the strains and
displacements coincident; while the subscripts n, s and t indicate the normal and the two




















where t, P and ε represent the stress vector, the stiness matrix and the strain vector,
respectively.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.1: Cohesive model based on traction-separation law, mechanical response for (a) normal
behaviour; and (b) tangential behaviour.
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In addition to the elastic behaviour, during the analysis the cohesive element can fail,
and the failure can be promoted by:
 damage initiation and evolution;
 a surrounding element failure.
3.2.2 Damage initiation and evolution
The end of the linear elastic behaviour is indicated by the initial damage condition (point 2 in
Figure 3.1), which is followed by the damage evolution. The latter represents the degradation
of the adhesive phase until failure (point 4) and is obtained through the reduction of its
stiness according to Equation (3.3):
P dn/s/t = Pn/s/t(1− dn/s/t) (3.3)
where dn/s/t represents the damage variable introduced for each failure mode. It is expressed













n/s/t represent the displacement at the damage initiation, the
displacement at failure, and the maximum displacement reached during the analysis until
the time considered, respectively. The segment 03, reported in Figure 3.1, represents the
unloading condition once initiation of damage occurs. As implemented by Venu Gopala Rao
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et al. [63], in the present work the damage initiation condition was chosen to be based on

















where the Macaulay brackets 〈〉 mean that no damage initiation is possible under compressive
behaviour. With this assumption, the softening behaviour in the cohesive element may start
before each mode reaches its damage initiation condition.
Traction and shear behaviour interaction was considered also in terms of failure condition,
















where GC represents the fracture energy, i.e. the area below the stress-displacement curve in
Figure 3.1. When Equation (3.6) is satised, the integration point of the cohesive element is
considered as failed. The cohesive element is deleted from the analysis when all the integration
points fail.
3.2.3 Failure due to connectivity
Cohesive element failure during the analysis could be also due to surrounding element failure.
As the analysis starts, the connectivity matrices CM and CF , storing the connection between
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cohesive elements and surrounding elements (matrix and bre), are created by means of a
user-dened eld subroutine (VUSDFLD). For that goal, the VUSDFLD subroutine calls
the appositely created connectivity subroutine for the matrices generation, starting from the
input le created by the Abaqus/CAE. In fact, the subroutine reads the input le looking
for the sections where nodes and elements' information for cohesive, bre and matrix phases
are stored. Afterwards, it creates two dierent matrices for each phase: elements matrix
Elphase−name; and the nodes matrix Ndphase−name. For each element of the considered phase,
the elements matrix Elphase−name stores the ID element number and the ID numbers of the
eight nodes forming the 3D element. The matrix is composed of nine rows and the number of
columns is equal to the total number of elements in the considered phase. For each column,
the rst row represents the element ID number, while the following eight ID numbers of all
nodes form the element. For each node of the considered phase, the Ndphase−name matrix
stores the ID node number and its three spatial coordinates. The matrix is composed of four
rows and the number of columns is equal to the total number of nodes in the considered
phase. For each column, the rst row contains the node ID number, while the following
three, the spatial coordinates of the node. It is possible to observe that the Elphase−name and
Ndphase−name matrices dimension changes depending on the phase considered. At the end,
six matrices are built: Elcohesive, Elfibre, Elmatrix, Ndcohesive, Ndfibre, and Ndmatrix. Starting
from these matrices, the connectivity subroutine compares each cohesive element with all bre
and matrix elements at the node coordinates level. Finally, the subroutine is able to create
two dierent connectivity matrices for bre and matrix phases, having a number of rows equal
to the cohesive elements' number in the model and two columns. The rst column contains
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the cohesive elements' ID number, while the second reports the correspondent connected
surrounding elements. The connectivity matrices are afterwards available in the VUSDFLD
subroutine.
During the analysis the cohesive elements follow the elastic behaviour and damage
evolution. Meanwhile, matrix and bre deform under the loads applied during the
machining, and eventually fail. As one matrix/bre element fails, the VUSDFLD
subroutine searches in the connectivity matrices for the possible corresponding cohesive
element, deleting it from the analysis.
This criterion prevents the cohesive element from remaining in the model after the
surrounding element fails, losing its purpose and potentially experiencing excessive
deformation.
3.3 Implementation of cohesive models in a nite element
analysis: 2D-extruded model
A 3D nite element analysis of orthogonal cutting on UD-CFRP was developed using
Abaqus/CAE software and referring to Calzada et al.'s [25] work. The three-dimensional
model was obtained by means of the extrusion of the two-dimensional model presented in
Abena et al.'s [81] work, where a meso-scale approach was implemented. A schematic of the
FEM model and the boundary conditions applied are reported in Figure 3.2.
The material models representing dierent phases were implemented as reported in Abena
et al. [81]. The epoxy matrix was implemented according to a static compressive stress-strain
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the FEM model and of the boundary conditions applied.
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curve at room temperature; the element in the model was considered as failed when the Von
Mises stress reached the ultimate stress level. Instead, the carbon bres were simulated
as transversely isotropic and perfectly elastic to failure with failure criterion based on the
maximum principal stress. Both failure criteria have been already used in the literature to
study the orthogonal cutting on FRPs' material [62, 63, 81]. The material properties are
reported in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Material properties for carbon bre and epoxy matrix implemented in the numerical model
[25, 62, 84, 98].
Material Property Value
Carbon bre Elastic constants E1=235 GPa, E2=E3=14 GPa
ν12 = ν13=0.2, ν23=0.25
G12=G13=28 GPa, G23=5.5 GPa
Longitudinal strength Xt=3.59 GPa, Xc=3 GPa
Diameter 7.5 µm
Volume percentage 60 %
Epoxy Elastic constants E=2.96 GPa, ν=0.4
Yield strength σy=74.7 MPa
Interface Normal strength σmax=167.5 MPa
Shear strength τmax=25 MPa
Fracture energy Gc=0.05 N/mm2
EHM Elastic constants E1=142.184 GPa, E2=E3=7.606 GPa
ν12 = ν13=0.28, ν23 ==0.347
G12=G13=4.151 GPa, G23=2.824 GPa
Contact conditions were implemented through a general contact algorithm, where the
penalty method was used to enforce the contact constraint between surfaces. The contact
property was dened in terms of the Coulomb model considering a constant friction coecient
equal to 0.3 for all bre orientations, as suggested by Venu Gopala Rao et al. [62]. Tie
constraint was implemented between the EHM and the micro-mechanical zone, and also
between adjacent phases (matrix, bre and cohesive), except when employing the surface-
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based cohesive behaviour. The mesh in the micro-mechanical area was realized by employing
3D stress hex elements and setting the mesh seed on the edges equal to 1 µm. In order to
reduce the computational cost of the analysis, coarse mesh was used in the EHM zone with
elements having a maximum length of 10 µm in the x-y plane far from the cutting area. In
addition, the mass scaling technique was employed to speed up the analysis. Finally, the
machining parameters implemented in the simulation are reported in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Machining parameters [25].
Tool 5 µm edge radius
10° clearance angle
25° rake angle
Cutting speed 500 mm/min
Depth of cut 15 µm
Fibre orientations 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°
The new proposed approach for the interface simulation (Novel Approach) has been
compared with previously published approaches:
 Approach 1: zero thickness cohesive elements based on traction-separation law [63];
 Approach 2: cohesive elements based on traction-separation law presenting a small
thickness [81];
 Approach 3: surface-based cohesive behaviour [102].
Abena et al. [81] developed Approach 2 to overcome the limitations represented by
the excessive deformation of the cohesive elements in the Approach 1, usually implemented
in the literature, due to the earlier failure of the surrounding elements (matrix, bre). A
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small thickness (0.25 µm) was introduced in order to accommodate the deformation under
compression until failure. Dierently from Abena et al. [81], in this thesis a linear behaviour
under compression was considered. The failure condition was implemented through a user-
dened eld subroutine (VUSDFLD), allowing the deletion of the cohesive element when the
compressive failure stress was reached in each integration point. It is important to notice
that the element thickness value is strictly dependent on the compression displacement at
failure.
Instead, Chennakesavelu [102] implemented surface-based cohesive behaviour where no
elements are present for the interface. Using this approach Chennakesavelu prevented
interface elements from eventually remaining in the model, losing their purpose and
potentially experiencing excessive distortion.
3.4 Results and discussion
Several analyses were carried out for dierent bre orientations and interface approaches. A
comparison in terms of cohesive behaviour was performed, and models were validated in terms
of chip formation mechanism, cutting force and thrust force against published experimental
results [25]. At the end, the computational time was also analysed in order to possibly
identify a preferred cohesive model.
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3.4.1 Approach 1: zero thickness cohesive elements based on
traction-separation law
The zero thickness cohesive elements based on the traction-separation law (Approach 1) were
implemented for bre orientation θ=90°. Figure 3.3(a) shows how matrix and bre elements
ahead of the tool fail mainly because of compressive stress due to the tool progression.
Dierently, the cohesive elements remain in the model as they do not present any failure
criterion under compression. Then, the tool continues to move forward stretching the cohesive
elements, which experience excessive deformations, as shown in Figure 3.3(b).
Figure 3.3: Approach 1 for bre orientation θ=90° at (a) 2.76e-4 seconds; and (b) 7.97e-4 seconds.
The cohesive elements' failure is also due to the tool action, which by pushing the bres
and matrix ahead of it, causes the interface elements to stretch in the already machined area
below the cutting plane, originating debonding defects (Figure 3.4). Analysing the failure
mechanism of cohesive elements that undergo tensile behaviour, the shear stress represents the
main contribution to the damage initiation. This is due to the low shear stress limit required
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to reach the shear damage initiation when compared with the normal behaviour. So, small
shear deformations can immediately make a big contribution to the damage initiation unlike
the normal displacements. Even during the damage evolution, the shear stress contributes
mainly to the elements' failure, since the normal stress remains low. However, cohesive failure
extends for a few bres ahead of the tool and also below the cutting plane, near the areas
where matrix and bre damage takes place. It is due to the excessive deformation experienced
after the surrounding elements' deletion.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: Approach 1: cohesive elements' failure and debonding defect formation for (a) the whole
model; and (b) the interface between the rst matrix and the second bre.
The results highlight how the cohesive elements allow the debonding defect to be simulated
by able to work under tensile and shear behaviour (Figure 3.4). However, their inability to
fail under compression, and the assumption the membrane response, does not produce any
stress leading to the undesired behaviour highlighted in Figure 3.3, where highly distorted
cohesive elements can be observed.
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3.4.2 Approach 2: cohesive elements based on traction-separation
law having a small thickness (0.25 µm)
In order to overcome the drawback of the previous approach, a small thickness was introduced
in the cohesive elements in order to accommodate compressive deformation and failure leading
to Approach 2, shown in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Approach 2: numerical model conguration.
Dierently from that shown in Figure 3.3(a), the capacity of the cohesive elements to
deform and fail under compression can be observed in Figure 3.6, where the red lines mark
the depth of the debonding defects for the time-step considered. It is important to notice
that the introduction of this new failure condition changes the model's behaviour during
the simulation. In fact, the compressive failure of the cohesive elements is not localized,
it extends for many bres ahead of the tool. So, while in the previous approach the link
between bre and matrix was still active ahead of the tool after a few bres, in this case the
bres and matrix above the red marks are totally separated and able to move independently
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.6: Approach 2: cohesive elements failure for (a) the whole model; and (b) the rst matrix-
bre interface.
also very far from the tool (Figure 3.6).
The cohesive damage extends not only in the cutting direction, but also below the cutting
plane ahead of the tool, causing the initiating of debonding defects due to compression failure.
It is important to underline that during compression the element can still experience shear
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deformation that can lead to failure. In this case compressive and shear behaviour are
uncoupled in terms of damage initiation and evolution. However, the compressive stress is
so high that the compressive failure is generally reached before the shear failure. Further
debonding is then formed below the cutting plane after the tool is passed, like in the previous
approach. In this case, the shear behaviour is still the main contribution to the damage
initiation mechanism; after which the tensile normal stress increases contributing together
with shear to reach the failure condition.
The tool movement causes a rst crack formation at the contact point with the bre,
since the bre is compressed between the tool and the following matrix. This crack is not
extended for all bre thickness because, at some point, the matrix behind starts to fail under
compression allowing the bre to increase the bending deformation under the tool movement.
Due to bending stresses, a second crack rises and propagates along the whole bre thickness
below the cutting plane. Then the matrix continues to fail until the two consecutive bres
come into contact. When this happens, the rst crack in the rst bre continues to propagate
through the bre for all the thickness length. So, the rst bre is divided into three parts
(Figure 3.7(a)). A further tool movement causes the fragmentation of the upper part of
the rst bre and the bending and failure of the following bre (Figure 3.7(b)). After that
the chip formation mechanism repeats cyclically. Therefore, during the cutting, subsurface
damages in terms of bre and matrix failure are also formed in the machined workpiece as
visible in Figure 3.6.
Dissimilarly from θ=90°, when bre orientation θ=45° is considered, the chip formation
mechanism totally changes, as shown in Figure 3.8.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: Approach 2: model conguration at time (a) 1.96e-3; and (b) 2.68e-3 seconds.
The tool force could be decomposed into two components: one in the bre direction (F1),
and the other orthogonally to it (F2). The latter component compresses the dierent phases
leading to a crack formation and propagation along the same direction in the bre in contact
with the tool (Figure 3.8(a)). Also the cohesive elements fail under compression causing
debonding formation below the cutting plane in the area highlighted by means of red markers
in Figure 3.8(a). This force component, compressing the phases along its direction, causes
a bending deformation during failure in the phases nearer to the tool. Thus, the cohesive
behaviour changes from compression to tension increasing the distance from the area marked
with red lines. Instead, the component acting along the bre direction introduces shear
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.8: Approach 2: (a) cohesive elements failure; and (b) chip formation mechanism for bre
orientation θ=45°.
behaviour, as can be observed in Figure 3.8(b), leading to the interlaminar shear fracture
in the elements, where tensile stresses are also present. The interlaminar shear fracture has
been experimentally conrmed by several studies [18, 28, 32], when Type III chip formation
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mechanism takes place. Regarding the matrix, it fails under compression starting from the
point of the crack location on the previous bre. So, matrix and bre are divided by the tool
into two dierent parts below the cutting plane. In addition, as with θ=90° the machined
workpiece shows subsurface damages.
For bre orientation θ=135°, the chip formation mechanism changes again. The bre
engaged by the tool undergoes bending deformation, being peeled from the workpiece and
causing huge deformations until failure in the cohesive elements that try to keep the bre
and previous matrix together.
The debonding defect increases with the increase of the bre deection, as shown in Figure
3.9, until the bre failure takes place due to bending stress.
When this happens, the tool exercises pressure only on the upper part of the bre, which
causes the failure under compression of the following matrix. Since the following matrix is
still linked by means of cohesive elements with the lower part of the broken bre, during
its failure under compression, it continues to drag with itself the lower part of the bre
increasing the bending deformation and so the debonding defect. At some point, the two
consecutive bres come into contact and the chip formation mechanism described starts
again, since the tool pressure is transmitted by means of the rst bre to the second. During
the tool displacement, the depth of the bre failure decreases moving towards the workpiece
surface along a direction oriented orthogonally to the bre direction. Moreover, during the
cutting the bres experience multi-fracture damage. This chip formation mechanism could
be classied as Type V.
The cohesive elements show two dierent kinds of failure. In the upper part of the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.9: Approach 2: chip formation mechanism at two dierent time-steps (a) 2.59e-3; and (b)
3.6e-3, for bre orientation θ=135°.
workpiece, the tool action causes compression of dierent phases leading to a compressive
failure of cohesive elements. Instead, below the cutting plane, the cohesive elements undergo
shear and tensile behaviour, with damage initiation and failure caused mainly by shear stress.
Even if the observation of cohesive failure is crucial to estimate the debonding defect in
the machined material, the damage level in the cohesive elements that remain in the model
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Figure 3.10: Approach 2: chip formation mechanism and cohesive damage for (a-b) θ=45°; (c-d)
θ=90° ; and (e-f) θ=135°.
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after the machining represents also an important parameter that needs to be investigated.
In fact, during the in-service condition, the stress in the material could promote additional
debonding, compromising the component integrity and performance. For this goal, the SDEG
variable representing the overall value of the scalar damage, and the QUADSCRT variable
indicating the damage initiation condition, can be used. In Figure 3.10 it is possible to
observe how the damage in the cohesive elements reaches areas that are very far from the
tool. For all bre orientations investigated the amount of damage decreases moving away
from the cutting plane; it is possible to observe a considerably expanded zone which is subject
to a medium/high damage value (0.6<SDEG<1), prone to fail if subjected to further stresses.
The approach previously described still presents some failing of cohesive elements due to
excessive distortion caused by surrounding element failure, as shown in Figure 3.9(a), where
a highly deformed cohesive element is highlighted in red.
3.4.3 Approach 3: surface-based cohesive behaviour
As described, the problem of the excessive distortion of the cohesive elements was limited
implementing the failure condition under compression. It needed the introduction of a
thickness in the cohesive elements. This thickness in the cohesive elements and the capacity
to fail under compression could not represent properly the real interface behaviour.
Alternatively to the previous approaches it is possible to implement the cohesive
behaviour as a contact property (Approach 3). This approach allows the elimination of the
problem related to excessive deformation of cohesive elements without implementing
compressive failure and thickness. If the absence of cohesive elements represents an
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advantage from a practical point of view, on the other hand it makes it very dicult to
recognise the interface failure, and analyse the interface behaviour. In order to understand
the interface behaviour during the cutting, two variables can be used: the CSDMG
variable, which represents the overall value of the damage; and the CSQUADSCRT
variable, which indicates if the damage initiation condition chosen has been satised.
For bre orientation θ=90°, the chip formation mechanism is similar to that previously
described from the failure mechanism point of view, but the velocity at which the damage
propagates ahead of the tool along the cutting plane is much higher. In fact, in Figure 3.11(b)
it is possible to notice that more bres and matrix phases are involved in the damage at the
end of the analysis when compared with Figure 3.10(c). Analysing the cohesive behaviour at
the bre-matrix interface, also in this case the damage propagates deeply inside the material
aecting areas very far from the tool (Figure 3.11(b)).
The debonding defect in the model is represented by nodes where the damage variable
CSDMG reaches the unitary value. During the analysis, this value is reached only in a few
nodes, indicating that the bre-matrix link is still active for most of the interfaces in the
model. This is shown in Figure 3.12, where areas with CSDMG variable values between 0.99
and 1 have been highlighted. It represents a dierence to the previous approaches, where
cohesive elements' failure was observable during the cutting at the end of the analysis. So,
using the surface-based cohesive behaviour, the link between the bre and matrix appears
stronger compared with the cohesive elements, even if the same properties are implemented.
Finally, not as expected, no debonding was detected using the present approach. Indeed,
Dandekar et al. [15] observed experimentally debonding after machining at bre angle θ=90°.
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Figure 3.11: Approach 3: chip formation mechanism and cohesive damage for (a) θ=45°; (b) θ=90°;
and (c) θ=135°.
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Figure 3.12: Approach 3: debonding and damage variable for bre orientation θ=90°.
For bre orientation θ=45°, the chip formation mechanism is similar to that observed in
the previous approach. In fact, crack propagation takes place in the direction orthogonal to
the bre axis at the tool tip, with chip release due to bre-matrix interface shear failure. In
Figure 3.11(a) it is possible to observe the damage at the bre-matrix interface taking place
ahead of the tool reaching the EHM phase. However, the amount of damage experienced
does not lead to debonding. Even in this case the CSDMG variable can reach high values
but less than the unit leading to an absence of debonding during cutting.
For bre orientation θ=135°, the chip formation mechanism remains similar to the
previous approach. It is possible to notice that the fractures in the bres, orthogonal to the
bre orientation, take place earlier than in the previous approach, and at the same
time-step for all bres (Figure 3.11(c)). Instead, a progressive failure propagating through
the bres towards the sample surface with the time was observed in Approach 2. Dierently
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from bre orientation θ=45° and θ=90°, debonding formation is observed in the model on
the right side of the second bre with an extension of about 15 µm (Figure 3.13). This is
due to the opening action exerted by the tool during its advancement until bre failure due
to bending taking place below the cutting plane.
In addition, also for θ=45° and θ=135°, interface damage extends below the cutting plane
far from the tool.
Figure 3.13: Approach 3: debonding and damage variable for bre orientation θ=135°.
For the surface-based cohesive method the bre orientation θ=0° was also investigated.
In Figure 3.14 the conguration of the model, showing also the chip formation mechanism,
at the end of the analysis is reported. During the cutting the rst matrix and bre are
compressed by the tool, which also tends to lift up and bend them because of the rake
angle. Conversely, the cohesive behaviour at the interface tends to keep the dierent phases
together. The cohesive eect seems to predominate, causing failure under compression of the
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Figure 3.14: Approach 3: chip formation mechanism for bre orientation θ=0°.
Figure 3.15: Approach 3: cohesive damage for bre orientation θ=0°.
rst brittle bre and bending of the rst ductile matrix, which tends to produce a curling
chip as shown in Figure 3.14. The second matrix fails under compression, while the second
bre is weakly pushed down by the tool. The chip formation mechanism described does not
represent the real chip formation mechanism during cutting. In fact, interface debonding and
consequent bre bending and fracture were expected, according to Calzada et al. [25]. Figure
3.15 shows the damage at the interfaces in the model. Damage extends ahead of the tool far
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away from it and dierently from the other bre orientations, it remains mainly contained
above the cutting plane slightly aecting the next interface. So, in this case debonding in
the machined work-piece is totally absent.
3.4.4 Novel cohesive model
Despite the capacity of the surface-based cohesive method to avoid the drawbacks observed
when using zero thickness cohesive elements based on the traction-separation law, diculty
in the interface behaviour analysis and debonding evaluation were experienced. Also, a
general absence of debonding was detected. So, a new approach for the interface simulation
was developed in order to obtain a robust interface model that can overcome the listed
drawbacks.
For bre orientation θ=90°, failure modes experienced by bres and matrix are similar
to those described in Approach 2. So, the bres show multi-fracture failure mode due to
bending stresses, and to the action of the tool that pushes the bres against each other.
The matrix failure is due to compressive stresses exercised by the surrounding bres. Since
the classical zero thickness cohesive element approach based on the traction-separation law
was implemented, the cohesive elements cannot undergo compression. In this case, it does
not represent a limit in the cohesive elements' behaviour because even if the surrounding
matrix and bre elements fail due to compression, the cohesive element connected with them
is recognized by means of a user-dened eld subroutine and is eliminated from the analysis.
Therefore, results show that no excessive deformations are experienced by cohesive elements.
Figure 3.16 shows the area where cohesive elements were deleted by the subroutine due to
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matrix failure under compression, and the cohesive elements still active in the model near
that area. The failure of the cohesive elements is similar to that described in the Approach 1,
where generally the shear stress represented the main contribution to the damage initiation.
Also during the damage evolution phase, the shear stress contributes mainly to the elements'
failure, since the normal stress remains low.
Figure 3.16: Novel Approach: cohesive elements' deletion due to surrounding element failure.
For bre orientation θ=45°, even if the bres and matrix failure mechanism is quite similar
to that described in Approach 2, in this case the cohesive elements in the area undergoing
compression remain active until a surrounding element fails. For this reason the dierent
phases are kept together longer by the interface. The cohesive element failure in the model
is mainly due to shear stresses originated during the cutting (Type III).
For bre orientation θ=135°, as for the others bre orientations, the failure modes in
the bres and the matrix are similar to that observed in Approach 2, where matrix failure
was mainly due to compression and bre failure to bending. Instead, the cohesive elements
undergo shear and tensile behaviour, with damage initiation and failure caused mainly by
shear stress (Type V).
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Figure 3.17: Novel Approach: chip formation mechanism and cohesive damage for (a-b) θ=45°; (c-d)
θ=90°; and (e-f) θ=135°.
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Figure 3.17 shows the amount of damage in the cohesive elements at the end of the
analysis for θ=45°, θ=90° and θ=135°. The area aected by damage extends very far from
the tool, making the interface more prone to fail if subjected to further loads during the
in-service conditions.
In order to compare the Novel Approach and Approach 3, bre orientation θ=0° was
also investigated. The chip formation mechanism for the Novel Approach proposed is quite
dierent from the previous approach, as shown Figure 3.18. Even in this case the tool tends
to lift up the bre and the matrix in contact with the tool rake face and to push down the
phases located below the cutting plane. The dierence with the previous approach is due to
the cohesive elements' behaviour. In fact, they tend to oppose bending deformation trying to
Figure 3.18: Novel Approach: (a) chip formation mechanism; and (b) cohesive damage for bre
orientation θ=0°.
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keep all phases together until they reach the failure condition. The tool progression causes
an increase in the bending deformation and the propagation of cohesive failure along the
cutting direction. In the cohesive elements shear and tensile stresses contribute together to
damage initiation and evolutions until failure with a bigger contribution of the shear for the
damage initiation. The chip formation mechanism described is in agreement with ndings in
the literature [25, 26] and representative of Type I.
Dierently from the other orientations, no damage was detected below the cutting plane
in the machined material. Indeed, in the literature the absence of damage or a very small
damage depth has been experimentally observed [16, 20].
Results obtained for bre orientation θ=0° and θ=135° with the Novel Approach and
Approach 3 were compared with high-speed camera images obtained by Calzada et al. [25]
(Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20). The chip formation mechanism observed experimentally shows
a bending failure of the bre for bre orientation θ=0° with chip formed by bre length
between 100-150 µm. It agrees well with that obtained implementing the Novel Approach,
even if bre failure is not reached during the analysis; while Approach 3 shows a compressive
bre failure due to a strong bond between dierent phases.
For bre orientation θ=135°, Approach 3 shows a depth at which the bre failure occurs
more similar to the experimental depth; while the Novel Approach agrees well in terms of the
cohesive behaviour. In fact, in the latter approach, the cohesive elements' failure propagates
very far from the tool as expected by the experimental results, but the bre failure location
seems to be too near to the cutting plane.
For the Novel Approach proposed it is worth calculating the amount of debonding for
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Figure 3.19: Comparison of the chip formation mechanism for the Novel Approach, Approach 3 and
experimental results [25] for bre orientation θ=0°.
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of the chip formation mechanism for the Novel Approach, Approach 3 and
experimental results [25] for bre orientation θ=135°.
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Figure 3.21: Novel Approach: maximum debonding length for bre orientation θ=45°.
Figure 3.22: Novel Approach: maximum debonding length for bre orientation θ=135°.
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each bre orientation. For bre orientation θ=0°, debonding is experienced among dierent
phases ahead of the tool, but no debonding is visible below the cutting plane, as Figure
3.18(b) shows. For bre orientation θ=45°, θ=90° and θ=135° the maximum debonding
detected during the analysis is about 36 µm, 33 µm and 59 µm, respectively, leading to
subsurface damages in the machined workpiece, as shown in Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22.
3.4.5 Validation of cutting force and thrust force
The numerical cutting force and thrust force for the Novel Approach and Approach 3 are
reported and compared with the experiments carried out by Calzada et al. [25] in Figure
3.23 and Figure 3.24, respectively. The experimental data present a force increase for bre
orientation between θ=0° and θ=45°, and a reduction after θ=45° until θ=135°.
In both approaches the numerical cutting force and thrust force were calculated as the
average value over the entire analysis for each bre orientation, as shown in Figure 3.25
and Figure 3.26. In terms of cutting force, the Novel Approach shows closer values to the
experimental data for all bre orientations except for θ=0°. For this orientation the Novel
Approach predicts a cutting force of 1.81 N/mm while Approach 3 predicts 2.24 N/mm,
which is closer to the experimental value of 3.2 N/mm. The prediction of the cutting force
for θ=90° and θ=135° implementing the Novel Approach is very good.
Even if both models underestimate the cutting force for θ=0° and θ=45°, the new model
proposed is able to show a more similar trend to the experimental result. Dierently, the
thrust forces are widely underestimated for all bre orientations independently by the
approach, even if the Novel Approach seems to provide slightly better results, except for
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Figure 3.23: Comparison of cutting force for Novel Approach and Approach 3 against experimental
results [25].
Figure 3.24: Comparison of thrust force for Novel Approach and Approach 3 against experimental
results [25].
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.25: Novel Approach: (a) cutting force; and (b) thrust force, for dierent bre orientations
(experimental results [25]).
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.26: Approach 3: (a) cutting force; and (b) thrust force, for dierent bre orientations
(experimental results [25]).
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θ=135°. In fact, the thrust force predicted for θ=45° is 0.4 N/mm higher than that
predicted using Approach 3. The diculty in the thrust force prediction can be observed in
the literature. This challenge can be explained considering that the material is divided into
two regions by the tool: pressing and chipping. The material in the former region is pushed
under the tool, and when the tool has passed it springs back due to the elastic recovery
exerting a pressure on the clearance face, and so contributing in this way to the thrust force
[24]. The diculty in replicating this behaviour in the FEM model can explain the big gap
usually observed between the experimental and numerical thrust force.
3.4.6 Analysis time and computational cost
The analysis time also represents an important factor that could contribute in the choice of
the assumptions and approaches used in the simulation. For this reason the computational
time, using an Intel(R) core(TM) i7-3770 CPU with 3.4 GHz and 32 GB of RAM, was
calculated and compared for the Novel Approach and Approach 3 and reported in Figure
3.27. Job settings in Abaqus software were left as default options. The computational time
follows a similar trend for both approaches and it is dependent on the bre orientation,
showing a considerable increase when bre orientation θ=135° is simulated. Figure 3.27 also
highlights how the Novel Approach proposed reduces the analysis time of about 12, 1.5 and
20 hours for θ=0°, θ=90° and θ=135°, respectively. Only for bre orientation θ=45° was an
increase of about 15 hours detected. Moreover, the analysis time was generally very high
independent of the approach employed, despite mass scaling being used.
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Figure 3.27: Analysis time for the Novel Approach and Approach 3.
3.5 Summary
A 3D model of the orthogonal cutting on CFRP composite material has been developed by
means of a meso-scale model, introducing a new approach for the interface simulation. The
interface behaviour proposed has been compared against three dierent approaches used in
the literature for dierent bre orientations:
 zero thickness cohesive elements based on the traction-separation law [63];
 cohesive elements based on the traction-separation law presenting a small thickness
[81];
 surface-based cohesive behaviour [102].
Implementing Approach 1 the inability of the cohesive elements to fail under compression,
and the assumption that the membrane response does not produce any stress could lead to
excessive element deformation during the analysis when surrounding elements fail.
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In order to include compressive behaviour until failure in the cohesive elements, a small
thickness has been introduced. Approach 2 is capable of limiting the excessive deformation
that cohesive elements can experience, making them fail generally before their surrounding
elements. When this does not happen the cohesive elements remain in the model showing
much deformation. In addition, the introduction of a thickness could not reect the physical
reality, and it could also change the chip formation mechanism.
The surface-based cohesive behaviour allows the overcoming of the drawbacks shown by
previous approaches. Despite that, it makes the interface behaviour analysis very hard. Also,
debonding defect formation is almost absent or very low for all bre orientations, making
the matrix-bre link stronger when compared with cohesive elements based on the traction-
separation law and high-speed camera images [25].
Among the approaches investigated, the approach that could potentially represent the real
interface behaviour is Approach 1. For this reason improvements to it have been attempted;
proposing a novel bre-matrix interface behaviour. It is capable of totally avoiding excessive
distortion of the cohesive elements, connecting their failure with the surrounding elements'
failure.
The new approach shows that, for bre orientation θ=0°, shear and tensile stresses
contribute together to damage initiation and evolution until failure in the cohesive
elements, with a bigger contribution of the shear to the damage initiation. Instead for bre
orientation θ=45°, θ=90° and θ=135° the damage initiation and failure are generally
mainly caused by the shear stress.
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Cutting force has also been calculated for the new approach and the approach
implementing the surface-based cohesive behaviour for comparison purposes. Globally the
new proposed approach shows closer values with the experimental published data [25]. The
predicted thrust force has been underestimated for both approaches. This behaviour has
been linked to the element deletion due to failure in the nite element model.
In addition, the novel approach shows also a lower CPU time for all simulations, except
for θ=45°.
Finally, the new proposed approach can be implemented also in a 2D analysis, dierently
from the surface-based cohesive behaviour that requires a 3D model.
The 2D-extruded model does not represent the real geometry at micro-scale level.
Therefore, in the following chapter the novel cohesive approach will be implemented in a
model where cylindrical bres are considered.
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Three-dimensional nite element model
implementing cylindrical bres
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, a novel cohesive model was developed and compared with those
published in the literature. The Novel Approach showed its ability to overcome the drawbacks
of existing models. To this end, a 2D-extruded model was used. It presents bre and matrix
having a parallelepiped shape that does not represent the real geometry of the component.
Therefore, a three-dimensional FE model, having cylindrical bres, and deploying the novel
cohesive model presented in the previous chapter is developed and presented in the following
sections.
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4.2 Development of the three-dimensional nite element
model
The three-dimensional nite element model was developed in the same manner as the 2D-
extruded model, implementing a meso-scale approach in order to simulate the composite
material. The material properties and model parameters' set-up remain the same, as reported
in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. Only the geometry was modied in order to be more realistic,
implementing cylindrical bres. The novel cohesive model developed in the previous chapter
was implemented. The depth of cut was set to 15 µm. In order to reduce the computational
time, the developed model considered half of the bres' geometry, assuming the symmetry.
A schematic of the FEM model and of the boundary conditions applied are reported in
Figure 4.1. Unlike the 2D-extruded model, it is possible to notice that the bre is totally
embedded in the matrix, and the cohesive elements surrounding the bre are no longer aligned
in the same direction.
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(a)
Figure 4.1: Schematic of the three-dimensional FEM model for bre orientation θ=90°with applied
boundary conditions.
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4.3 Results and discussion
Dierent bre orientations were simulated (θ=0°,45°,90°,135°) in order to study machining
forces, the chip formation mechanisms and damages in the workpiece during orthogonal
cutting of UD-CFRP. The model was validated against experiments carried out by Calzada
et al. [25] and compared with results obtained in the previous chapter for the 2D-extruded
model. Since the majority of the models in the literature are two-dimensional, the comparison
is also able to highlight the degree of reliability of such models.
4.3.1 Chip formation mechanisms and damage at various bre
orientations
For bre orientation θ=0°, a model implementing three bres, having length of 200 µm, was
developed. Below them, an EHM phase was positioned in order to introduce the necessary
stiness (Figure 4.2).
As in the previous chapter, the SDEG variable, representing the overall value of the scalar
damage, and the QUADSCRT variable, indicating the damage initiation condition, can be
used to study the cohesive behaviour during machining (Figure 4.3).
Similar to the 2D-extruded model, damages in the workpiece remain close to the trim
plane. A small amount of subsurface damages was observed (∼5 µm). Due to the change in
geometry, cohesive elements behave dierently when compared with the 2D-extruded model.
They experience damage initiation far ahead of the tool, as visible in Figure 4.3. However,
they fail only when they come close to the tool, due to surrounding element failure. In the
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Figure 4.2: Model conguration during cutting for bre orientation θ=0°.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: (a) Overall value of scalar damage SDEG; and (b) damage initiation variable
QUADSCRT for cohesive elements at bre orientation θ=0°.
2D-extruded model, cohesive elements separated completely the bre from the matrix, and
they were all oriented in the same direction. Hence, tool action, which tended to lift the
bres, mainly produced an opening load type for all cohesive elements. With cylindrical
bre geometry, the action exerted by the tool is absorbed diversely by each cohesive element
depending on its location. In fact, the cohesive elements' location causes a variation in the
cohesive elements' thickness directions, as shown in Figure 4.4. Cohesive elements C1 and
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Figure 4.4: Tool action exerted on cohesive elements, and cohesive elements conguration for (a)
3D model; and (b) 2D-extruded model.
C12, highlighted in red, are the cohesive elements which during cutting experience the most
similar deformation to those in the 2D-extruded model.
In addition, since the bre is surrounded by the matrix, debonding is not enough to
make the bre free to bend. In the 2D-extruded model phases were totally separated and
arranged sequentially. Finally, damage initiation is visible for cohesive elements below the
machined surface, reaching a higher depth compared to the 2D-extruded model. In fact, due
to the cylindrical geometry of the cohesive zone, damages propagate ∼11 µm deeper in the
workpiece. Dierently, in the 2D-extruded model they mainly propagated ahead of the tool
since they were represented by a at layer between the matrix and the bre.
Variation of cohesive element behaviour causes a change in the bre failure as visible in
Figure 4.2. In fact, it is due to compression exerted by the tool instead of bending. Matrix
crushing is also observed, with curling chip formed by a thin matrix material, once the bre
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elements are deleted during tool advancement. This material removal mechanism diers from
Type I, which is the expected type. This could be due to deletion of elements once the failure
criterion has been reached. Variable PEEQ, representing the equivalent plastic strain, was
considered to analyse the matrix condition after machining (Figure 4.5). Plastic deformation
remains close to the cutting plane, reaching a few micrometres in depth. In the 3D model,
the matrix is represented by a single continuous phase, in which bres and cohesive elements
are embedded. Hence, damages can propagate easier compared with the 2D-extruded model,
where the matrix was represented by dierent separated phases, each one positioned between
two consecutive bres.
(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side
Figure 4.5: Equivalent plastic strain in the matrix when machining at bre orientation θ=0°.
For bre orientation θ=45°, conguration of the model during cutting is reported in Figure
4.6, where the chip formation mechanism can be observed. Due to tool advancement, a crack
propagates from the contact point across the bre, orthogonally to the axis (Figure 4.6(a)).
Further tool displacement causes a bre failure due to compression with bre release along its
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axis (Figure 4.6(b)). Matrix crushing takes place between two consecutive bres and at the
contact point with the tool. During tool advancement less bending deformation is observed
in the bres compared with the 2D-extruded model. In fact, in the latter, debonding was
observed starting from the vertical free edge of the sample and propagating towards the tool-
bre contact point, due to bre bending. Instead in a 3D model, the material becomes more
compact, producing a cleaner cut.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: (a) Model conguration during cutting; and (b) tool tip - workpiece interaction for bre
orientation θ=45°.
Variable PEEQ was considered to analyse the matrix condition after machining (Figure
4.7). It is possible to observe that plastic deformations extend below the cutting plane,
reaching a maximum depth (∼4.2 µm) between two consecutive bres. Plastic deformations
are also visible ahead of the cutting tool, which start from the tool tip and propagate along
the bre axis due to the shear.
The cohesive elements' behaviour during cutting is shown in Figure 4.8. Due to tool
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(a) Matrix side (b) Fibre side
Figure 4.7: Equivalent plastic strain in the matrix when machining at bre orientation θ=45°.
Figure 4.8: Cohesive elements' behaviour during cutting at bre orientation θ=45°.
advancement, bres undergo displacement along their axis. Hence, cohesive elements
experience shear and normal deformation until failure, which is mainly due to the former.
This behaviour, identied as Type III, is similar to that observed in the 2D-extruded model
(Figure 3.17(a-b) and Figure 3.21).
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: (a) Overall value of scalar damage SDEG; and (b) damage initiation variable
QUADSCRT for cohesive elements at bre orientation θ=45°.
Fibre-matrix interface damage below the cutting plane can be observed in Figure 4.9.
It is due to the normal and shear deformations they undergo during cutting. It is worth
noticing that, except for small zones, the values assumed by the QUADSCRT variable are
very high almost everywhere, being equal or close to unity. It highlights how almost all
cohesive elements present in the model experience or are very close to experiencing damage.
However, only a few cohesive elements fail below the cutting plane. Whereas a large amount
of cohesive elements below the cutting plane were deleted from the analysis due to bre
bending in the 2D-extruded model.
The chip formation mechanism when machining at θ=90° is shown in Figure 4.10. The
cylindrical geometry of the bres strongly aects the material removal mechanism when
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(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side
Figure 4.10: Model conguration during cutting for bre orientation θ=90°.
compared with the 2D-extruded model. In fact, in the latter, the bre failure was mainly
due to bending stresses arising in the bres during tool advancement below the cutting plane.
Multi-fracture was experienced also due to the compression exerted by the tool at the contact
point. When a 2D-extruded model was considered, dierent phases were located sequentially,
and during cutting the tool encountered them one after another singularly. In contrast, in
a proper 3D model the bre is embedded in the matrix. Hence, all phases interact at the
same time with the tool, the bre being totally surrounded by matrix and connected to it
by means of cohesive elements. This change makes the material more compact experiencing
a cleaner cut. Crack formation takes place at the contact point with the tool. It propagates
in a direction orthogonal to the bre axis, cutting the bre into two parts. Due to tool
advancement, the upper part of the cracked bre is lifted and compressed against the next
bre, experiencing further compression failure and forming the chip. No bending failure was
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(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side
Figure 4.11: Equivalent plastic strain in the matrix when machining at bre orientation θ=90°.
observed. This behaviour better represents the expected chip formation mechanism, typical
of Type IV.
Matrix failure is due to compression. A crack extending vertically for ∼10 µm
corresponding to the third bre can be observed in Figure 4.11. The PEEQ variable shows
how plastic deformations are experienced by the matrix far below the trim plane (∼30 µm)
after machining and ahead of the cutting tool. However, elements representing the matrix
fail mainly above the cutting plane. In the 2D-extruded model the matrix elements' failure
extended far below the tool (∼21 µm) due to bre bending failure below the cutting plane.
The cohesive elements' damage after machining is reported in Figure 4.12. Damage depth
reaches almost the end of the nite element model, hence having a length of about 100 µm.
However, the variable SDEG generally does not reach the unitary value, so debonding is not
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.12: (a) Overall value of scalar damage SDEG; and (b) damage initiation variable
QUADSCRT for cohesive elements at bre orientation θ=90°.
generated.
During machining, cohesive elements undergo shear, as shown in Figure 4.13. However,
cohesive elements' failure is caused by surrounding element failure. Dierently, in the 2D-
extruded model cohesive failure was mainly due to shear; cohesive element deletion below
the cutting plane was also due to the large amount of bre and matrix failure.
The chip formation mechanism for bre orientation θ=135° is shown in Figure 4.14. The
cutting tool engages the bre causing bending deformation until failure. Fibre fracture occurs
a few micrometres below the trim plane. Due to matrix compression failure, two consecutive
bres come into contact. In particular, the upper part of the fractured bre pushes against
the top part of the next bre, causing a crack formation at a higher position. Hence, the
crack propagates orthogonally to the bres' axis towards the free surface of the sample. At
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Figure 4.13: Cohesive elements' behaviour during cutting at bre orientation θ=90°.
the end of the analysis a crack is visible below the cutting plane in the fourth bre. It is due
to further bending caused by tool advancement in the already fractured bre.
Due to bre bending and to the pushing action of the tool, debonding takes place at
the bre-matrix interface, as shown in Figure 4.15. The cohesive elements fail sequentially
with bre bending increase, with damage extending deeper in the workpiece. Information
on damage experienced by cohesive elements is reported in Figure 4.16. Damage extends
along the bre direction deep in the workpiece (∼48 µm below the cutting plane) similarly
to the 2D-extruded model (∼66 µm), as visible in Figure 3.17(e) and Figure 3.22. In the 3D
model a maximum debonding length of ∼17 µm was observed, which was smaller than that
measured in the 2D-extruded model (∼59 µm).
Matrix failure and plastic deformations after machining are shown in Figure 4.17. Matrix
failure due to compression takes place between two consecutive bres above the cutting plane.
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Figure 4.14: Model conguration during cutting for bre orientation θ=135°.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.15: Debonding when machining at bre orientation θ=135° at time-step (a) 2.56e-3 seconds;
and (b) 2.87e-3 seconds.
Due to bre bending, a region where the matrix experiences tensile failure is visible below the
cutting plane, generating a crack that penetrates deep in the workpiece (∼12 µm below the
cutting plane). Since in the 2D-extruded model the matrix was composed of more phases,
each positioned between two consecutive bres, tensile failure was very dicult to originate.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.16: (a) Overall value of scalar damage SDEG; and (b) damage initiation variable
QUADSCRT for cohesive elements at bre orientation θ=135°.
(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side
Figure 4.17: Equivalent plastic strain in the matrix when machining at bre orientation θ=135°.
In fact, cohesive elements failed earlier allowing the separation of bre from the matrix with
a consequent reduction of the stress in the latter. For this reason, matrix element deletion
remained very close to the cutting plane in the 2D-extruded model (∼2 µm).
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4.3.2 Validation of cutting force and thrust force
Cutting force and thrust force were calculated for each bre orientation; and compared with




Figure 4.18: Comparison of (a) cutting force; and (b) thrust force; for the 2D-extruded model, 3D
model and published experimental results [25].
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In terms of cutting force, it is possible to observe that the 3D model shows a better
prediction for bre orientation θ=0° and θ=45°. In fact, the 3D model shows errors of
33.39% and 30.25% against 43.29% and 52.69% from the 2D-extruded model for θ=0° and
θ=45°, respectively. For bre angle θ=90°, both models show a good agreement with the
experimental results. The 2D-extruded model shows a better prediction at bre angle θ=135°
with an error of 6.6%, against an error of 37.52% from the 3D model. Hence, it is possible to
conclude that the cutting force is generally higher when a 3D model is used. It could be due
to the change in the tool-workpiece interaction. Indeed, the tool does not come into contact
with one phase at a time as in the 2D-extruded model, but all phases are cut simultaneously
contributing to the cutting force.
In terms of thrust force, both models underestimate the experimental results with errors
over than 80%. Hence, considering a geometry more similar to the real component does not
improve the thrust force. As previously mentioned, low thrust force could be likely attributed
to element deletion during the analysis.
4.4 Summary
A three-dimensional model has been developed and compared with the 2D-extruded model
to study the eect of the geometry on the model prediction. Chip formation mechanisms,
damages, cutting force and thrust force have been considered for the comparison.
A dierence in terms of the material removal mechanism has been found for θ=0° and
θ=90°. The former condition does not show debonding with consequent bre bending until
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failure. The absence of debonding can be attributed to the more realistic three-dimensional
geometry, where bres are embedded in the matrix and surrounded by cohesive elements.
Due to the dierent arrangement of cohesive elements, the way they absorb the loads
changes, aecting the chip formation mechanism. Hence, in a three-dimensional model tool
advancement causes compression failure of the bre and matrix, with a curling chip
generated by the thin matrix layer present on the top of the workpiece. Damages are
generally contained near the cutting plane. Fibre orientation θ=90° shows a cleaner cut
with a crack propagating ahead of the tool orthogonally to the bre axis; promoting a more
realistic chip formation mechanism. Dierently from the 2D-extruded model, no
multi-fracture has been observed in the bres. This was due to bre bending and
compression exerted by the tool. Hence, damages in the bre are contained compared with
the 2D-extruded model.
For bre orientation θ=45° and θ=135°, the chip formation mechanism becomes similar in
both models, but the dierent arrangement and geometry of the phases make the workpiece
more compact, with less bending deformations shown for both orientations.
Generally, the cohesive elements' failure and damaged areas are more extended in the
2D-extruded model than in the 3D model.
The more compact behaviour during cutting of the 3D model causes a general increase in
the cutting forces for all bre angles, allowing to obtain a better prediction at θ=0° and θ=90°.
Instead, the thrust force is generally underestimated in both models, due to element deletion
during cutting. This represents a limit of the nite element approach, where material loss
takes place causing also contact loss between the tool and the machined surface. In order
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to overcome this limit, mesh-free methods can be used. Therefore, the smoothed particle
hydrodynamic method will be presented in the following chapter.
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Implementation of the smoothed particle
hydrodynamics method
5.1 Introduction
When FEM is employed, deletion of failed elements during analysis represents the main
cause of inaccurate thrust force prediction, as highlighted in the previous chapters. Material
deletion represents a necessity for numerical models, in order to avoid elements becoming
highly distorted during tool advancement.
Since mesh-free methods can handle large deformations and material opening without
element deletion, smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) is employed in this chapter for
simulating orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP.
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5.2 Overview of the SPH method
The smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method, rst developed by Gingold and
Monaghan [110], has been used for simulating orthogonal cutting of metals [111116].
In this method, the workpiece is composed of a number of discrete spherical particles. The
value of a variable at a particle of interest can be approximated by summing the contributions
from a set of neighbouring particles, denoted by subscript j, for which the kernel function W






fjW (|x− xj|, h) (5.1)
where mj, ρj, xj, fj are mass, density, location and the value assumed by the variable for
the neighbouring particle j. The coecient h represents the smoothing length for the kernel
function W, i.e. the sphere of inuence containing all neighbouring particles contributing to
the calculation of the variable of interest (Figure 5.1). As for the nite element method, a
constitutive model, governing the particles' interaction, needs to be implemented.
Figure 5.1: Schematic of kernel function W for the generic particle in the SPH model [109].
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The SPH method is able to simulate material opening due to tool action without deleting
any particle experiencing failure. Degradation of material properties after material failure
allows particles to separate.
Unlike the FEM, no cohesive model can be implemented when the SPH method is used.
Therefore, information on the bre-matrix interface cannot be obtained.
5.3 Development of the SPH model
A three-dimensional model with cylindrical bres was developed to implement the SPH
method in Abaqus software, as shown in Figure 5.2. In order to reduce the computational
cost, half geometry for the bres was considered, assuming the symmetry. The model was
not entirely composed of SPH elements; in fact the nite element method was used for the
EHM phase. The boundary conditions were the same as applied in the models developed in
the previous chapters. Tie constraint was applied between the SPH matrix and the EHM
phase. Since SPH particles can undergo large displacements, even ying away from the
cutting area in case damage is experienced, the imposition of the condition of symmetry on
the SPH elements is not sucient. For this reason, two rigid surfaces were positioned in the
model on both sides, avoiding particles moving in z direction out from the simulated strip.
Contact with no friction was implemented between particles and rigid surfaces.
The depth of cut set in the model was 15 µm, and a cutting velocity boundary condition
was assigned to the tool, realising a dynamic explicit analysis. Moreover, particles were
positioned in the model with a relative distance of 1 µm, in order to reduce as much as
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.2: Schematic of the three-dimensional SPH model: (a) boundary conditions applied in the
case of bre orientation θ=90°; and (b) details of bre and matrix (top view).
possible any dierence with the models developed in the previous chapter. No condition was
needed to be set between the bres and matrix particles.
In order to simulate two dierent phases using the SPH model, an user subroutine needed
to be developed, which is described in detail below.
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Implementation of the user subroutine for the SPH model. The main limitation
when using the SPH method in Abaqus exists in the inability to simulate the interaction
between two or more parts modelled with that method, to which dierent material models
have been assigned. In the present model, two dierent phases based on the SPH method
are implemented: bre and matrix. Hence, it is of fundamental importance to overcome this
limitation. To this end, a user subroutine has been developed, in which material models for
bre and matrix have been implemented. In fact, bre and matrix have been developed in
the same part in Abaqus/CAE. Afterwards, knowing the ID number of particles belonging
to each phase, dierent properties and constitutive behaviours have been assigned to each
particle using a eld variable in a VUMAT subroutine to identify bre and matrix. Using
the described method, a unique material card can be used in the analysis, making possible
the simulation of the contact between bre and matrix.
In order to compare results obtained using the SPH method with those observed using a
nite element method, the constitutive behaviour coded in the VUMAT has to be the same
as implemented using Abaqus/CAE in the latter method for each phase. For each material
model, the material damage also needs to be coded together with post-failure behaviour,
since elements are not deleted.
Matrix material has been coded having an elasto-plastic behaviour, with the plastic region
dened by means of Von Mises yield criterion, and isotropic hardening. The general approach
to simulate material damage that can be used for the matrix phase is reported in Figure
5.3(a). The elastic phase identied by the Young's modulus E, and by the yield stress σ0
can be recognised, followed by the plastic phase. When material damage is introduced in
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(a) Progressive damage degradation in Abaqus [109]
(b) FEM (c) SPH
Figure 5.3: Stress-strain curve considering damage during simulation.
the material model, σy0 and ε̄
pl
0 identify the damage initiation condition, representing the
yield stress and the equivalent plastic strain at the onset of damage, respectively. In order
to simulate the damage evolution during the analysis, a damage variable 0≤D≤1 has to be
considered, simulating the damage through material stiness degradation. At the damage
initiation point, the damage variable assumes value D=0. It rises with the increase of damage
experienced by the element till it reaches the unitary value, at which the element loses its
load-carry capacity and is deleted from the simulation. The failure condition is identied by
the equivalent plastic strain at failure ε̄plf .
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In the FEM model, no damage evolution is set, with the element failing once the Von
Mises stress reaches the ultimate stress level (Figure 5.3(b)).
In order to obtain the same behaviour using the VUMAT subroutine, the condition






where ωD is a state variable increasing with the plastic deformation; and ε̄
pl
D represents the
equivalent plastic strain at the onset of damage. No damage evolution has been considered
after damage initiation. However, dierently from the FEM, the element is not deleted
from the analysis. The material stiness is instantaneously degraded considering a value of
the damage variable of D=0.8, which has been kept constant over all the analysis after the
damage initiation condition was veried in the element. The value of the damage variable
(D=0.8) was obtained using an iterative approach aiming to match the experimental cutting
force and thrust force values. The constitutive behaviour can be represented as reported in
Figure 5.3(c).
As for the FEM model, the bre has been simulated in the VUMAT as transversely
isotropic and perfectly elastic until damage initiation. The latter is represented by the
maximum principal stress criterion. It is veried when the maximum compressive/tensile
principal stress in an element exceeds the bre compressive/tensile strength limit. When
this happens, the element is deleted by the analysis in the FEM. Dierently, material
stiness degradation has been implemented for the SPH method. In particular, the bre
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C11 C12 C13 0 0 0
C21 C22 C23 0 0 0
C31 C32 C33 0 0 0
0 0 0 C44 0 0
0 0 0 0 C55 0










N = 1− ν12ν21 − ν23ν32 − ν31ν13 − 2ν21ν32ν13
C11 = (1− ν23ν32)E1/N C12 = (ν12 + ν13ν32)E2/N C13 = (ν13 + ν12ν32)E3/N
C21 = (ν21 + ν31ν23)E1/N C22 = (1− ν13ν31)E2/N C23 = (ν23 + ν13ν21)E3/N
C31 = (ν31 + ν21ν23)E1/N C32 = (ν32 + ν31ν12)E2/N C33 = (1− ν12ν21)E3/N
C44 = 2G12 C55 = 2G23 C66 = 2G13
E1 = E
DS
1 (1− d1) E2 = EDS2 (1− d2) E3 = EDS3 (1− d3)
ν12 = ν
DS
12 (1− d1) ν21 = νDS21 (1− d2) ν13 = νDS13 (1− d1)
ν31 = ν
DS
31 (1− d3) ν23 = νDS23 (1− d2) ν32 = νDS32 (1− d3)
G12 = G
DS
12 (1− ds12) G13 = GDS13 (1− ds13) G23 = GDS23 (1− ds23)
ds12 = 1− (1− d1)(1− d2) ds13 = 1− (1− d1)(1− d3) ds23 = 1− (1− d2)(1− d3)
(5.3)
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where the superscript DS stands for data-sheet, i.e. terms associated with this symbol
represent the material properties without damage.
Three damage variables have also been introduced: d1, d2, d3. The former is linked
with the damage along the bre direction 1, while the other two govern the damage in the
plane of isotropy 2-3. Hence, d2 and d3 have the same value. The damage variables can be
implemented straightforwardly to calculate the damaged Young's modulus for each direction;
and used to calculate the damaged Poisson's ratio. In fact, even for the damaged material,







In addition, ds12, ds13, ds23 represent the damage variables to shear in the planes 1-2, 1-3,
and in the plane of isotropy 2-3, respectively. Similarly to what is reported in the Abaqus
manual on damage and failure for bre-reinforced composites [109], the generic shear damage
variable dsij is calculated as a function of the damage variables in direction i and j, i.e. di
and dj, respectively.
The damage variables' values are set to zero if the damage initiation condition has not been
satised (d1 = d2 = d3 = 0). Otherwise, material degradation takes place instantaneously,
without damage evolution, and damage variables are set directly to the maximum and nal
values considered: d1 = 0.4, d2 = 0.8, d3 = 0.8. A dierent coecient has been assigned
to damage variables in the plane of isotropy from that associated with the direction along
the bre. The values of the damage variables (d1, d2, d3) were obtained using an iterative
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approach aiming to match the experimental cutting force and thrust force values.
Material properties implemented for each phase in the SPH model are the same as those
used in the FEM model (Table 3.1).
5.4 Results and discussion
The SPH method was implemented considering dierent bre orientations (θ=0°, 45°, 90°,
135°) to analyse the tool-workpiece interaction and the material deformation during the
orthogonal cutting, and to predict the cutting force and thrust force. The model was validated
against experiments [25] and compared with the three-dimensional nite element model (3D-
FEM) developed in the previous chapter. The results obtained are reported and discussed
below.
5.4.1 Chip formation mechanisms and damage at various bre
orientations
The deformed conguration of the model during cutting at bre orientation θ=0° is reported
in Figure 5.4. The eld variable FV1 is used to distinguish bres (FV1=1) from matrix
(FV1=0). It is possible to observe the absence of element deletion during the analysis totally
changes the chip formation mechanism when compared with the 3D-FEM model (Figure
4.2). In particular, when the SPH method is employed, the bouncing back is observed during
cutting due to the elastic recovery of the material. In fact, the contact between the tool
clearance face and the workpiece machined surface is clearly visible. This was not possible
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(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side
Figure 5.4: Model conguration during cutting implementing the SPH method for bre orientation
θ=0°.
to detect in the 3D-FEM model due to the deletion of failed elements.
The tool causes bre and matrix compression in the direction of the bre axis during
advancement, with consequent material damage around the tool-workpiece contact area.
Dierently from the 3D-FEM model, elements are not deleted from the analysis, but they
experience degradation of the material properties. Hence, the damaged material cannot leave
the cutting zone, as it is entrapped between the tool and the upper part of the material which
is still not aected by damage. The damaged area expands with further tool advancement
and a crack propagates horizontally ahead of it, aecting the elements located on the bre-
matrix border. In addition, the damaged material helps in transferring the tool action to the
undamaged elements, favouring material opening. During crack propagation bre bending
takes place. When the crack reaches a length of ∼30 µm, it suddenly changes direction,
moving through the bre towards the free surface of the sample. In addition, the crack also
moves through the matrix at the same time. When it reaches the free surface, the chip,
composed of the cut bre and matrix, is released and the process repeats again. Dierently,
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in the 3D-FEM model a thin curl chip was formed by a small amount of matrix material
located on the upper free edge of the sample. Almost the totality of the material in front of the
tool, that was supposed to form the chip, was deleted from the analysis due to failure. This
represents a non realistic behaviour, while that observed in the 3D-SPH model is closer to
that observed by Calzada et al. [25] and representative of Type I chip formation mechanism.
Solution-dependent state variables (SDVs), dened for material model implementation in
the VUMAT subroutine, provide additional information. In particular, the variable SDV13
is associated with the damage experienced by the material, which is shown in Figure 5.5.
Damaged particles are identied by values of SDV13=1. The damage extension tends to
reach the EHM phase (∼12 µm below the cutting plane). The damaged material can also
be observed until ∼8 µm ahead of the cutting tool. Considering the bres (Figure 5.5(c-d)),
damage is mainly concentrated along the crack propagation path in the external bre, which
allows the formation of the chip. The second bre presents large amounts of damage being
almost totally crushed by the round tool cutting edge. The third bre, located near the EHM
phase, shows damages mostly in the upper part. Damages in the matrix (Figure 5.5(a-b))
are more spread out, reaching the EHM phase.
The 3D-SPH model shows larger damaged areas both for bre and matrix phases
compared to the 3D-FEM model.
The equivalent plastic strain in the matrix is identied by the variable SDV7 and shown
in Figure 5.6. A scale with a minimum value of 1.0e-3 has been set, while a maximum value
of 0.32 has been considered. The latter represents the value of the plastic deformation at
the onset of damage. Hence, all areas coloured in the considered gures represent zones
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(a) Matrix damage - bre side (b) Matrix damage - matrix side
(c) Fibre damage - bre side (d) Fibre damage - matrix side
Figure 5.5: Damage in bre and matrix material identied by the variable SDV13 in the VUMAT
subroutine for bre orientation θ=0°.
where no damage has been experienced yet. Instead, grey areas represent damaged material,
where very large plastic deformation can occur. The magnitude of the plastic deformations
reduces, moving far from the tool and showing values near to the maximum set around the
damaged area, indicating imminent degradation of material properties. Plastic deformations
rise in the matrix ahead of the tool and deep in the material reaching the EHM phase (∼12
µm below the cutting plane). This behaviour represents a big dierence to that observed in
the 3D-FEM model, where plastic deformations in the matrix remain contained around the
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(a) SPH - Fibre side (b) SPH - Matrix side
(c) FEM - Fibre side (d) FEM - Matrix side
Figure 5.6: Equivalent plastic strain in the matrix material for bre orientation θ=0°.
cutting area, as shown in Figure 5.6(c-d). It is due to the presence of damaged material that,
reaming in the model, causes a bigger amount of material involved during cutting.
For bre orientation θ=45°, the model conguration at the end of the analysis is reported
in Figure 5.7. At the beginning of the analysis, the tool pushes the material along the cutting
direction, causing damage in the particles in contact with the cutting edge. During tool
advancement, material experiences shear with bres undergoing displacement along their
axis. Due to this behaviour, shear damage takes place in the weaker phase, the matrix.
Further tool displacement causes an increase in the shear damage and damage propagation
in a direction orthogonal to the bre axis from the cutting edge.
A few damaged particles are also visible in the area located between the second and third
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(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side
Figure 5.7: Model conguration implementing the SPH method for bre orientation θ=45°.
bre, due to the matrix starting to experience shear. The amount of damage increases as the
tool advances, with the material being divided into two parts: the upper, forming the chip
through shear deformation sliding on the rake face; and the lower, undergoing compression
below the tool. As for bre angle θ=0°, bouncing back due to elastic recovery after the tool
has passed is clearly visible in Figure 5.7, as the clearance face and the workpiece machined
surface are in contact. In addition, chip formation through shear deformation is highly visible
at the end of the analysis, showing the chip shape. In general, the chip formation mechanism
seems similar to that observed for the 3D-FEM model. It is representative of Type III chip
formation mechanism.
Material damage is shown in Figure 5.8, by means of variable SDV13.
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(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side (c) 3D view
Figure 5.8: Damage in bre and matrix material identied by the variable SDV13 in the VUMAT
subroutine for bre orientation θ=45°.
Material forming the chip experiences damage due to shear and compression. The latter
is exerted by the tool on the area in front of the cutting edge; the consequent damage is
transported by the material in the chip and in the machined surface. Damage extends below
the cutting plane (∼24 µm), reaching also the vertical free edge of the workpiece, propagating
along the border area between the matrix and bres (Figure 5.8(c)).
Matrix damage extends ahead of the cutting tool, especially at the border with the bres
due to shear deformation. Moreover, subsurface damages can also be observed in Figure
5.9. The path of the damage in the matrix seems to be inuenced by the presence of bres,
travelling around them deep in the workpiece. Damage depth in the matrix (∼19 µm) is
higher than that experienced in the 3D-FEM model, where it remains very close to the
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(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side
Figure 5.9: Damaged matrix material identied by the variable SDV13 in the VUMAT subroutine
for bre orientation θ=45°.
cutting plane (a few micrometer).
During advancement, the tool comes into contact with dierent bres sequentially. For
each of them damage rstly propagates in a direction orthogonal to the bre axis, and then it
extends along the bre-matrix border mainly towards the free surface. Further advancement
of the tool causes damage propagation within the bre, as visible in Figure 5.10. As for the
matrix, the extension of damage in the bres is larger when the SPH method is employed. In
fact, it extends ∼24 µm below the cutting plane in the SPH model, while in the FEM model
it extends a few micrometer.
The equivalent plastic strain for the matrix is reported in Figure 5.11. Very high plastic
deformations (εpl=51.77) are located in the areas that have experienced damage. As
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(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side
Figure 5.10: Damaged bre material identied by the variable SDV13 in the VUMAT subroutine for
bre orientation θ=45°.
observed for bre angle θ=0°, plastic deformations are not contained near the tool and the
cutting plane, but they reach the EHM phase, assuming values ∼1.0e-3 in its vicinity.
Plastic deformations are much more contained in the 3D-FEM model as shown in Figure
5.11(b).
For bre orientation θ=90°, the model conguration at the end of the analysis is shown
in Figure 5.12. The cutting tool advancement causes a bre failure due to compression at
the contact point. The damaged area extends all around the cutting edge. Afterwards, the
bre is divided into two parts, with the upper part being lifted while sliding on the tool rake
face, and compressed against the next bre. The lifting causes a shear deformation in the
material during chip formation. It is possible to observe that the machined surface exhibits
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(a) SPH - Fibre side (b) FEM - Fibre side
Figure 5.11: Equivalent plastic strain in the matrix material for bre orientation θ=45°.
(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side
Figure 5.12: Model conguration implementing the SPH method for bre orientation θ=90°.
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(a) Matrix damage - bre side (b) Matrix damage - matrix side
(c) Fibre damage - bre side (d) Fibre damage - matrix side
Figure 5.13: Damage in bre and matrix material identied by the variable SDV13 in the VUMAT
subroutine for bre orientation θ=90°.
elastic recovery after the tool has passed. The chip formation mechanism is similar to that
observed in the 3D-FEM model (Type IV).
Material damage during cutting is shown in Figure 5.13. Damage extends ahead of the
tool and below the cutting path (∼24 µm). In particular, it seems to propagate equally in
all directions starting from the cutting edge in the matrix phase (Figure 5.13(a-b)). This
behaviour produces a damaged area having a circular shape around the tool. Damage
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extension is less expanded in the bre phase (Figure 5.13(c-d)). Damage below the trim
plane can be observed with the damage propagating along the bre direction near the
bre-matrix border. In Figure 5.12(a) and Figure 5.13(c) it is also possible to notice as the
rst bre, undergoing the cut, experiences a bending deformation in the opposite direction
to the tool velocity. In fact, the tool compresses the bres causing a bending deformation in
the same direction as its displacement. After the bre is cut, the lower part experiences an
elastic recovery, which causes a bre oscillation around the vertical position and an increase
in the material damage. In fact, while the rst bre experiences the elastic recovery, the
second one is pushed forward by the tool. This double action causes further damage
propagation in the machined material near the bre-matrix boarder. Similar to the
previous bre orientations analysed, the damaged area is greater for the SPH model.
The equivalent plastic strain in the matrix phase has been reported in Figure 5.14. The
plastic deformation experienced by the matrix is more extended in the 3D-SPH model. In
fact, the particles having a grey colour in Figure 5.14(a) represent damaged areas, below
which plastic deformation is visible. It reduces in magnitude moving away from the tool,
deep in the workpiece. Dierently, in the 3D-FEM model the plastic deformation is more
contained near the tool.
The model conguration when cutting at θ=135° is reported in Figure 5.15. Material
removal can be studied observing material deformation during cutting combined with damage
experienced by the material; these are reported in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17. During
advancement the tool engages the bre, exerting a peeling action while pushing forward
(Figure 5.16). This causes a bending deformation of the bre with local compression at
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the contact point with the cutting edge. The former causes separation between the bre
and the matrix below the cutting plane; while the latter causes a bre fracture. Bending
deformation is experienced by numerous bres ahead of the tool, with damage rising far
(a) SPH - Fibre side (b) FEM - Fibre side
Figure 5.14: Equivalent plastic strain in the matrix material for bre orientation θ=90°.
(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side
Figure 5.15: Model conguration implementing the SPH method for bre orientation θ=135°.
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ahead of the tool at the border between the bre and matrix. A further displacement of
the tool causes a bre failure due to bending, with the upper part fractured into two pieces
due to compression. Similar behaviour is experienced by the following bre which undergoes
bending and compression. However, bre failure is mainly due to compression. The upper
parts of fractured bres y away in the form of a powder-like chip.
Despite the SPH method not implementing cohesive elements, it is able to predict the
bre-matrix detachment due to the failure of particles near the border along the bre
direction. This behaviour, which can be observed in Figure 5.17, may be interpreted as
debonding.
Even if the chip formation mechanism seems similar to the 3D-FEM model, the latter
shows a presence of a crack propagating through all bres towards the workpiece's free edge.
Instead, in the SPH method the border of the damaged area ahead of the tool extends in a
direction orthogonal to the bre orientation, towards the free surface of the workpiece.
The equivalent plastic strain in the matrix phase is reported in Figure 5.18 and compared
with that obtained in the 3D-FEM results. As for previous orientations, the area aected
(a) FV1 - Fibre side (b) SDV13 - Fibre side
Figure 5.16: (a) Model conguration; and (b) damage at 1.97e-3 seconds for bre orientation θ=135°.
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(a) Matrix damage - bre side (b) Matrix damage - matrix side
(c) Fibre damage - bre side (d) Fibre damage - matrix side
Figure 5.17: Damage in bre and matrix material identied by the variable SDV13 in the VUMAT
subroutine for bre orientation θ=135°.
by plastic deformation during cutting is more extended in the 3D-SPH model, propagating
along the bre direction. The particles in grey represent the damaged material, which is
surrounded by elements where the damage is imminent. Plastic deformation reduces, moving
far from the cutting zone.
Since in the 3D-FEM model elements are deleted during the analysis, plastic deformation
and damage are contained, compared with the 3D-SPH model. In fact, when an element is
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deleted, the tool moves forward until it comes into contact with the next element. Dierently,
in the latter method the damaged material is still present in the model, interposing between
tool and the undamaged material. No loss of contact is generally visible between the tool and
the workpiece. It generates larger areas of damage and deformation increasing the volume of
material involved during cutting.
(a) SPH - Matrix side (b) FEM - Matrix side
Figure 5.18: Equivalent plastic strain in the matrix material for bre orientation θ=135°.
5.4.2 Type and morphology of the chip
The chip obtained using the SPH method was compared with that observed in the 3D-FEM
model and also in experimental published data (Figure 5.19). For the latter, images obtained
by Calzada et al. [25], using a high-speed camera, were considered.
Chips obtained from experiments seem to be continuous for all bre orientations, except
for θ=135°. For bre angle θ=0°, a big dierence can be noticed between the 3D-SPH and
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(a) High speed camera images
(b) 3D-SPH model
(c) 3D-FEM model
Figure 5.19: Comparison of chip morphology for dierent bre orientations considering: (a)
experimental results [25]; (b) 3D-SPH model; and (c) 3D-FEM model.
the 3D-FEM results. Even if the former produces a discontinuous chip, formed by short bre
pieces due to bending failure, the chip formation mechanism is more similar to that observed
in the experiments. Dierently, in the 3D-FEM model the element deletion due to failure
causes non physical behaviour with material loss during cutting.
Generally, the 3D-FEM model generates a fragmented chip, which is formed by isolated
bre pieces with a few matrix elements attached to them. On the macro-scale it can be
described as a powder-like chip. In contrast, the chip formed using the SPH method is
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continuous for bre angles θ=45° and θ=90°, as observed in the experiments. It is composed
mainly of damaged particles, which can interact between each other after failure, deforming
according to the constitutive model implemented in the VUMAT subroutine.
When machining at θ=90°, the chip sliding on the rake face tends to separate, forming
a curling chip. This behaviour is comparable with the high-speed camera image. It is less
visible for bre orientation θ=45°.
Fibre angle θ=135° represents the most expensive numerical model. It is due to the large
number of elements necessary to represent the composite material for that bre orientation.
For this reason, only the cutting length necessary to study and understand the chip formation
mechanism was simulated. It is not enough to observe the formation of the periodic chip as
for the other orientations. However, using the 3D-SPH model, bres are able to withstand
higher bending deformations. Even in this case, the 3D-FEM model generates a chip formed
by separated short bres. The SPH method seems more prone to show a deformation similar
to the experimental image, where bres deform in a bundle, remaining connected to each
other.
5.4.3 Bouncing back
The bouncing back can be observed when using the SPH method; which is dierent from the
FEM where the element deletion usually leads to a gap between the tool clearance face and
the machined surface. Hence, the magnitude of the elastic recovery the material undergoes
can be measured for the SPH method at each bre orientation.
The cutting length represents an important factor that could aect the measurements.
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In fact, after the tool has passed the material needs time to experience the elastic recovery.
Hence, a long cutting length is required to move the tool far from the machined area, where
the bouncing back is measured, allowing the material to reach the nal conguration.
Except for bre orientation θ=0°, material elastic recovery was not completed at the end
of the analysis. In addition, chip formation was not completed during simulation at bre
angle θ=135°, due to the high computational cost. For this reason only the bouncing back
at bre orientation θ=0° has been measured. The bouncing back amount was estimated ∼5
µm, i.e. equal to the cutting edge radius of the tool, which represents the expected value
based on the experimental observation of Wang and Zhang [24]. This result highlighted the
ability of the SPH method to provide additional and important information when compared
to the FEM. In fact, the bouncing back aects the actual depth of cut and the thrust force
during cutting.
5.4.4 Validation of cutting force and thrust force
Cutting force and thrust force calculated in the 3D-SPH model were compared with results
obtained by means of a 3D-FEM model and from experiments [25]. Cutting force prediction
improves when using the 3D-SPH model, except for bre orientation θ=135° (Figure 5.20).
In particular, a good agreement can be observed for θ=0° and θ=90°. Cutting force at θ=45°
remains underestimated with an error of ∼27 %. At bre angle θ=135°, both the 3D-SPH
model and the 3D-FEM model overestimate the cutting force, with the former showing a
prediction which is double the experimental value. This could be attributed to the cutting
length simulated, which is not sucient to observe a periodic chip.
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Figure 5.20: Cutting force comparison for the 3D-SPH model, 3D-FEM model, and experiments [25].
Figure 5.21: Thrust force comparison for the 3D-SPH model, 3D-FEM model, and experiments [25].
The SPH method shows a better agreement with the experimental results in terms of
thrust force for all the bre orientations considered (Figure 5.21). It is possible to observe
a large increase in the force predicted compared to the 3D-FEM model, becoming closer to
the experimental results. It is particularly evident for bre angles θ=0°,90°,135°. However,
thrust force is still underestimated for all bre angles.
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Since bouncing back and thrust force are connected, a longer analysis time could increase
the thrust force due to an increase of the bouncing back, allowing the material to reach the
nal conguration after the tool has passed.
5.5 Summary
The smoothed particle hydrodynamics method has been employed to simulate the orthogonal
cutting of UD-CFRP, using the micro-mechanical approach. Dierent bre orientations have
been considered and compared with the 3D-FEM model developed in the previous chapter,
and with experimental results [25].
The chip formation mechanisms using the SPH method have been found to be more
similar to the experiments, being also able to show the bouncing back. In particular, for
bre orientation θ=0° the cutting length simulated is enough to measure the nal bouncing
back amount, being equal to the cutting edge radius, as expected from the literature.
The chip formation mechanism diers when using the SPH or the FEM at bre orientation
of θ=0°, with the former being more similar to the experimentally observed mechanism. For
bre angles of θ=45°,90°,135° the chip formation mechanisms are similar for both methods.
For all bre orientations, damage extension is larger when employing the SPH method.
Also the matrix' plastic deformation in the machined workpiece results more extended.
In general, the chip morphology predicted by the SPH method seems to be more accurate
when compared with high-speed camera images, being more prone to generate a continuous
chip.
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For θ=0° and θ=135°, it is possible to observe how the SPH method is able to predict
behaviour similar to debonding at the bre-matrix border.
The SPH method shows a better prediction in terms of cutting force for all bre
orientations, except for θ=135°. The high value presented for the latter can be associated
with the cutting length simulated, which is not enough to obtain a periodic chip. Thrust
force results improve using the SPH method for all bre orientations. A longer cutting
length could help increase the numerical results, and bring them closer to the experimental
values.
Finally, the SPH method is able to improve the prediction of chip formation mechanisms
and machining force during cutting compared with the generally used FEM. However, it is
not able to provide any information on the bre-matrix interface due to the absence of a
cohesive model. Therefore, a hybrid model implementing a FEM to SPH conversion during
the analysis, combining the advantages of both methods, will be presented in Chapter 7.
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Experimental investigation on the
orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP
6.1 Introduction
Experimental studies on the orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP can be found in the literature.
Generally, cutting force, thrust force, type of chip and chip formation mechanisms are the
aspects investigated. The necessity to study dierent aspects in depth, including damage
extension, surface roughness and bouncing back, and furthermore, to determine also the
critical working parameters aecting each of them, led to the conducted in-house experiments.
The direct observation of the process and the access to all data collected will be used to
support the calibration of the model presented in the next chapter.
In the present chapter the experimental work on the orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP
composite is described. First, material properties are reported, followed by the
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methodology employed with regards to the experimental set-up and the experimental plan.
Afterwards, outcomes, in terms of types of chips and chip formation mechanisms, damage
depth, surface quality and integrity, cutting force, thrust force and bouncing back are
presented and discussed. Finally, an optimization for each bre orientation is realised in
order to improve the quality of the machined workpiece.
6.2 Material properties
Unidirectional samples of carbon bre reinforced plastic with dierent bre orientations were
used to investigate the inuence of the machining parameters on the orthogonal cutting
process. The composite material is made of T800S carbon bre and a very tough HexPly®
M21 epoxy matrix (Table 6.1). The latter is used in primary aerospace structures exhibiting
excellent damage tolerance, especially at high energy impacts [119].
Table 6.1: Properties of UD-CFRP [119, 120].
Material Property Value
Carbon bre - T800S Density 1.80 g/cm3
Tensile modulus 294 GPa
Tensile strength 5.88 GPa
Diameter 5 µm
Volume percentage 56.6%
HexPly® M21 Tensile modulus 172 GPa
Compression modulus 136 GPa
In-plane shear modulus 5 GPa
Tensile strength 3 GPa
Compression strength 1.67 GPa
In-plane shear strength 79 MPa
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6.3 Methodology
6.3.1 Experimental set-up
In the literature, several works employed a milling machine with a locked tool spindle and
the sample translating with the table [21, 29, 31]. The experiments were conducted using a
similar set-up. In particular, a Cincinnati vertical milling machine was used with the tool
held stationary, while the sample was subjected to a translational movement, being connected
with the table of the machine, as shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Experimental set-up.
Like previous investigations [2326, 2931], cutting force and thrust force were measured
during cutting using a Kistler 9257A tri-axial dynamometer, which was connected to a data
acquisition system and channel amplier. In order to vertically position the workpiece on
the dynamometer, a sample holder was appositely designed (Figure 6.1), similar to that used
by Kahwash et al. [23]. A Supereyes® digital microscope was used to record the process
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at 15 fps, and the videos obtained were used to analyse the chip types and chip formation
mechanisms. It provided information for the lowest cutting speed in the range considered
(12 mm/min) at dierent values of bre orientation, rake angle and depth of cut. It was
positioned on the side of the sample looking to the tool tip-workpiece contact area. The
microscope was placed in the desired spot using three micro-metrical linear stages. It was
provided with LED lights and connected to a laptop for the image acquisition.
Surface quality was assessed by means of surface roughness measurements using an
Alicona Innite Focus G5 optical scanner, as also employed by Kahwash et al. [23]. A scan
along the centre line of the machined surfaces was performed using 2 µm vertical resolution
and 4 µm lateral resolution at the interested depths of cut, as shown in Figure 6.2. In fact,
a linear variation of the depth of cut was realised during cutting, as described later. The
position along the sample at which the desired depth of cut is reached lies in an interval
that takes into account the error to which the measurements are aected. The Alicona
Innite Focus G5 optical scanner was also used to obtain the machined surface prole, and
calculate the bouncing back amount. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to
accurately measure the damage extension in the machined workpiece, as usually used in the
Figure 6.2: Location for surface roughness measurement on machined surface; error on depth of cut
location not to scale.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.3: Sample surface (a) before; and (b) after laser ablation.
literature [18, 2022].
Before the experiments were conducted, the samples were subjected to laser ablation
in order to expose the bres (Figure 6.3); this allowed observation of the chip formation
mechanism, and the damage formation and propagation during cutting.
Single point cutting tools with dierent rake angles were appositely modied by Cutter
Grinders (B'ham) Ltd to meet dimensional requirements. They were measured using the
Alicona Innite Focus G5 optical scanner, showing an average value of the tool edge radius
of about 20 µm, as shown in Figure 6.4.
The Cincinnati vertical milling machine is not a computer numerical control (CNC)
machine, hence it makes it dicult to investigate the orthogonal cutting process for the
depths of cut of interest (50-100-150 µm) because of their extremely small values and the
very small dierence between them (50 µm). In fact, it is challenging to address the desired
depth of cut manually. Other than the error in the vertical positioning of the tool to
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.4: Cutting tools used for orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP with rake angles (a) α=-10°; (b)
α=10°; and (c) α=30°.
address the desired depth of cut, also a second contribution to the error has to be
considered, which is due to the sample alignment to the horizontal direction. The latter
error represents a challenge. In fact, even a very small error in the alignment to the
horizontal direction produces an undesired variation in the depth of cut during machining.
This can cause an undesired increase or decrease of the depth of cut, which could eventually
lead to the absence of the cut after a certain cutting length. In addition, as the
investigation involves three depths of cut close to each other, it can be compromised by this
error. In order to reduce as much as possible the two contributions to the error described
above, a linear variation of the depth of cut was achieved. It was developed during the
experiments by providing a very small slope (β∼0.44°) to the sample, as shown in Figure
6.5. This was accurately realised using block gauges and double checked by means of a dial
gauge having a resolution of 1 µm (Figure 6.5). Employing this methodology the digital
microscope was used to align the tool tip with the sample corner at the start of the cutting
in order to have a depth of cut equal to zero at the beginning. Calculating the angle β by
means of the measurements obtained using the dial gauge, it is possible to know the depth
of cut reached by the tool along the cutting path during machining.
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Figure 6.5: Schematic of the set-up for sample alignment; image not to scale.
6.3.2 The experimental plan
The machining parameters considered in the study involved: bre orientation, cutting speed,
depth of cut, and tool geometry in terms of rake angle. The values considered for each
parameter are reported in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Machining parameters.
Factor Symbol Levels
Fibre orientation θ 0° 45° 90° 135°
Rake angle α -10° 10° 30°
Cutting speed (mm/min) Vel 12 570 1100
Depth of cut (µm) DOC 50 100 150
The eect of these factors on the cutting force, thrust force, chip formation mechanisms,
type and morphology of the chip, surface quality and integrity, damage and bouncing back,
was studied. Since a very small slope was imposed on the sample during cutting, all cutting
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conditions, shown in Table 6.3, were carried out. These represent a total of 38 experiments.
Two experimental plans were considered. The rst included testing the conditions
reported in Table 6.3 to study the chip type and the chip formation mechanism. The
second included a subset of Table 6.3 (reported in bold), which is based on the response
surface methodology (RSM). It was used to carry out the analysis of variance (ANOVA) to
identify the most critical process parameters, and to determine the optimal setting for these
parameters. This approach has been widely used in the literature [23, 121123].
The response surface method was employed using a face centred central composite design
with three replications of the centre point (conditions 23/37/38). Three levels of each factor
were considered and reported in Table 6.2. For the bre orientations the three levels chosen
were θ=45°, θ=90° and θ=135°. The response surface method and the ANOVA were carried
out using the Design-Expert 7.0 software.
For each condition (N), types of chip, chip formation mechanisms and surface integrity
were observed, and cutting force and thrust force were measured. The damage depth, surface
roughness and bouncing back were obtained at the post-processing stage only for a subset
composed of 27 out of 38 conditions reported in bold in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3: Experimental conditions carried out for orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP.
Fibre orientation Rake angle Cutting speed Depth of cut N
(degrees) (degrees) (mm/min) (µm)
12 50/100/150 1
-10° 570 50/100/150 2
1100 50/100/150 3
12 50/100/150 4
θ=0° 10° 570 50/100/150 5
1100 50/100/150 6
12 50/100/150 7
30° 570 50/100/150 8
1100 50/100/150 9
12 50/100/150 10
-10° 570 50/100/150 11
1100 50/100/150 12
12 50/100/150 13
θ=45° 10° 570 50/100/150 14
1100 50/100/150 15
12 50/100/150 16
30° 570 50/100/150 17
1100 50/100/150 18
12 50/100/150 19
-10° 570 50/100/150 20
1100 50/100/150 21
12 50/100/150 22
θ=90° 10° 570 50/100/150 23/37/38
1100 50/100/150 24
12 50/100/150 25
30° 570 50/100/150 26
1100 50/100/150 27
12 50/100/150 28
-10° 570 50/100/150 29
1100 50/100/150 30
12 50/100/150 31
θ=135° 10° 570 50/100/150 32
1100 50/100/150 33
12 50/100/150 34
30° 570 50/100/150 35
1100 50/100/150 36
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6.4 Results and discussion
6.4.1 Types of chip
The image post-processing reveals a strong dependence on the type of chip on the bre
orientation and the rake angle, but less on the depth of cut. The type of chips are a
consequence of the chip formation mechanisms.
For bre orientation θ=0°, a powder-like chip occurs when using a negative rake angle
for a depth of cut of 50 µm and 100 µm (Figure 6.6(a) and Figure 6.6(b)), and becomes
coexistent with a discontinuous and very fragile chip at 150 µm (Figure 6.6). At a slightly
positive tool rake angle (α=10°), a continuous curling chip was observed, whose thickness
increased with the increase of the depth of cut (Figure 6.7). The dierent type of chips can
be linked with the dierent chip formation mechanisms taking place during cutting and is
discussed in section  2.5.1. When machining with a negative rake angle the chip formation
mechanism is represented by bre failure due to buckling (Type II), which generates multi-
fracture in the bres ahead of the tool. For this reason the chip obtained tends to be a
powder-like chip. Using positive rake angles, the tool advancement causes an opening in the
material due to bre-matrix interface failure, with consequent bre bending. The chip slides
on the rake face of the tool producing a continuous chip. At rake angle α=30° the chip slides
on the tool rake face and similar to α=10° it is continuous with the thickness increasing with
the depth of cut increase (Figure 6.8).
For bre orientation θ=45°, a change in the chip type with the depth of cut was noticed
for each rake angle (Figure 6.9). In fact, a transition from powder-like chip to continuous
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chip with the increase of the depth of cut was observed. This is due to the independence of
the chip formation mechanism from the rake angle when machining at θ=45°.
For bre orientation θ=90° and negative or slightly positive rake angle (Figure 6.10), a
powder-like chip was observed for a depth of cut of 50 µm and 100 µm. Dierently from
previous bre orientations, where an increase of the depth of cut usually leads to a continuous
chip, an almost absence of cut is experienced at 150 µm. Only a few small splinters ying
o the workpiece were observed. The chip observed is due to the round cutting edge used,
which is not able to cut the bre at the contact point. Instead, it causes bre bending as
also observed by Pwu and Hocheng [27]. After the tool has passed, the bres undergo elastic
recovery coming back to the original position. Increasing the rake angle (Figure 6.11), the
chip type changes. An irregular curling chip takes place with the thickness increase function
of the depth of cut. This change could be attributed to the reduction of the contact area
between the cutting tool and the workpiece, due to the increase of the rake angle. This makes
the tool able to cut the bre near the contact point. The chip type observed at positive rake
angles corresponds to studies in the literature; indeed, Figure 6.11(b) and Figure 6.10(c) are
comparable to Figure 2.11(a) and Figure 2.11(b) [26], respectively.
Unlike what was reported by Li et al. [26] where a similar chip type takes place over
a wide range of bre orientations (75°<θ≤180°), a change was observed in the experiments
moving from θ =90° to θ=135°. Machining with a negative rake angle (Figure 6.12) produces
a brittle discontinuous chip mixed with powder, whose thickness increases with the depth
of cut. A slightly positive rake angle (Figure 6.13) leads to a continuous curling chip with
greater thickness in correspondence to the highest depth of cut. For rake angle α=30° (Figure
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6.14) a large amount of deformation takes place, so that deformed material completely covers
the cutting tool. In order to analyse the chip type at a higher depth of cut, a photo was
taken at the end of the cut showing a thick chip (Figure 6.14(c)). Dierently from positive
rake angles, when machining using a negative rake angle the larger amount of deformation
the material undergoes during cutting favours a discontinuous chip.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.6: Chip formation during orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP for condition 1 (θ=0°, α=-10°),
and depth of cut (a) 50µm, (b) 100µm and (c) 150µm.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.7: Chip formation during orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP for condition 4 (θ=0°, α=10°),
and depth of cut (a) 50µm, (b) 100µm and (c) 150µm.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.8: Chip formation during orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP for condition 7 (θ=0°, α=30°),
and depth of cut (a) 50µm, (b) 100µm and (c) 150µm.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.9: Chip formation during orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP for condition 16 (θ=45°, α=30°),
and depth of cut (a) 50µm, (b) 100µm and (c) 150µm.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.10: Chip formation during orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP for condition 22 (θ=90°,
α=10°), and depth of cut (a) 50µm, (b) 100µm and (c) 150µm.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.11: Chip formation during orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP for condition 25 (θ=90°,
α=30°), and depth of cut (a) 50µm, (b) 100µm and (c) 150µm.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.12: Chip formation during orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP for condition 28 (θ=135°, α=-
10°), and depth of cut (a) 50µm, (b) 100µm and (c) 150µm.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.13: Chip formation during orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP for condition 31 (θ=135°,
α=10°), and depth of cut (a) 50µm, (b) 100µm and (c) 150µm.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.14: Chip formation during orthogonal cutting of UD-CFRP for condition 34 (θ=135°,
α=30°), and depth of cut (a) 50µm, (b) 100µm and (c) at the end of cutting.
6.4.2 Chip formation mechanisms
Visual aids are fundamental to analysing the chip formation mechanisms, which were found
to be highly dependent on bre orientation and rake angle. In particular, images obtained by
the digital microscope during cutting were used to develop a schematic of material removal for
each condition. In addition, pictures from SEM were used to support and better understand
the described behaviour. Even if these SEM images were obtained after machining, hence
they were aected by tool deceleration till stopping, they could still provide useful information
on the chip formation mechanism. However, the analysed samples were those machined with
the lowest speed in order to reduce the deceleration eect as much as possible.
As observed in the literature ( 2.5.1) for the Type II chip formation mechanism, at
bre orientation θ=0° and negative rake angle (Figure 6.15), bre buckling represents the
predominant failure mechanism at the tool tip. However, close observation of the data
collected highlighted a more complex mechanism due to the round cutting edge of the tool,
whose schematic is shown in Figure 6.15(a). Indeed, during tool advancement, damaged
material in the form of powder and short bres pieces, accumulates at the tool tip, dividing
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the material ow into two parts ahead of the tool. The upper part generates a powder-
like chip, while the lower part streams below the cutting tool, with bres located below the
cutting path pushed down. This behaviour is visible in Figure 6.15(b) and Figure 6.15(c),
where powder-like material is accumulated, showing the shape of the cutting edge impressed
on it at the end of the cut. In fact, looking at the pictures it is easy to imagine the tool
position and shape. During cutting, the fractured material is pushed forward by the tool. It
tends to lift the above material, located ahead of the tool, in which bres experience bending
deformation until failure near the tool tip (Figure 6.15(c)). Short bre pieces formed and
matrix parts contribute to generate a powder-like chip. Fibre failure is due to cracks, which
propagate orthogonally to their axis (Figure 6.15(e)). Debonding and matrix fracture taking
place between two consecutive bres are also visible in Figure 6.15(d). Material forced to
ow below the tool shows multi-cracks in the bres due to the downward force exerted by
the tool, as visible in Figure 6.15(f) and also observed by Wang and Zhang [24].
For positive rake angles, the continuous chip is due to a change in the material removal
mechanism, whose schematics are reported in Figure 6.16(a) and Figure 6.17(a). As in the
previous case, the tool divides the material into two parts, as shown in Figure 6.16(b), where
areas with deformed bres pointing downwards and upwards are clearly visible. Since the tool
cutting edge is round, a zone where buckling takes place is always present, but reduced. The
print left by the tool in the workpiece is visible in Figure 6.16(c). Due to the elastic recovery
the chip returns to the horizontal position after the tool is removed. Bending failure of bres
was observed with cracks propagating orthogonal to their axis (Figure 6.16(d)), which is
typical of a Type I mechanism. Fibre deformation, due to the downward force exerted by
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the tool, causes cracks propagating across the bre allowing the material to deviate (Figure
6.16(e)). A view of the machined surface from the top in Figure 6.16(f) shows bres presenting
multi-cracks due to the behaviour previously described. Independently from the depth of cut,
bre failure takes place very close to the tool tip for α=10°. This is due to the small value
of the rake angle, which causes bres to suddenly undergo large bending deformation.
In contrast, for a higher rake angle the upper material ow forming the chip comes from
two distinct areas ahead of the tool (Figure 6.17). This behaviour was also observed by Li
et al. [26] as reported in Figure 2.9. Similarly to a slightly positive rake angle, the material
is divided at the tool tip, but shows a more gradual bending of bres. In addition to this, a
second ow of material is formed far from the tool tip. It is due to material peeling, and in
agreement with Zitoune et al. [21] it becomes more signicant with a depth of cut increase,
moving farther ahead of the tool. Material opening in front of the tool is due both to bre-
matrix debonding and to matrix cracking, as shown in Figure 6.17(c). Even in this case,
cracks due to bending propagate perpendicularly to the bre axis (Figure 6.17(d)). The red
line in Figure 6.17(b) indicates the extension of the chip that experienced elastic recovery
after removing the tool. It was positioned on the tool rake face during cutting. The top view
of the machined surface shows multi-fractured bres as for the previous conditions (Figure
6.17(e)).
For bre orientation θ=45° a similar chip formation mechanism was detected for all rake
angles. Tool advancement causes multi-fracture in the bres orthogonal to the bre axis ahead
of the tool (Figure 6.18). The rst fracture takes place close to the trim plane. The upper
part of the bre forms the chip and the lower part ows below the cutting tool along with the
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other pieces of damaged material due to deeper fractures. High magnication images (SEM)
conrm the crack propagation orthogonally to the bre axis and some subsurface damage.
The bre direction highlighted in the chip shows that the material undergoes shear along the
bre axis near to the tool tip. The shear magnitude increases with the rake angle reduction.
The described mechanism is representative of Type III, where insignicant discrepancies can
be observed for negative or positive rake angles, as reported in the literature ( 2.5.1).
For bre orientation θ=90° similar behaviour was observed at rake angles α = −10° and
α=10° (Figure 6.19). The chip formation mechanism observed diers from that reported
in Figure 2.6 ( 2.5.1), which refers to a sharp cutting edge. Instead, it is similar to that
described by Pwu and Hocheng [27] where a round cutting edge was used. Indeed, during
advancement, the tool pushes the material ahead of it with bres undergoing large bending
deformation. It leads to deep damage due to separation of deformed material from the already
machined zone. At the same time bre compression failure near the tool tip takes place with
the release of a powder-like chip. Once the tool has passed, the elastic recovery takes place,
bringing the bres back in position. In the meantime, the tool pushes forward the next area
of material. The double action, due to elastic recovery and tool pushing, causes an increase
in the depth of material separation. Fibre bundles observed in the SEM images, which are
contained between two consecutive vertical cracks due to material separation (red arrows),
conrm the described behaviour. For rake angle α=30°, the chip formation mechanism is
dierent, leading to a continuous chip. Similarly, the tool pushes forwards causing the bre
to experience bending deformation. Due to a higher rake angle, the tool is sharper with a
reduction of the contact area with the workpiece. During advancement, a crack propagates
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from the tool tip horizontally ahead of the tool. The upper part slides on the rake face,
forming the chip. Similarly to θ=45°, shear is experienced by the material in the plane
parallel to the bre orientation. The material below the crack undergoes elastic recovery,
brushing against the clearance face. Independently from the rake angle, bre failure due to
bending was also observed below the cutting plane (Figure 6.19(b)), with cracks propagating
orthogonal to the bres' axis.
For bre orientation θ=135° similar behaviour was observed for all rake angles (Figure
6.20). The cutting tool engages bres during advancement, lifting the material and exerting
a peeling action. Similarly to the Type V mechanism, bres undergo large bending
deformations leading to bending failure. The formed crack propagates through the bres
orthogonal to their axis towards the free surface of the sample, as shown in Figure 6.20(f).
Even in this case the material is divided into two parts. The upper part forms the chip,
while the lower undergoes elastic recovery. As already pointed out for bre orientation
θ=90°, the combined eect of the tool pushing and elastic recovery increases the damage
depth due to material separation. An example of the deformation carbon bres can undergo
is shown in Figure 6.20(d), which is useful in order to understand the nature of material
separation due to bre peeling. In particular, a magnication of the area of interest is
reported in Figure 6.20(e). It is possible to observe that the material separation is due to a
combination of bre-matrix debonding and matrix fracture between two consecutive bres.
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Figure 6.15: Chip formation mechanism at bre orientation θ=0° and tool rake angle α=-10°: (a)
schematic on digital microscope image captured during cutting; (b) chip root (SEM); (c) zoom of the
chip root (SEM); (d) matrix damage on side view (SEM); (e) bre damage on side view (SEM); (f)
top view of machined surface.
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Figure 6.16: Chip formation mechanism at bre orientation θ=0° and tool rake angle α=10°: (a)
schematic on digital microscope image captured during cutting; (b) chip root (SEM); (c) zoom of the
chip root (SEM); (d) bre failure on side view (SEM); (e) bre crack on side view (SEM); (f) top
view of machined surface.
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Figure 6.17: Chip formation mechanism at bre orientation θ=0° and tool rake angle α=30°: (a)
schematic on digital microscope image captured during cutting; (b) chip root (SEM); (c) matrix
damage on side view (SEM); (d) bre failure on side view (SEM); (e) top view of machined surface.
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Figure 6.18: Chip formation mechanism at bre orientation θ=45° and tool rake angle (a-b) α=-10°;
(c-d) α=10°; (e-f) α=30°.
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Figure 6.19: Chip formation mechanism at bre orientation θ=90° and tool rake angle (a-b) α=-10°;
(c-d) α=10°; (e-f) α=30°.
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Figure 6.20: Schematic of chip formation mechanism at bre orientation θ=135° and tool rake angle
(a) α=-10°; (b) α=10°; (c) α=30°; and (d-f) workpiece damage on side view.
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6.4.3 Analysis of response surface of DOE
The results for the experimental conditions reported in the DOE are shown in Table 6.4.
Examples of the trends for the cutting force and the thrust force during cutting are shown
in Figure 6.21. The values of the cutting force and thrust force, reported in Table 6.4, were
obtained at the desired depth of cut as the average in the interval, whose limits take into
account the error on the position of the depth of cut along the sample (Figure 6.2).
The analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out to identify the most critical working
parameters aecting each output variable. The p-value represents the probability that the
parameter xi has an eect on the output variable. In this work, a 95% condence level was
assumed. This means parameters with p-value less than 0.05 are important. In Table 6.5
p-values for each parameter xi and their combined eect xixj are reported.
The R-square represents a measure of the model t. Results obtained for the R-square,
reported in Table 6.6, suggest that the 2-factorial interaction (2FI) model can be used to
achieve good predictions of cutting force, thrust force and damage depth. In addition, a
quadratic model is able to provide good results for surface roughness and bouncing back. In
fact, the R-square values are around 90% and above.
Equations for prediction of the output variables (var), as a function of process parameters,
can be expressed in the following general form:
var = a+ bx1 + cx2 + dx3 + ex4 + fx1x2 + gx1x3 + hx1x4 + ix2x3
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where x1, x2, x3 and x4 represent bre orientation, rake angle, cutting velocity and depth
of cut, respectively. Equations' coecients obtained by the software Design-expert 7.0 are
reported in Table 6.7.
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.21: (a) Cutting force and (b) thrust force during cutting for Condition 16.
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Table 6.5: Inuence of process parameters on output variables: p-value.
Process parameters Cutting force Thrust force Damage depth Surface roughness Bouncing back
Fibre orientation (x1) <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0004
Rake angle (x2) 0.1930 0.0012 0.1799 0.0008 <0.0001
Cutting velocity (x3) 0.5353 0.8442 0.9714 0.3409 0.3438
Depth of cut (x4) 0.0001 0.0174 0.0013 0.0017 0.0616
x1x2 0.8344 <0.0001 0.0783 0.0003 <0.0001
x1x3 0.8941 0.5964 0.9605 0.3111 0.4457
x1x4 0.9728 0.2285 0.0141 0.0023 0.0687
x2x3 0.4595 0.7523 0.4614 0.3628 0.4858
x2x4 0.2498 0.0032 0.2455 0.2198 0.0606





Table 6.6: Models' summary statistics.
Output variable Model t R-Squared
Cutting force 2FI 0.89
Thrust force 2FI 0.98
Damage depth 2FI 0.87
Surface roughness Quadratic 0.95
Bouncing back Quadratic 0.91
Table 6.7: Model coecients for each output variable.
Coe. Cutting force Thrust force Damage depth Surface roughness Bouncing back
a -62.34078 71.16719 -1195.60251 20.61315 28.33589
b 1.27039 -0.34785 12.29852 0.63961 -1.43711
c 1.44578 3.82401 43.43755 0.39097 4.34509
d 0.012795 -3.61647e-3 0.51158 -2.61787e-3 -0.021271
e 0.75006 0.29579 -1.38042 -0.056215 -0.37485
f -1.40208e-3 -0.039019 -0.32295 -4.77887e-3 -0.074506
g 3.28074e-5 4.79473e-5 3.17758e-4 3.64457e-5 -3.42804e-4
h -9.13889e-5 -1.20889e-3 0.18927 1.44424e-3 9.45784e-3
i -4.13660e-4 6.41085e-5 -0.010718 -7.33613e-5 7.03574e-4
m -7.09187e-3 -7.51125e-3 -0.18628 -1.09216e-3 -0.022043
n -1.81319e-4 -5.88235e-6 -4.42734e-3 3.31766e-5 -1.82604e-4
p 0 0 0 4.01949e-3 0.014014
q 0 0 0 6.19128e-4 0.061777
r 0 0 0 -1.61521e-6 4.06196e-5
s 0 0 0 -8.57595e-5 1.29633e-3
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6.4.4 Induced damage and surface integrity
The signicant parameters inuencing the damage depth can be obtained by observing the
p-value reported in Table 6.5. Results show that damage depth is signicantly inuenced
by bre orientation and by depth of cut, which is in agreement with the literature [24]. A
better understanding of the eect of these parameters on damage depth is provided through
the observation of the model graph reported in Figure 6.22.
Figure 6.22: Combined eect of bre orientation and depth of cut on damage depth for α: 10°and
Vel: 570mm/min.
In the graph, variables not reported on the axis are considered constant and xed to
the middle level reported in Table 6.2. Damage depth increases with the increase of bre
orientation and depth of cut, as supported by the literature [15, 16, 24, 35]; leading to very
high levels of damage when both eects are combined. In particular, the eect of the depth
of cut is more visible when increasing the bre orientation.
Damage variation with bre orientation is shown in Figure 6.23, obtained using SEM.
It is clear that the damage depth rises with the bre angle increase. As expected from
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(a) Condition 5 (b) Condition 14
(c) Condition 23 (d) Condition 32
Figure 6.23: Damage in machined workpiece for dierent bre orientation and depth of cut 50 µm.
the ANOVA results, the minimum amount of damage was experimentally detected for bre
orientation θ=0°, where the damage is contained close to the trim plane, as observed also in
the literature [16, 20].
Images obtained by digital microscope can also provide some useful information about
damage evolution during cutting; while the Alicona Innite Focus G5 optical scanner and
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Figure 6.24: Analysis of damage depth using (a) digital microscope, (b) SEM, and (c) Alicona
Innite Focus G5 optical scanner.
SEM can be used in the post-processing phase, as shown in Figure 6.24. The SEM was used
to obtain very accurate measurements up to bre diameter scale. In particular, it is clear
how the damage depth increases with the depth of cut increase.
The Alicona Innite Focus G5 optical scanner was used to scan the machined surfaces of
the samples obtaining more detailed information about the depth of cut, reported in terms of
a colour map. This is shown in Figure 6.25 and Figure 6.26, which are relative to the lowest
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cutting velocity used in the experiments. In addition, proles of the machined surfaces at




Figure 6.25: Depth of cut evolution along the cutting path for: (a) Condition 7 (θ=0°α=30°); (b)
Condition 16 (θ=45°, α=30°); and (c) Condition 22 (θ=90°, α=10°).
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Figure 6.26: Depth of cut evolution along the cutting path for bre orientation θ=135° and cutting
speed 12 mm/m at dierent rake angles: (a) α=-10°; (b) α=10° ; and (c) α=30°.
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Figure 6.27: Combined eect of bre orientation and rake angle on damage depth for α: 10° and
Vel: 570 mm/min.
The p-value reported in Table 6.5 for the eect of the interaction between bre orientation
and the rake angle on the damage depth is slightly higher than 0.05, making it worthy of
study. This eect on the damage depth is shown in Figure 6.27. It is possible to observe
how, at high bre orientation (θ=135°), damage depth strongly depends on the rake angle.
In fact, when using negative or a slightly positive rake angle, even if the material experiences
failure, it undergoes large deformation rather than being cut. It leads to a depth of cut much
lower than the set nominal depth; to formation of protruded material, which sticks out from
the machined surface; and to a deep depth of damage. Conversely, when a high positive rake
angle is used (α=30°), a cleaner machined surface is obtained, showing a depth of cut higher
than the set nominal depth, leading to a very thick chip and a shallower depth of damage
compared with previous rake angles.
Images obtained also allow observation of the out-of-plane displacement, which increases
with the depth of cut and bre orientation increase. The eect of bre orientation is
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particularly visible when machining at θ=135°, which leads to a very large out-of-plane
displacement during cutting (Figure 6.26). A scan of the lateral surface of the sample using
the Alicona Innite Focus G5 optical scanner also provides useful information on the
out-of-plane displacement, as shown in Figure 6.24(c). The experimental condition
displayed is for bre orientation θ=135° and rake angle α=30°, showing an increase of the
out-of-plane displacement with the depth of cut increase.
It is worth noticing that the large amount of elastic recovery, taking place when machining
at bre orientation θ=90° (Figure 6.19) and θ=135° (Figure 6.20), makes it very dicult to
evaluate damage depth due to re-closing of damaged areas.
Surface integrity was also studied by means of SEM. For bre angle of θ=0°, the machined
surface appears similar for all rake angles used. It presents exposed bres with some matrix
pieces still attached to them (Figure 6.28(a)). Borders between consecutive layers are clearly
visible, and indicated with red arrows. Damages arise in the material during cutting in terms
of bre fracture and matrix crushing below the trim plane (Figure 6.28(b)). It is due to the
force exerted by the tool pushing down the material in the pressing area.
For bre orientation of θ=45° (Figure 6.28(c)), and θ=90° (Figure 6.28(d)), the
machined surfaces look similar to each other. Dierently from bre orientation of θ=0°,
matrix redistribution takes place. In fact, some areas, completely covered by matrix
material can be observed. Fibres fracture is visible, with pieces of cracked bres still lying
on the machined surface. Similar observations were reported in the literature for bre
angles θ=0° [16, 24] and θ=90° [16, 18, 24]. In particular, it is possible to observe how
images obtained by Wang and Zhang [24] for θ=0° and θ=90°, and reported respectively in
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Figure 2.21 and Figure 2.22, are similar to those obtained and shown in Figure 6.28.
For bre orientation of θ=135° (Figure 6.29), machined surfaces show exposed bres with
some fractured parts of the matrix still attached to them. Out-of-plane displacements are
clearly visible in Figure 6.29(b), showing the lines indicating the borders between consecutive
layers. They are completely deformed after machining and no longer straight. A large amount
of damage is also visible at the end of the cutting width.
(a) θ=0° (b) θ=0°
(c) θ=45° (d) θ=90°
Figure 6.28: Machined surface images captured by SEM for (a) Condition 4; (b) magnication for
Condition 4; (c) Condition 13; and (d) Condition 22. Machining direction is left to right.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.29: Machined surface images captured by SEM for (a) Condition 31; and (b) Condition 34.
Machining direction is left to right.
6.4.5 Surface quality
The signicant parameters inuencing the surface quality can be obtained by observing the
p-value reported in Table 6.5. It is possible to see how surface roughness is signicantly
inuenced by bre orientation, rake angle and depth of cut. A better understanding of the
eect of these process parameters on surface roughness is provided through the examination
of the model graphs, reported in Figure 6.30. Generally, the rising of bre orientation causes
an increase of surface roughness. The eect of the bre orientation is due to the change
in the chip formation mechanisms as noticed by Wang and Zhang [24]. The eect of the
depth of cut is particularly visible at bre orientation θ=135°, where its increase causes an
increase of the surface roughness. It is due to the larger amount of material involved during
cutting, which is bent and pressed by the tool, and so also to the greater amount of damage
the material undergoes. The eect of the rake angle is completely opposite; producing a
better surface quality when high positive values are used; and it is particularly visible at
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(a) α:10°; Vel:57 mm/min
(b) DOC: 100µm; Vel: 570mm/min
Figure 6.30: Combined eect of (a) bre orientation and depth of cut; and (b) bre orientation and
rake angle, on surface roughness (Ra).
bre orientation θ=135°. This eect is due to the reduction of the amount of deformation
and damage experienced by the material when reducing the rake angle.
Surface roughness is plotted against bre orientation for dierent tool rake angles at
depths of cut 50 µm and 150 µm in Figure 6.31. The trend of surface roughness is similar
in both graphs. In fact, its value is very low for bre orientation up to θ=90° showing small
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.31: Surface roughness as function of bre orientation for dierent values of the rake angle
at depth of cut (a) 50 µm, and (b) 150 µm.
uctuations, independently from the rake angle. This trend is comparable to that reported
in Figure 2.12(b) ( 2.5.3), obtained by Wang and Zhang [24]. However, at a depth of cut of
150 µm a small increase can be observed moving from θ=45° to θ=90°. For a further increase
of the bre angle an abrupt increase can be observed at θ=135° for both depths of cut, whose
slope rises with the depth of cut increase, leading to higher values of surface roughness for a
depth of cut 150 µm. At bre orientation θ=135° a completely dierent surface is obtained,
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depending on the rake angle used. An increase in the rake angle causes a reduction of the
surface roughness. It is possible to observe the benet of using a large positive rake angle
in Figure 6.26(c), where a higher surface quality can be observed for α=30°. In contrast,
machining with negative or slightly positive rake angles leads to poor surface quality, with
the material undergoing very large deformation and damages, as shown in Figure 6.26(a-b).
6.4.6 Bouncing back
The bouncing back was analysed knowing the nominal depth of cut and the machined surface
prole (actual depth of cut reported in Figure 6.25 and Figure 6.26).
The typical curve describing the bouncing back variation with the increase of the nominal
depth of cut is reported in Figure 6.32, which follows the same trend observed by Wang and
Zhang [24] and reported in Figure 2.8. For small values of the nominal depth of cut, the
material exhibits deformations and no cut takes place. In particular, when increasing the
depth of cut, the actual depth of cut remains at zero, while the bouncing back value rises.
Figure 6.32: Bouncing back and actual depth of cut for bre orientation θ=0°, rake angle α=-10°
and cutting speed 12 mm/min (condition 1).
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This behaviour can be observed for values of the set depth of cut until about half of the
cutting edge radius for the machining conditions considered. A further increase of the depth
of cut leads to an actual depth of cut dierent from zero, which increases with the nominal
depth of cut increase. At the same time the bouncing back amount continues to increase
but with a lower slope. A value of the nominal depth of cut, after which the bouncing back
remains constant, exists and the increase of the depth of cut leads only to an increase of the
actual depth of cut.
The signicant parameters inuencing the bouncing back can be obtained by looking at
the p-value reported in Table 6.5. The bouncing back is aected by the rake angle and bre
orientation. However, the p-value representing the eect of the depth of cut and the eect of
the interaction between the depth of cut and bre orientation, and the depth of cut and rake
angle on the bouncing back are slightly higher than 0.05, making them worthy of study. The
eect of these machining parameters on the bouncing back can be better analysed considering
the graphs reported in Figure 6.33.
An increase in the bre orientation leads generally to increased bouncing back. Indeed,
Wang and Zhang [24] observed that the amount of bouncing back for θ<90° is about the tool
radius size; while it can reach up to double this size for higher bre orientations. This eect
is more evident with the increase of the depth of cut and with the decrease of rake angle.
An increase in the rake angle generally reduces the bouncing back; while an increase in the
depth of cut tends to increase it. This eect is more visible with the increase of the bre
orientation.
The combined eect of rake and bre angles on bouncing back can be observed in Figure
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(a) α: 10°; Vel: 570 mm/min
(b) DOC: 100 µm; Vel: 570 mm/min
(c) θ: 90°; Vel: 570 mm/min
Figure 6.33: Combined eect of (a) bre orientation and depth of cut; (b) bre orientation and rake
angle; (c) rake angle and depth of cut, on bouncing back.
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6.33(b), and better analysed considering also Figure 6.26. In fact, two extreme cases can be
recognised, which are associated with the maximum and minimum amount of bouncing back
observed during the experiments. When using slightly positive or negative rake angles and
high bre orientation (θ=135°), high levels of deformation take place in the workpiece rather
than cutting. A high amount of material is bent and pressed under the tool. It leads to a
very high amount of bouncing back after the tool has passed. Conversely, no bouncing back
was detected when machining with high rake and bre angles (α=30° and θ=135°). In fact,
the actual depth of cut measured was found to be higher than the set nominal depth of cut.
6.4.7 Cutting force and thrust force
Machining force acting on the tool can be decomposed in cutting force and thrust force, along
the cutting direction and orthogonally to it, respectively (Figure 6.34).
Figure 6.34: Schematic of resultant machining force decomposition, with components considered
positive in the shown direction.
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In order to study the eect of machining parameters on cutting force and thrust force,
values for depths of cut of 200 µm and 250 µm were also considered. These values were
obtained using the equation provided by the ANOVA (Equation (6.1)), whose coecients are
reported in Table 6.7.
6.4.7.1 Cutting force
The signicant parameters inuencing the cutting force can be obtained observing the p-
value reported in Table 6.5. They are bre orientation and depth of cut, and their eect on
the cutting force is shown in Figure 6.35.
An increase of the bre orientation and of the depth of cut causes an increase of the
cutting force. It is possible to notice that the eect of the interaction between the two
variables on the cutting force is not signicant, as also shown in Table 6.5 where the relative
Figure 6.35: Eect of bre orientation and depth of cut on the cutting force when machining at α:
10°, and Vel: 570 mm/min.
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p-value is equal to 0.9728.
Variation of cutting force with bre orientation at dierent depths of cut is reported in
Figure 6.36, where also bre orientation θ=0° is included. The trend of the cutting force is
reported for rake angle α=10° and cutting speed 570 mm/min, and it represents the general
trend observed in the experiments.
Figure 6.36: Experimental cutting force for various bre orientations and depths of cut when
machining at α: 10°, and Vel: 570 mm/min.
Figure 6.36 shows that cutting force rises slightly from bre orientation θ=0° to θ=45°,
as also conrmed by the literature and reported in Figure 2.24(a). An increase in the depth
of cut usually causes a change in the curvature for 45°≤θ≤135°, and it varies from positive
to negative. An increase in the depth of cut leads always to an increase of the cutting force,
as found in the literature and reported in Figure 2.25 [26]. This is due to the increase of the
amount of material involved during cutting pressing against the rake face of the tool. The
eect of the depth of cut is maximum at θ=90°, where a large variation can be observed in
the cutting force.
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For all conditions analysed, the cutting force generally shows a minimum point at bre
orientation θ=0°.
6.4.7.2 Thrust force
The signicant parameters inuencing the thrust force can be obtained by examining the
p-value reported in Table 6.5. They are bre orientation, rake angle and depth of cut, and
their eect on the thrust force is reported in Figure 6.37 and Figure 6.38.
Figure 6.37(a) shows that the eect of the bre orientation increases with the increase
of the rake angle. In particular, an increase of the bre orientation causes a decrease of the
thrust force. The eect of the rake angle is dependent on the bre orientation. In fact, Figure
6.37(b) shows that at bre orientation of θ=45° an increase of the rake angle leads to an
increase of the thrust force; while for bre orientation θ=135°, it leads to a decrease. The
eect of the rake angle is also dependent on the depth of cut and it increases with the depth
of cut increase. Figure 6.38 shows that an increase of the rake angle leads to a decrease of
the thrust force. Dierently, the eect of the depth of cut increases with the decrease of the
rake angle. An increase of the depth of cut leads to an increase of the thrust force.
The experimental trends of the thrust force with bre angle, rake angle and depth of cut
are reported in Figure 6.39, where bre orientation of θ=0° is also considered.
For a negative rake angle (Figure 6.39(a)) a small variation (∼20 N/mm) of the thrust
force can be observed with bre orientation. In addition, a depth of cut increase leads to an
increase of the thrust force, as also observed by Li et al. [26] and shown in Figure 2.25.
A more complex trend is shown for positive values of rake angles. For α=10° (Figure
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.37: Combined eect on the thrust force of bre orientation and rake angle when machining at
depth of cut 100 µm and cutting speed 570 mm/min: (a) 3D view, and (b) trend for bre orientations
of θ=45° and θ=135°.
6.39(b)), the depth of cut eect becomes negligible at θ=45° . For lower bre angles an
increase of the depth of cut leads to an increase of the thrust force; while for higher values
of the bre orientation it leads to a decrease. At θ ∼120° a change in the depth of cut eect
can be noticed again. In fact, at θ=135° a higher depth of cut causes a rising of the thrust
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Figure 6.38: Combined eect on the thrust force of depth of cut and rake angle when machining at
bre orientation θ=90° and cutting speed 570 mm/min.
force.
For α=30° (Figure 6.39(c)), the depth of cut inuence is negligible at θ=0° and is very
small (∼20 N/mm) for θ=45°. An inversion in the eect of the depth of cut can be observed
after θ=45°, where its increase causes a decrease of the thrust force. Dierently from other
rake angles, a change in the thrust force sign can be observed at high bre orientations. This
change in sign was also detected by Wang and Zhang [24] and shown in Figure 2.26(b). It
could be explained considering Figure 6.40. The force exerted by a bre during cutting can
be decomposed along the cutting direction and orthogonally to it, obtaining the contributions
to the cutting force and thrust force, respectively. These have to be summed to the forces
exerted by the surrounding material, e.g. contribute to the thrust force due to the spring
210




Figure 6.39: Thrust force trend with bre orientation at dierent depths of cut when machining at
cutting speed 570 mm/min.
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(a) Negative (b) Slightly positive (c) Highly positive
Figure 6.40: Eect of the rake angle on the thrust force.
back of the machined material pushing on the clearance face, to obtain the total cutting force
and thrust force.
For a negative rake angle (Figure 6.40(a)), the force exerted by the bre on the rake face
provides a positive contribution to the thrust force, pushing up the tool. Moving from
negative to high positive rake angles (Figure 6.40(c)), the force exerted R rotates
anticlockwise providing a negative thrust force. It is due to the tool geometry that for a
negative rake angle tends to push down the bres; while for positive rake angles tends to lift
them. For high rake angles the negative contribution to the thrust force increases so much
that the total thrust force changes sign becoming negative, opposing to the tool, which
tends to lift the bres.
The thrust force trend with the rake angle is reported in Figure 6.41. The eect of
the rake angle depends on the bre orientation. In fact, for θ=0° and θ=90° a positive
rake angle is suggested to be used, as the thrust force reduces with the increase in the rake
angle. For θ=45°, both negative or slightly positive rake angles can be used leading to similar
thrust force. For θ=135°, rake angles of α=10° and α=30° can be used, leading to a similar
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magnitude of the thrust force (∼25 N/mm), but with a dierent sign.
Figure 6.41: Thrust force trend with bre orientation for dierent rake angles at a cutting speed of
12 mm/min and depth of cut of 150 µm.
6.4.8 Optimization of process parameters
The optimization tool of Design-expert 7.0 was used to identify the set of machining
parameters in order to optimize the output variables. In particular, for each bre
orientation a depth of cut of 100 µm was considered for the analysis, while no constraints
were set for rake angle and cutting velocity. In terms of output variables, minimization of
cutting force and thrust force, surface roughness and damage depth was set as the goal. In
addition, dierent levels of importance were set for the output variables, giving more
importance to the nal quality of the workpiece rather than to the machining forces'
magnitude. Hence, the levels of importance of surface roughness and damage depth were
set at the maximum; while the levels of the machining forces, at the minimum. The results
obtained are reported in Table 6.8.
It is likely that it is possible that there is not a unique solution for each bre orientation.
This is due to the fact that the eect of machining parameters could not be the same on
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Table 6.8: Rake angle and cutting velocity optimizing the surface quality and the damage depth for
each bre orientation and depth of cut of 100 µm.
θ α Cutting speed Fc Ft Surface roughness Damage depth
(mm/min) (N/mm) (N/mm) (µm) (µm)
45° -10° 366.82 62.78 65.49 0.3 38.53
90° 30° 1100 128.22 47.63 0.3 1102
135° 30° 1100 184.70 -23.76 12 2087
each output variable. Hence, some solutions could present closer values to those desired for
some output variables and not for others; while other solutions could behave dierently. In
this case, the solution selected by the software, which has the highest level of desirability,
was chosen.
For bre angle of θ=45° a negative rake angle together with a moderately low cutting
velocity are suggested. Dierently, for bre orientations of θ=90° and θ=135° a high positive
rake angle has to be used and combined with a high cutting speed.
6.5 Summary
Experiments on the orthogonal cutting of unidirectional carbon bre plastic composite have
been carried out in order to study the chip type and the chip formation mechanism; and
to understand the inuence of machining parameters on the output variables. To this end,
the response surface method and the ANOVA technique have been employed. Moreover,
equations for prediction of the output variables have been obtained.
The type of chip has been found to be strongly inuenced by bre orientation and rake
angle, but less by the depth of cut. An increase in the tool rake angle favours a continuous
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chip. A strong dependence on the bre angle can be observed moving to θ=90°, where,
dierently from all other bre orientations, an almost complete absence of cut has been
observed for α=-10° and α=10°, with the chip formed by powder or small splinters. Finally,
an increase in the depth of cut favours the formation of a continuous chip and an increase in
the chip's thickness.
As for the chip type, also the chip formation mechanism has been found to be strongly
inuenced by the bre orientation and rake angle. Indeed, the inuence of the rake angle is
particularly evident when machining at θ=0°. The material removal mechanism is mainly
due to bre buckling for a negative rake angle, accompanied by bre failure due to bending in
the vicinity of the cutting edge. For a slightly positive rake angle, bending failure in the bres
becomes predominant. It takes place very close to the cutting edge, producing a continuous
chip. For high positive rake angles a second cutting zone ahead of the tool has been observed,
where the chip formation is due to a peeling action exerted by the tool. Dierently, the
inuence of the rake angle has been found negligible at θ=45° , where cracks propagate from
the tool tip through bres orthogonal to their axis and shear at the bre-matrix interface
takes place. Similar behaviour has been observed for θ=90° and high positive rake angles. At
θ=135° no dierence in the chip formation mechanism with the rake angle has been observed
from microscope and SEM images. The chip formation seems due to bre peeling followed
by bre bending fracture propagating towards the free surface of the sample. In addition, a
large amount of deformation in the workpiece, involving high out-of-plane displacement, has
been noticed. However, the machined surface prole obtained using the Alicona G5 innite
focus highlighted a dierence when using rake angle α=-10° (or α=10°) and α=30°. While
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high deformation prevails on cutting for α=-10° and α=10°, cutting takes place for α=30°
leading to an actual depth of cut higher than the nominal depth of cut.
In addition, the eect of a round cutting edge on the chip formation mechanisms for bre
angles θ=0° and θ=90° has been highlighted.
Results obtained by ANOVA pointed out that the cutting speed is not a signicant
parameter. In contrast, bre orientation represents the most signicant parameter aecting
the output variables of the process.
Damage depth rises with the increase of bre angle and depth of cut; while the rake angle
increase generally leads to a reduction of damages. The minimum amount of subsurface
damages has been found when machining at bre angle θ=0°. Surface roughness has been
found to be independent from the rake angle for bre orientation 0°≤θ≤90°, especially at a
low depth of cut. Dierently, high bre angles lead to a reduction of the surface quality, where
a high positive rake angle is suggested to be used. The bouncing back has been also studied,
which generally rises with bre orientation increase and rake angle reduction. The most
signicant parameter aecting the cutting force and thrust force is represented by the bre
orientation. An increase in the depth of cut always leads to an increase in the cutting force.
The same eect has been observed for the thrust force when machining with a negative rake
angle; while a more complex trend takes place for positive rake angles. Moreover, a change in
the sign of the thrust force has been observed when machining at high bre and rake angles.
The optimization problem has also been solved, determining the optimal machining
parameters to improve the workpiece quality. For bre angle θ=45°, a negative rake angle
and moderately low cutting velocity have to be used. Conversely, for θ=90° and θ=135° a
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high positive rake angle and high cutting speed are required.
Finally, the results obtained are in agreement with trends reported in the literature,




Development of a hybrid FEM-SPH
model
7.1 Introduction
The SPH approach, developed in Chapter 5, showed it was better in predicting the cutting
force and thrust force compared to the FEM. This was mainly due to material degradation
after failure instead of element deletion. The chip formation mechanism was also found to
be more realistic using the SPH model; leading to mesh-free methods to be considered very
attractive for simulating machining processes. Despite the encouraging results obtained,
the absence of a cohesive model for bre-matrix interface simulation still makes the FEM
approach fundamental to study and evaluate the debonding defect.
In order to take advantage of the potential of both methods, a hybrid model, where
FEM and SPH coexist, could be used. A few examples of the implementation of a such
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technique can be found in the literature, mainly for impact problems and generally where
large deformations are involved [124129].
In the present chapter a hybrid approach is developed to simulate the orthogonal cutting of
UD-CFRP. A conversion from FEM to SPH takes place for each element experiencing failure
and belonging to the bre or matrix phase. This method allows the implementation of the
cohesive model between the nite elements of the bre and matrix at the beginning of the
analysis and avoids material loss during cutting caused by the elements' deletion. In addition,
a three-dimensional FEM model is developed and compared with the hybrid approach, in
order to assess the potential of the latter; and both are validated with experiments carried
out in the previous chapter.
7.2 Development of the hybrid model
A three-dimensional model was developed by implementing the hybrid approach. Two bre
orientations were analysed (θ=0° and θ=90°), relative to experimental conditions 9 and 24
(see Table 6.3), respectively. As for models developed previously, a meso-scale technique for
simulating the composite material was employed, assuming the symmetry (half of the bres'
geometry) to reduce the computational time. A schematic of the hybrid model is shown in
Figure 7.1.
The cutting edge radius was measured in the previous chapter resulting ∼20 µm. It
is bigger than that provided by the published experiments [25] (5 µm), based on which
previous models were developed. A larger cutting edge radius causes a bigger amount of
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of the three-dimensional hybrid model with boundary conditions applied in the
case of bre orientation θ=0°.
material involved during cutting and also a higher depth of cut, leading to the necessity to
simulate a wider area of the composite material. If three bres were sucient to simulate the
orthogonal cutting at bre orientation θ=0° when a cutting edge radius of 5 µm and a depth
of cut 15 µm were implemented, at least 30 bres have to be considered for a cutting edge
radius of 20 µm and a depth of cut 100 µm. The computational cost, which was already high
for previous models, increases considerably. In order to contain it, an increase in the mesh
size was made, reducing the total number of elements in the model. Hence a compromise
between computational cost and accuracy had to be made. A mesh seed of two micrometres
was implemented along the bre direction; while in the plane orthogonal to the bre axis
the elements' size changed according to the parts' geometry. In particular, the bres were
represented by two elements.
Particles representing the SPH were positioned at the centre of each nite element, as
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shown in Figure 7.1. A tie constraint between the SPH particles and the nite elements
was imposed to make the former follow the latter before material failure took place. After
a nite element was deleted from the analysis due to failure, the corresponding particle was
free to move according to the constitutive model used. Tie constraints were also used to link
cohesive elements to the matrix and bres in the FEM model, as well as the matrix to the
EHM phase.
Boundary conditions applied during the explicit analysis were the same as applied in
previous models for both FEM and SPH approaches. In addition, lateral surfaces were
implemented in order to avoid the SPH particles moving in the z direction out from the
simulated strip. Contact with no friction was implemented between particles and rigid
surfaces. A Coulomb friction model with a friction coecient of 0.3 was implemented in the
model among nite elements, particles and the tool.
The cutting speed was set to the maximum value used in the experiments, i.e. 1100
mm/min. That choice helped in reducing the computational cost of the analysis. In fact,
by xing the cutting length a shorter cutting time needs to be analysed when considering a
higher cutting speed.
In addition, a tool rake angle α=30° was chosen for simulating the bre angle of θ=0°. A
depth of cut of 100 µm was xed in the model, and a cutting length of 200 µm was simulated.
In contrast, a tool rake angle α=10° was chosen for θ=90°and a depth of cut equal to 50 µm
was modelled.
The hybrid model features the coexistence of FEM elements and SPH particles, with the
latter implemented for the bre and matrix phases. In particular, the composite material at
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the beginning of the analysis is entirely represented using the classic nite element approach.
At that stage, the novel cohesive model, developed in Chapter 3, was implemented between
the bre and matrix to simulate the bre-matrix interface behaviour. When the failure
criterion is satised during cutting, the bre or matrix nite element is converted to a SPH
particle. At the same time, the linked cohesive element is considered as failed if still active
in the model, as described in the novel approach previously developed.
Finite elements and particles coexist through the duration of the analysis. This implies
that a change in the material properties has to be realised in the particle when the
correspondent nite element fails and is deleted from the analysis. In particular, they have
to switch from a dormant state, where they do not aect the simulation, to an active state,
where they represent the fractured material. To this end a subroutine was developed to
simultaneously take into account the constitutive behaviour implemented in the nite
elements, SPH particles and the novel cohesive model elements, as described in detail
below.
7.2.1 Implementation of the user subroutine for the hybrid model
The subroutine developed for the hybrid model is composed of dierent parts. The rst
section calculates the coordinates of the centre of each nite element in the model. Then
the SPH particles created are translated to these points ensuring that for each nite element
there is a particle positioned at its centre.
The second section includes the material's constitutive behaviour for the matrix and
bres, which is obtained by coupling the FEM and SPH material models. In fact, the
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FEM represents the composite material from the beginning of the analysis until failure;
while the SPH represents the post-failure behaviour. To this end, both VUSDFLD and a
VUMAT subroutines were used. The former calculates the connectivity matrices containing
information on the bre-cohesive and matrix-cohesive elements' connectivity. In addition
it implements the failure conditions for the FEM bre and matrix phases, whose material
models were implemented by means of Abaqus/CAE. When the condition is satised, the
VUSDFLD looks for the connected cohesive element, deleting it from the analysis if still
active.
Information regarding the nite element failure is passed to the VUMAT subroutine,
where constitutive models for bre and matrix, represented in terms of SPH particles, are
reported. When the nite element fails, the particle switches from a dormant to an active
state. The former is characterised by unreal and very low values of the material stiness
properties (1e-6), so that it does not aect the analysis while the corresponding nite element
is still active. In the latter state, the real material properties are attributed to the particle,
but material stiness degradation is carried out to simulate the damaged material, as realised
for the 3D-SPH model in Chapter 5.
The matrix constitutive behaviour implemented is shown in Figure 7.2. Dierently from
models based on the literature, where the cutting speed was 8.33 mm/s, the cutting speed
implemented in the hybrid model is 18.33 mm/s. An increase in the cutting speed causes
an increase in the strain rate, aecting the epoxy matrix stress-strain curve. This eect was
studied by Gilat et al. [130]. In the tensile test a transition from ductile to brittle response was
observed with the strain rate increase. For this reason the matrix was simulated as perfectly
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(a) Matrix - FEM (b) Matrix - SPH
Figure 7.2: Matrix material model implemented in the subroutine for (a) nite elements and (b)
SPH particles.
elastic until failure, as shown in Figure 7.2(a). When the failure condition is satised the
nite element is deleted from the analysis. The corresponding particle that was in a dormant
state is activated and its constitutive behaviour, implemented in the VUMAT subroutine, is
shown in Figure 7.2(b). The material property degradation was implemented to simulate the
fractured material.
Dierently from the epoxy matrix, carbon bres are not aected by the strain rate [15, 89,
90]. They were simulated implementing a diverse behaviour under tension and compression,
as reported in Figure 7.3.
Fibre behaviour was simulated as transversely isotropic and perfectly elastic until failure
under tension. The failure condition was represented by the maximum principal stress
criterion, as for models developed in previous chapters.
Longitudinal compression tests were carried out on a single carbon bre T800S by Ueda
et al. [93]. Results highlighted how the typical compressive stress-strain curve presents an
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(a) Tension (b) Compression
Figure 7.3: Fibre material model implemented in the subroutine for nite elements.
elasto-plastic behaviour. The failure strain under compression was found to be bigger than
10%, which is higher than the tensile failure strain (2% typical of a brittle failure). The ratio
between the compressive and tensile strengths was found to be ∼0.5, denoting a much lower
failure stress under compression. The variability of the tensile and compression strength were
evaluated by means of a Weibull analysis. This showed a bigger variability of the compressive
strength compared to the tensile strength. Data collected by Ueda et al. [93] were used to
obtain as reliable/accurate as possible bre behaviour under compression to be implemented
in the hybrid model. In particular, the failure strength under compression was calculated as
a function of the failure strength under tension. The latter was xed to the value reported on
the TORAYCA data sheet [120]. Elasto-plastic behaviour was considered until failure. Since
the bre is transversely isotropic, the described behaviour was implemented in Abaqus/CAE
by means of the Hill criterion.
When the failure condition under tension or compression is satised, the nite element is
deleted from the analysis and the corresponding SPH particle is activated. The SPH material
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model is identical to that implemented in Chapter 5 for the 3D-SPH model.
In order to assess the inuence of the damage variable on the results, two simulations
implementing dierent values for the damage variable in the matrix material (D=0.8 and
D=0.1) were considered. The damage variable for the bres' particles was set to d1 = d2 =
d3 = 0.8 for both simulations. The reason for this choice is due to the elasto-plastic behaviour
under compression of the bre and the brittle failure of the matrix material. In fact, few
nite elements of the bres are deleted during the analysis and converted to particles, while a
large amount of damage in the matrix takes place leading to a very high number of particles
being activated. For this reason, a change in the damage variables for particles belonging to
the bres should not aect the results, dierently from a change in the damage variable for
the matrix particles.
Material properties for the bre and matrix used in the hybrid model are summarised in
Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Properties of carbon bre and epoxy matrix implemented in the hybrid model [25, 62, 84,
93, 98, 120].
Material Property Value
Carbon bre Elastic constants E1=294 GPa, E2=E3=14 GPa
ν12 = ν13=0.2, ν23=0.25
G12=G13=28 GPa, G23=5.5 GPa
Longitudinal strength Xt=5.88 GPa, Xc=3.288 GPa
Compressive failure strain 0.155
Compressive yield strength 594.5 MPa
Epoxy matrix Elastic constants E=2.96 GPa, ν=0.4
Failure strength σu=74.7 MPa
Interface Normal strength σmax=167.5 MPa
Shear strength τmax=25 MPa
Fracture energy Gc=0.05 N/mm2
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It is worth noting that Abaqus/CAE allows the automatic FEM-SPH conversion when
specied in the element control section. However, after conversion the contact between matrix
and bre particles needs to be realised. As for the 3D-SPH model previously developed,
the contact is possible only when using the same material card. To this end the VUMAT
subroutine, similar to that developed in Chapter 5, was used for the post-failure behaviour.
7.2.2 Dimension of the SPH particles
When the SPH approach is employed, it is necessary to assign the radius value to the particles.
A unique value has to be dened and it is automatically used for all particles. Using the
micro-mechanical approach with cylindrical bres, the geometry of the parts is formed by
specic features. For example, the matrix becomes very tiny in the narrow space between
two consecutive bres, so a particle in that location should be represented by a very small
radius. This choice leads to a high computational cost since the SPH particles for the whole
model are consequently very small.
A further diculty in choosing the particles' radius is due to the deformation that the
nite elements undergo during cutting, especially for areas subjected to compression. In fact,
particles are forced by the tie constraint to follow the nite elements. When two consecutive
nite elements undergo compression, they deform accordingly, causing a reduction of distance
between the corresponding particles. It is possible to imagine two cubic nite elements. If
the particle diameter is chosen at the beginning of the analysis equal to the edge of the
cube, the particles are in contact at this time. Due to the nite elements' deformation, the
particles would tend to overlap. This usually leads to a numerical error in the contact during
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the analysis when the overlap becomes signicant. Hence, ideally the particles' diameter
has to be smaller than the smallest nite element in the model. This choice leads to two
dierent limitations. Firstly, the amount of material deleted during the analysis due to the
nite element failure is not replaced by the same amount when the SPH particle is activated:
it is lower. Secondly, thrust force prediction is aected. In fact, if two nite elements are
deleted below the cutting tool, the two SPH particles activated are not usually in contact,
as shown in Figure 7.4. Further compression of the particles is necessary in order to obtain
a compacted fractured material below the tool. This causes a reduction of the thrust force
compared with the pure SPH model. Finally, a value of the particles' radius equal to 0.7 µm
was used.
(a) Tension (b) Compression (c) Compression
Figure 7.4: Schematic of the particles' position under compression: (a) dormant particles, (b)
activated particles, and (c) particle deformation due to compressive load.
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7.3 Results and discussion
The hybrid model described above and a nite element model were developed for bre
angles θ=0° and θ=90°and compared with the experimental results described in the
previous chapter. This allows assessment of the potentiality of the former approach when
compared with the latter, which is generally used for simulating machining processes.
7.3.1 Chip formation mechanisms and damage at various bre
orientations
7.3.1.1 Finite Element Model for bre orientation θ=0°
The conguration of the nite element model, at time 5.77e-4 seconds after the starting of
the cut, is reported in Figure 7.5. Tool advancement causes bre compression at the tool
tip. The central bre undergoes axial load, which leads to buckling failure. The model shows
also how the tool exerts an opening action on the material. In particular, bres located
next to the central bre undergo bending, being deected upwards on the rake face and
downwards. Stress propagates far ahead of the cutting tool. A brittle failure of the matrix
takes place around the cutting tool and propagates along the bre direction. In fact, the
large deformation due to compression that bres can undergo causes matrix deformation and
failure very far ahead of the cutting area. This eect is particularly visible for the central
bre subjected to buckling.
Further advancement of the tool causes a bre failure due to bending in the bres near the
tool tip deforming upwards, with crack propagation orthogonal to the bres' axis (Figure 7.6).
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(a) Fibre side
(b) Matrix side
Figure 7.5: Finite element model conguration at time 5.77e-4 seconds for bre orientation θ=0°.
The bending deformation reduces when moving towards the bre located at the free surface
of the sample. After buckling, the fragments of the central bres crush under compression
load, being entrapped between the workpiece and the tool. In general, instability due to axial
load can be observed in the area ahead of the cutting edge that could lead to buckling failure.
Fibres deected downwards are compressed by the tool. In particular, the bre in contact
with the tool presents a fracture in the upper part. Due to high bre deformation, cohesive
elements struggle to keep the matrix and bre together, undergoing large deformations.
Matrix failure seems to propagate radially from the cutting tool, in particular ahead of it
along the bre direction, reaching almost the border of the model.
The conguration of the model at time 2.845e-3 seconds is reported in Figure 7.7. Bending
deformation becomes more signicant for bres located above the cutting edge, with crack
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(a) Fibre side
(b) Matrix side
Figure 7.6: Finite element model conguration at time 1.79e-3 seconds for bre orientation θ=0°.
propagation towards the free surface of the sample through adjacent bres. Deection due
to axial load increases ahead of the tool, as well as the damage in the bre below the cutting
plane, where some cracks, due to compression, are visible. Also matrix fracture increases.
In particular, in the vicinity of the tool the majority of the nite elements, representing the
matrix phase, are deleted from the analysis due to failure.
Further tool advancement causes buckling instability and failure ahead of the tool leading
to multi-fractured bres (Figure 7.8). The area interested by the cut increases, and the
material bends and slides on the rake face of the tool. Also the zone aected by compression
below the tool extends, with the matrix fracture reaching the EHM phase. A larger model
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(a) Fibre side
(b) Matrix side
Figure 7.7: Finite element model conguration at time 2.845e-3 seconds for bre orientation θ=0°.
would be necessary in order to visualize the matrix failure deeper in the workpiece. The
sample seems to be divided into four dierent horizontal strips depending on the material
deformation. In fact, strips one and four can be associated with bre bending. In strips two
and three the bre behaviour is mainly due to buckling, which tends to change to bending
when moving towards strips one and four, respectively.
Conguration of the model at the end of the analysis is shown in Figure 7.9. Four strips
can still be distinguished. The bres contained in strips two and three fail mainly under
buckling. With tool advancement, fractured pieces accumulate ahead of the tool, forming
an agglomeration. The opening action is exerted by the tool to the material through this
agglomeration. In particular, material belonging to strip one bends ahead of the cutting tool
deforming on that agglomeration. In the same way, also the downward deformation of the
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(a) Fibre side
(b) Matrix side
Figure 7.8: Finite element model conguration at time 4.527e-3 seconds for bre orientation θ=0°.
bres in strip four starts ahead of the tool. Matrix damage is wide and it is possible to
imagine it extending far below the cutting plane. A continuous chip takes place and slides
onto the rake face of the tool. It is important to notice how almost no contact between the
clearance face and the workpiece takes place, because of the elements' deletion due to failure,
as visible in Figure 7.10.
The cohesive elements' conguration at the end of the analysis is shown in Figure 7.11,
where the QUADSCRT variable, indicating the damage initiation condition, is reported.
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(a) Fibre side
(b) Matrix side
Figure 7.9: Finite element model conguration at time 1.09e-2 seconds corresponding to the end of
the analysis for bre orientation θ=0°.
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Figure 7.10: Tool tip-workpiece interaction at time 1.09e-2 seconds in the nite element model for
bre orientation θ=0°.
Figure 7.11: Cohesive elements' conguration at the end of the analysis in the nite element model
for bre orientation θ=0°.
Values equal to the represent cohesive elements that have been damaged, but have not yet
failed. All cohesive elements fail ahead of the tool, where the agglomeration of bres is
located. The failure is due to two reasons. Firstly it is caused by the matrix failure, which
leads to the linked cohesive element deletion. Secondly, the large amount of deformation the
bres undergo causes stretching of cohesive elements until failure, i.e. debonding between
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bre and matrix. Cohesive elements located in the vicinity of the bre agglomeration are
generally damaged and prone to failure with further advancement of the tool. Cohesive
elements' failure below the cutting plane in the region under compression is connected to
matrix failure.
7.3.1.2 Hybrid model for bre orientation θ=0°
Damage variable for SPH matrix set to D=0.8. The results obtained by implementing
the hybrid model were analysed at the same time-steps considered for the nite element model
for comparison purposes. The conguration of the model at time 5.77e-4 seconds is shown
in Figure 7.12. The behaviour of the nite elements in the hybrid model is similar to that
observed in the FEM model, with the bre at the centre undergoing buckling and the others
bending due to the opening action exerted by the tool. Dierently, nite elements deleted are
converted to particles. This is particularly visible for the matrix due to its brittle behaviour.
At time 1.79e-3 seconds (Figure 7.13) an increase of the bending can be observed for
(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side
Figure 7.12: Hybrid model conguration at time 5.77e-4 seconds for bre orientation θ=0° when
implementing a matrix damage variable for the SPH D=0.8.
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(a) Fibre side (b) Zoom of the matrix side
(c) Matrix side
Figure 7.13: Hybrid model conguration at time 1.79e-3 seconds for bre orientation θ=0° when
implementing a matrix damage variable for the SPH D=0.8.
bres above the cutting edge, which leads to bending failure. Fibres below the cutting plane
are bent downwards with a consequent arising of cracks. At this time-step it is already
possible to appreciate the dierence between the hybrid and the FEM model. Firstly, it is
possible to notice how particles accumulate around the cutting edge of the tool. Secondly,
the presence of damaged material in the model increases the volume of material aected by
the cut. The stress propagates farther from the cutting area compared with the FEM model.
This is particularly visible on the upper corner of the sample. At the time-step considered,
it experiences an upward bending deformation; while in the FEM model the bre located
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on the free edge was still in the original conguration (Figure 7.6). Also, the matrix nite
elements failed corresponding to the corner, which is dierent from the FEM model. Hence,
the tool exerts the opening action through the damaged material involving material located
far from it.
As for the FEM model, cohesive elements are stretched due to the high amount of
deformation that bres undergo during compression, leading to debonding ahead of the tool
(Figure 7.14). However, a large number of cohesive elements are deleted because of matrix
failure.
Figure 7.14: Cohesive elements behaviour at time 1.79e-3 seconds in the hybrid model for bre
orientation θ=0° when implementing a matrix damage variable for the SPH D=0.8.
At time-step 2.845e-3 seconds (Figure 7.15) the material conguration is similar for the
two approaches. A crack propagates from the cutting edge towards the free surface of the
sample orthogonally to the bres' axis. Along its path, crack formation seems to be caused by
dierent failure mechanisms. It starts ahead of the cutting edge due to buckling instability,
and propagates far from it due to bending failure.
The compression exerted by the tool on the material below it is visible, showing the
deformations of the particles located on the vertical free edge of the sample, which tends to
come out.
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Figure 7.15: Hybrid model conguration at time 2.845e-3 seconds for bre orientation θ=0°when
implementing a matrix damage variable for the SPH D=0.8.
At time-step 4.527e-3 seconds (Figure 7.16) the fractured bres and matrix in front of
the tool, composed by the FEM and SPH elements, contribute to form an agglomeration, as
was observed for the FEM approach. Dierently from the latter method, the agglomeration
is formed also by failed matrix elements. The material ahead of the tool can be divided into
four strips, with number one and four containing bres undergoing bending and number two
and three composed of bres experiencing mainly buckling. With tool advancement, SPH
particles tend to accumulate in the vicinity of the cutting edge.
The dierence between the hybrid and the nite element model can be even more
appreciated at time-step 1.09e-2 seconds (Figure 7.17).
In both approaches a continuous chip is formed, but the angle formed by the free surface
of the chip in the hybrid model is higher than that in the FEM due to a higher amount
of material in the former approach, which includes the damaged material. It is possible to
observe how the material surrounds the tool, and in particular the cutting edge. No loss
of contact takes place between the clearance face and the machined surface. The pressure
applied by the material on the clearance face contributes to the thrust force.
In addition, the hybrid model is able to simulate and predict the bouncing back. In
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(a) Fibre side
(b) Matrix side
Figure 7.16: Hybrid model conguration at time 4.527e-3 seconds for bre orientation θ=0° when
implementing a matrix damage variable for the SPH D=0.8.
fact, each particle representing the damaged material can weakly interact with other SPH
particles according to the constitutive model assigned. Hence, the activated particles are able
to simulate a material full of cracks that can experience an elastic recovery.
When compared with the nite element model (Figure 7.11), the extension of the cohesive
element failure is wider for the hybrid model (Figure 7.18). It is possible to observe that
almost the totality of the cohesive elements failed below the tool. This is mainly due to the
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(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side
Figure 7.17: Hybrid model conguration at time 1.09e-2 seconds for bre orientation θ=0° when
implementing a matrix damage variable for the SPH D=0.8.
Figure 7.18: Cohesive elements' conguration at the end of the analysis in the hybrid model for bre
orientation θ=0° when implementing a matrix damage variable for the SPH D=0.8.
matrix nite elements' failure. In fact, the damage in the matrix phase is also more extended
in the hybrid model. As it was previously observed, the presence of damaged material in the
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model, due to the conversion, causes a larger volume of material involved during cutting in
all directions.
Damage variable for SPH matrix set to D=0.1. A simulation using the hybrid model
employing variable damage for the matrix phase D=0.1 is presented in the following.
A small change in the results can be appreciated already at time-step 5.77e-4 seconds
(Figure 7.19). In fact, the nite elements of the central bre fail in the vicinity of the tool.
During tool advancement, bre deformation under compressive axial load takes place. Unlike
with previous models, the presence of a stier fractured material ahead of the tool causes a
local failure due to compression, which anticipates the failure due to buckling instability.
Figure 7.19: Hybrid model conguration at time 5.77e-4 seconds for bre orientation θ=0° when
implementing a matrix damage variable for the SPH D=0.1.
This behaviour is more evident at time-step 1.79e-3 (Figure 7.20). During cutting, the
matrix nite elements around the bres fail. When a stier fracture material is implemented
for the matrix, it could cause a reduction of the bre deformation due to axial loads, favouring
a local failure under compression. In this case it is also possible to observe the opening action
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(a) Fibre side
(b) Matrix side
Figure 7.20: Hybrid model conguration at time 1.79e-3 seconds for bre orientation θ=0° when
implementing a matrix damage variable for the SPH D=0.1.
exerted by the tool on the workpiece with the bre bending upwards and downwards above
and below the cutting edge, respectively. The latter undergoes fracture and crack formation
due to the pushing down action of the tool.
During tool advancement, deformations due to axial load start to rise in the bres ahead
of the cutting area (Figure 7.21). These are smaller when compared with previous models.
Also a crack, propagating towards the free edge of the sample through adjacent bres can be
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Figure 7.21: Hybrid model conguration at time 2.845e-3 seconds for bre orientation θ=0° when
implementing a matrix damage variable for the SPH D=0.1.
observed, whose extension is smaller than in the previous models.
Axial load deformations in the bres increase during tool advancement causing buckling
instability and failure.
A signicant dierence to previous models can be observed in Figure 7.22. A smaller
number of bres undergo buckling failure ahead of the tool, with the majority experiencing
bending deformation. Consequently, the agglomeration formed has a smaller dimension, and
it is contained near the tool tip. Results suggest that higher stiness properties of fractured
material allow an increase of the amount of bouncing back. In fact, a bigger amount of
material is in contact with the clearance face of the tool.
Cohesive elements in the nal conguration are reported in Figure 7.23. As observed for
the previous hybrid model, a larger area with failed cohesive elements can be observed when
compared with the FEM model (Figure 7.11). A few damaged cohesive elements are still
present in the chip, while they have almost all totally failed below the cutting plane. In the
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(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side
Figure 7.22: Hybrid model conguration at time 1.09e-2 seconds for bre orientation θ=0°when
implementing a matrix damage variable for the SPH D=0.1.
Figure 7.23: Cohesive elements' conguration at the end of the analysis in the hybrid model for bre
orientation θ=0° when implementing a matrix damage variable for the SPH D=0.1.
.
latter zone, the cohesive element deletion is mainly due to the matrix nite elements' failure.
It is possible to imagine how the matrix and cohesive elements' damage extends far below
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the micro-mechanical model area. A bigger number of bres should be implemented in the
model in order to be able to evaluate the damage extension.
7.3.1.3 Finite Element Model for bre orientation θ=90°
For bre orientation θ=90°, the chip formation mechanism changes compared to that
observed for θ=0°. At the beginning of the analysis, the tool comes into contact with the
workpiece (Figure 7.24). Tool advancement causes matrix fracture, which extends ahead of
(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side
(c) Cohesive elements behaviour - Matrix side
Figure 7.24: Finite element model conguration at time 4.2e-4 seconds for bre orientation θ=90°.
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the cutting zone and below the cutting plane. The latter is due to the high amount of
bending the bres undergo, being pushed by the tool. The high level of deformation arising
in all phases of the material can be noticed on observing the cohesive elements' behaviour,
which is shown in Figure 7.24(c). They are highly deformed trying to keep matrix and
bres together. Debonding and cohesive element delation due to matrix failure can be
observed during cutting. Fibre fracture takes place in the rst bre in contact with the tool.
It is possible to assume that a crack starts propagating across the bre along points where
the maximum principal stress criterion is satised. The bre is not totally cut at this stage.
Tool advancement causes a large amount of failure of the matrix elements far ahead of
the tool and below the cutting path (Figure 7.25). Due to the matrix elements' deletion,
consecutive bres come into contact. The tool action is transmitted between two adjacent
bres. A large amount of bending takes place in the bres. The bre in contact with the
(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side
Figure 7.25: Finite element model conguration at time 1.46e-3 seconds for bre orientation θ=90°.
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cutting edge is compressed in the cutting direction. A second crack arises below that which
was previously formed. The matrix fracture propagates along the rst bre to almost the
border of the model, deep in the workpiece.
Fibre bending continues to increase with tool advancement, involving a growing number
of bres (Figure 7.26). Cracks formed in the rst bre propagate dividing it into two parts.
The upper part forms the chip, sliding slowly on the rake face of the tool, while the lower
slides on the cutting edge towards the clearance face. In addition, a crack formation in the
second bre can be observed. The extension of the matrix failure increases with the bre
bending, moving far ahead of the tool and deep into the workpiece.
The cohesive elements' failure extends far ahead of the cutting tool and below the cutting
path. Comparing Figure 7.27 and Figure 7.26(b), it is possible to observe that the cohesive
(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side
Figure 7.26: Finite element model conguration at time 2.26e-3 seconds for bre orientation θ=90°.
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Figure 7.27: Cohesive elements' conguration at time 2.26e-3 seconds in the nite element model
for bre orientation θ=90°.
element failure is mainly associated with the matrix elements' deletion.
A longer analysis could reveal the elastic recovery that the rst bre undergoes after the
tool has passed, bending in the opposite direction. It could also reveal if the bres far ahead
of the cutting tool, and so not in direct contact with it, could bend without experiencing
damage and return to the original position after the tool has passed. However, bre failure
near the cutting edge takes place above the cutting plane.
7.3.1.4 Hybrid Model for bre orientation θ=90°
Simulation using the hybrid model was carried out considering the value of the damage
variable for the SPH matrix D=0.1. A dierence between hybrid and FEM models can be
already observed at the beginning of the analysis (Figure 7.28). Tool advancement causes
bre bending with associated matrix and cohesive elements' failure, as previously observed.
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(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side
(c) Cohesive elements behaviour - Matrix side
Figure 7.28: Hybrid model conguration at time 4.2e-4 seconds for bre orientation θ=90° when
implementing a matrix damage variable for the SPH D=0.1.
However, in the hybrid approach the extension of the crack formed in the rst bre is
larger. Furthermore the number of bres experiencing bending ahead of the tool is higher
when compared with the FEM model. In fact, it is possible to observe the higher
magnitude of the Von Mises stress in the fourth bre (2.35e3 MPa instead of 1.17e3 MPa),
which already starts to bend. Consequently, the amount of matrix and cohesive elements
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which have failed is also higher, involving a larger area. As for bre orientation θ=0°, the
dierence in behaviour between the two models is due the presence of fractured material
represented by the SPH particles. Therefore, while in the FEM model elements' deletion
usually causes a reduction of the stresses due to a loss of material, when FEM to SPH
conversion is applied, the fractured material compacts under the tool forces, transferring
the tool action to the undamaged material. As for the nite element model, cohesive
elements undergo large deformations trying to keep together the matrix and bre phases.
With tool movement bres bending increases. Meanwhile, a large number of matrix
elements are converted to particles (Figure 7.29). The conversion from FEM to SPH allows
the simulating of the powder chip formation. In fact, it can be observed how particles tend
to y away from the cutting zone, in a form that it is possible to consider as representative
of powder.
(a) Fibre side (b) Matrix side
Figure 7.29: Hybrid model conguration at time 1.46e-3 seconds for bre orientation θ=90° when
implementing a matrix damage variable for the SPH D=0.1.
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Figure 7.30: Cohesive elements' conguration at time 1.46e-3 seconds in the hybrid model for bre
orientation θ=90° when implementing a matrix damage variable for the SPH D=0.1
The cohesive elements' failure is mainly due to the matrix nite elements' deletion (Figure
7.30). The damage extension in the cohesive elements, still active in the model, extends far
below the cutting plane (red areas), and a large number of them are near to experiencing
damage initiation.
Fibre failure was analysed at the end of the simulation to observe the possible path that
the formed crack could follow (Figure 7.31). As in the FEM model, the rst bre is divided
into two parts, with the upper sliding slowly on the rake face. The second bre experiences
multi-fractures, but it is still composed of one part. Also in this case, the bre failure takes
place above the cutting plane.
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Figure 7.31: Hybrid model conguration at time 2.72e-3 seconds for bre orientation θ=90° when
implementing a matrix damage variable for the SPH D=0.1.
7.3.2 Comparison with experimental results
Results obtained for bre orientations of θ=0° and θ=90° by means of the nite element
model and the hybrid model were compared with the experiments reported in the previous
chapter. Machining force and the chip formation mechanism have been considered for the
comparison.
7.3.2.1 Validation of cutting force and thrust force
Cutting forces obtained when employing the hybrid and the FEM models are compared
with experimental values shown in the previous chapter and reported in Figure 7.32. For
bre orientation θ=0°, the FEM model and the hybrid models show similar cutting force
predictions. However the FEM model is closer to the experimental value. Between the hybrid
models, a decrease in the matrix damage variable causes a slight increase of the cutting force,
from 32.17 N/mm to 35.05 N/mm. The higher value obtained in the hybrid models is due to
the element conversion. Damaged material remains in the model, helping in transferring the
tool action to the undamaged material. In addition, the damaged material is compressed by
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(a) θ=0°
(b) θ=90°
Figure 7.32: Cutting force comparison between the hybrid model, the FEM model and the experimental
results for bre orientation (a) θ=0° and (b) θ=90°.
the tool, surrounding it. The smaller the damage variable is set for the particles, the stier
the damaged material results, causing an increase in the cutting force.
As for the previous bre angle, for bre orientation θ=90° the cutting force predicted is
similar for both approaches. It underestimates the experimental value. However, at the end
of the simulation the chip formation mechanism was not simulated completely; this was due
to the high computational cost necessary to create a model able to accommodate the chip
formation and observe its repetition during cutting. In the simulations, an increasing number
of bres were involved and bent during tool advancement. This could lead to an increase of
the cutting force in the case of a longer cutting length simulation.
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Hybrid (D=0.8) -1.42 N/A
Hybrid (D=0.1) 1.61 -2.49
The thrust force obtained from numerical simulations is reported in Table 7.2 and
compared with the experimental results. It is possible to notice the thrust force is
underestimated for both numerical approaches and bre orientations. As observed for the
cutting force, the models' prediction at bre orientation θ=90° is aected by an incomplete
simulation of the chip formation mechanism. In fact, at the end of the simulations the
bres are bent ahead of the cutting tool, with contact between the tool and the workpiece
on the rake face and on the cutting edge. In addition, the tool displacement is not sucient
to penetrate the material allowing for possible contact between the machined surface and
the clearance face.
Even if the thrust force is still underestimated, the hybrid model slightly improves its
prediction compared with the FEM model for both bre orientations. This is particularly
visible at bre angle θ=0°. The value predicted by the FEM model is negative, showing a
downward force applied from the material on the tool. This thrust force direction is opposite
to that observed experimentally. It is due to the chip formation mechanism, and can be
explained considering Figure 7.9. In fact, an agglomeration of fractured bres accumulates
ahead of the tool above the cutting plane and in contact with the rake face. This exerts a
force on the rake face pushing the tool downwards. At the same time, the element failure
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and deletion causes the presence of a void below the cutting tool with absence of contact
between the machined surface and the clearance face. Hence, there is no force that could
contrast the downward action.
Dierently, when the hybrid model is employed, the element conversion seems to provide
more realistic behaviour during cutting. When a damage variable D=0.8 is used for the
SPH matrix, the chip formation mechanism remains similar to that observed for the FEM
model (Figure 7.17). However, the presence of particles after conversion allows simulation
of the damaged material, which accumulates around the tool coming also in contact with
the clearance face. The force exerted by machined material on the clearance face and on the
lower part of the cutting edge acts upwards, opposing the downward force due to the material
action on the rake face. The thrust force obtained still acts in the opposite direction to that
experimentally observed, but its magnitude reduces, getting closer to a change of sign.
When a stier damaged material is considered (D=0.1), a smaller agglomeration forms
ahead of the tool and around the cutting edge, through which the tool exerts the opening
action (Figure 7.22). At the same time, more particles come into contact with the clearance
face due to a larger elastic recovery experienced by the material after cutting. Dierently
from previous models, a weaker downward force is exerted by the already bent bres on the
rake face. Hence, the thrust force changes sign becoming positive. The material exerts an
upward force on the tool in agreement with the experimental results.
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7.3.2.2 Chip formation mechanisms and types of chip
The chip formation mechanisms observed during the experiments using the digital microscope
are compared with the numerical results in Figure 7.33 and Figure 7.34. Since only images
for the lowest cutting speed are available, these were used for a qualitative validation.
For bre orientation θ=0°, both hybrid and FEM models show a continuous chip, as
experimentally observed. In the FEM model, the chip tends to be a curling chip. Dierently,
the free surface of the chip in the hybrid model remains almost parallel to the rake face of
the tool. This behaviour is closer to that observed in the experiments. The dierent shape
of the chip is due to the presence of fractured material in the hybrid model that contributes,
albeit weakly, to keep the bres together.
Both models show a material opening similar to that experimentally observed, with the
upper part bending upwards forming the chip and sliding on the rake face, and the lower
bending downward below the cutting tool. A small amount of material seems to be
accumulated ahead of the cutting edge in the digital microscope image (Figure 7.33(c)).
The position of this agglomeration seems to be more similar to that observed in the hybrid
model, i.e. all around the cutting edge instead of above it on the rake face (FEM).
In both models, bres bending below the tool undergo multi-fracture, as observed
experimentally on the machined surface by SEM (Figure 6.17(e)). However, after
machining separated fractured and curled bres can be observed on the machined surface in
the FEM model. In contrast, as noticed for the chip, the damaged material in the hybrid
model seems to help in keeping the bres together. Furthermore, the machined surface is
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(a) FEM model
(b) Hybrid model D=0.1
(c) Digital microscope image
Figure 7.33: Chip formed at the end of the analysis for (a) hybrid model; (b) FEM model; and (c)
during the experiment, for bre orientation θ=0°.
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(a) FEM model (b) Hybrid model D=0.1
(c) Digital microscope image
Figure 7.34: Chip formed at the end of the analysis for (a) hybrid model; (b) FEM model; and (c)
during the experiment, for bre orientation θ=90°.
composed of fractured bres embedded in the damaged material, which seems more similar
to what was experimentally observed (Figure 6.17(e)).
Experimentally, no loss of contact seems to be experienced by the tool on the clearance
face in the vicinity of the cutting edge. This condition is well represented by the hybrid
model.
As for bre orientation of θ=0°and also at θ=90° both models show a deformation
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during cutting similar to that observed experimentally (Figure 7.34). The tool pushes the
material ahead of it causing severe bre bending. The material deformation during cutting
is highlighted with a red line in the digital microscope image. This is very similar to that
obtained numerically. From the experiments, the deformation extension in the material
ahead of the tool was estimated to be at least 100 µm. It is clear that only a very large
model would be able to capture the entire material removal mechanism.
Both models show bre failure above the cutting plane with bre sliding on the rake face.
At the same time, a huge amount of matrix damage was observed. Hence, a powder-like chip
is likely to form.
Due to the element conversion, the hybrid model shows the matrix particles ying away
from the cutting area, conrming it to be a more realistic approach.
Finally, it is possible to observe the dierence in the cutting mechanism between models
developed in this chapter, implementing a round cutting edge (r=20 µm), and models based
on the literature (developed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5), where the cutting edge can be
considered sharp (r=5 µm). This is particularly visible at bre orientation θ=90°, where
signicant bre bending was observed when machining with a round cutting edge; instead of
local failure due to the compression exerted by the tool at the contact point, which produces
a clear cut.
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7.4 Summary
In order to overcome the drawbacks shown by the FEM approach, usually used for simulating
machining processes, a hybrid model implementing nite element conversion to SPH particles
has been developed. Results obtained using the classic FEM approach and the new hybrid
approach have been compared with experimental ndings reported in the previous chapter.
For bre orientation θ=0° both approaches show similar prediction in terms of the cutting
force, agreeing well with the experimental results. Even if the thrust force is underestimated
for both models, the hybrid approach shows a slight improvement in the prediction. In
addition, a change in thrust force direction has been detected between the FEM and the
hybrid model (D=0.1), with the latter in agreement with experimental results. This has
been linked to the chip formation mechanism observed during the analysis. In particular,
the better agreement of the hybrid model is due to: conversion of failed elements that,
experiencing spring back after machining, exert an upward force on the clearance face; and
to a smaller agglomeration composed of deformed and damaged material located around the
cutting edge and not on the rake face, as observed for the FEM model. The material removal
mechanism in the hybrid model seems also more similar to the images captured using the
digital microscope during cutting.
For bre orientation θ=90° both approaches show a similar chip formation mechanism,
which agrees well with images captured during machining. A signicant bre bending has
been detected with bre failure above the cutting plane. Cutting force and thrust force are
underestimated for both approaches. However, the hybrid model shows a slightly better
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thrust force prediction.
The hybrid model developed is able to make the most of the FEM approach, implementing
cohesive elements for the bre-matrix interface simulation, and to improve the thrust force
prediction due to the FEM to SPH element conversion after failure.
The dierence between the hybrid model and the FEM model is more evident with the
increase of the number of nite elements failed during the analysis, and so with the increase
of elements converted. The particles' dimension set in the analysis plays an important role.
Problems in the contact between dormant particles due to nite elements' deformation lead
to setting a smaller radius for the SPH particles. This negatively aects the thrust force
prediction; since the damaged material can undergo larger deformation before it is compacted
by the tool action. Better results have been obtained using a lower damage variable for the
matrix particle. In fact, higher stiness properties in the damaged material could compensate
for the smaller radius of the particles.
Models developed in this chapter have also been able to capture the change in the chip
formation mechanism when using a round cutting edge (r=20 µm). This can be observed
when comparing results obtained with those reported in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, where a
sharp cutting edge was used (r=5 µm).
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8.1 Conclusions
This thesis deals with the numerical simulation of the orthogonal cutting of unidirectional
carbon bre reinforced plastic composite. A comprehensive review of models developed
highlighted a paucity of the description of the cohesive models' behaviour during simulation
of machining operations; an excessive distortion that zero thickness cohesive elements based
on the traction-separation law usually undergo during the analysis; and the poor thrust
force prediction when using the commonly implemented FEM. In this thesis, new
methodologies were suggested and tested to improve the capability of current numerical
models to predict the machining force and the material response during orthogonal cutting,
using the micro-mechanical approach. In particular, a new cohesive model able to avoid
excessive distortion, linking cohesive element failure to that of surrounding elements, was
developed. A comparison between the new model and previously used models was carried
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out. The smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method was implemented to improve
thrust force prediction, preventing element deletion during the analysis. However, the
absence of a cohesive model does not allow the study of the bre-matrix interface. Hence, a
hybrid model, based on the FEM to SPH conversion and able to combine the advantages of
both models, was developed. In-house experiments were conducted to support and validate
the hybrid model; and furthermore to investigate the inuence of machining parameters on
the machining force and on the quality of the nal component, combining the response
surface method (RSM) and the analysis of variance (ANOVA).
The principal conclusions of this work can be summarised as follows:
 the novel interface model presented overcomes excessive deformation usually
experienced by zero thickness cohesive elements based on the traction-separation law,
providing more realistic behaviour and facilitating the bre-matrix interface analysis,
when compared with the surface-based cohesive behaviour.
 The comparison between a 2D-extruded model and a three-dimensional model
implementing cylindrical bres (3D-FEM model) showed a change in the cutting
mechanism for bre orientation θ=0° and θ=90°. While for bre angle θ=0° a non
realistic bre failure due to compression was observed, for θ=90° a cleaner cut, due to
compression induced fracture perpendicularly to the bre axis, took place in the
3D-FEM model, as expected when machining with a sharp cutting edge. In the case
of cylindrical bres more compact behaviour of the composite material was detected,
causing a slight increase and better prediction of the cutting force for bre orientation
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θ=0° and θ=90°. Independently from the assumption on the geometry, the thrust
force is always underestimated.
 The smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method showed a better capability in
simulating the process when compared with the 3D-FEM model. In fact, the chip type
observed is close to that obtained from high-speed camera images. The SPH method is
able to improve the chip formation mechanisms, in particular at bre orientation θ=0°.
 The SPH method allows the studying and measuring of the bouncing back, providing a
signicant improvement in the prediction of the thrust force. The presence of damaged
material in the model causes more material involved during cutting, which increases
the damaged area when compared with the 3D-FEM model. Despite the advantages
listed above, the absence of a cohesive model in the SPH method means information
on the bre-matrix interface is not obtained.
 In-house experiments revealed that the type of chip and the chip formation mechanism
depend strongly on the bre orientation and the rake angle.
 The eect of a round cutting edge was observed when machining at θ=0° and θ=90°,
which promotes bre buckling at the tool tip for the former and a predominance of
bre bending for the latter.
 The depth of damage is strongly aected by the bre orientation and the depth of cut.
An increase of bre orientation and depth of cut leads to an increase in the damage
depth.
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 A good surface quality can be generally obtained for bre angles θ<90° with negligible
inuence from the rake angle. An abrupt increase of the surface roughness takes place
for bre angles θ>90°, suggesting the use of a high positive rake angle to improve the
quality of the machined surface.
 The bouncing back amount rises when machining with large bre orientations, a deep
depth of cut and a small rake angle.
 The most signicant working parameters that aect the cutting force and thrust force
are the bre orientation and the depth of cut. However, the thrust force is also aected
by the rake angle. An increase of the depth of cut always leads to an increase of
the cutting force. The same eect was observed for the thrust force when machining
with a negative rake angle; while more complex behaviour takes place for positive rake
angles. Moreover, a negative thrust force was observed when machining at large bre
orientation and rake angles.
 The optimum setting of working parameters to minimise the surface roughness and the
damage depth was determined for dierent bre orientations. For θ=45°, rake angle
α=-10° and moderate cutting speed Vel=366.82 mm/min are suggested; while for θ=90°
and θ=135° a high positive rake angle α=30° and high cutting speed Vel=1100 mm/min
should be used.
 A novel hybrid model able to combine the advantages of nite element and smoothed
particle hydrodynamics methods was developed. It showed an improvement in the
prediction of thrust force, when compared to the commonly used nite element method.
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The hybrid model is also able to provide information about the bouncing back as well
as about the bre-matrix interface, due to the implementation of the novel cohesive
model. It is able to take into account the eect of the round cutting edge on the
chip formation mechanism for θ=0° and θ=90°, showing a closer behaviour than the
FEM to that observed in the experiments for bre orientation θ=0°. However, the
computational cost of the hybrid model is higher than the generally used nite element
model.
In conclusion, by the work undertaken it has been found out that the SPH method is
the best to simulate the orthogonal cutting process. However, a future improvement in the
hybrid method could lead to a more accurate simulation of the process, since it includes also
the capability to simulate the interface between the bre and matrix.
8.2 Future works
This thesis has suggested new approaches to ll some of the gaps reported in the literature
review (Chapter 2). The hybrid model developed in Chapter 7 is able to implement the novel
cohesive model presented in Chapter 3 and to improve the thrust force prediction, compared
with the commonly used nite element method, thanks to the FEM to SPH conversion. A
large amount of data was obtained from the in-house experiments. The type of chip, chip
formation mechanism, cutting force, thrust force at bre orientations θ=0° and θ=90° were
all used to validate the model. Therefore, the following work could be carried out in the
future to further improve the model:
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 test the hybrid model for bre orientation θ=45° and θ=135°;
 extend the model size to capture the periodicity of the chip formation mechanism for
each bre orientation as well as the damage far ahead of the cutting tool and below the
cutting plane;
 validate the numerical models in terms of the amount of damage arising in each phase
of the composite material;
 use SPH particles with a diameter equal to the length of the nite element with an
aspect ratio equal to 1; this would improve the prediction of the thrust force;
 implement more than one particle for each nite element. This would improve the
contact between particles and nite elements' faces in the model.
Further improvements based on the material data and material models need to be
considered. In fact, availability of the material data for each phase is still limited in the
literature. It will be necessary to develop more realistic material models for the bres and
matrix. For example, the matrix is strongly dependent on strain rate, loading conditions
and temperature. However, existing models are usually simplied to a static elasto-plastic
curve at room temperature. Therefore adequate material models that take into account the
complex behaviour of each phase during the cutting process need to be developed.
Finally, the orthogonal cutting represents a fundamental step towards understanding the
machining of composite materials. However, more complex machining operations, such as
drilling and milling, which are more relevant to industrial applications, need to be investigated
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